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But speaking of the

and I haven’t been late to church since we
took to goin’ thar together, and we shouldn't
like to begin now; though to be sure, people that's got legs and horses to get 'em thar
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the amount due, when thus sent.
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Papers

until an geplicit

bank

de-

although somewhat dull,are steady,and any

over him. The good housewife always
seats him at her side, and, watching for
opportunities in his pauses, pulls him and
says, ** Now, professor, you must eata little.” He usually stops long enough to fill
his mouth, and then is lost. again in his
talk. One of the lecturers whom I hear
generally lectures with his hands over his
face, that nothing before him may disturb
the flow of his thoughts. But, worse than
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interest
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books out

with the

to

be
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WEDNESDAY,

SEPTEMBER

3,

Troupe, great numbers of curiosity seekers
.| ace

1873.

ostensibly

to

throng the establishment.
The other night, a policeman on his way
home was attacked,and being unarmed was
nearly beaten and shot to death, However,
being plucky,he held out and finally captured and took to the station-house two of his

branches

ir

Upon the passer by.

assailants.

They turned out to be two men

who had drawn lots in their gang to kill the
officer.
STAR.

It has, mid rarer flowers, within the garden,

No ostentatious place;
And yet, among thém all, "hot one exoels it
In sweetness or in grace.
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Student Life in Germany.

friends, nor seeks them,

1t wishes for but few;
One sunbeam lingering always near it,
The pleasant rain and dew.

Broadway,

performances of the celebrities who daily

Its mild blue eyes look out in modest beauty,

Tt has not many

Waters, 481

select ‘pianos, organs and pieces of music,
but in reality to listen to the soul thrilling

i

Shut out the broad, bright sky;

rooms in the

| crowd the magnificent sales rooms of Hor-

The "Wool Nit
’Neath thickets, or where joterlacing

editorial

ors of the enterprise for a fierce warfare
against monopoly.
Since the arrival of the Italian Opera

commis-

fo

its

preparations are being made by the conduct-

of returning

TheBots

in, has

new Bennett Building, on Nassau St., corner of Fulton and Ann streets. - Extensive

#9 When Agents receive premiumt, no percentage
on moneys sent for the Star is allowed in addition.
Siow! or otherwise,
em,

is to

convene at Brussels next October. The
object of this meeting of eminent gentlemen from different countries is for consultation upon the best method of preparing an
international code, and the most promising
means of procuring its adoption.
GOSSIP, PERSONAL AND OTHERWISE.
The new paper, The Scythe, which the
patrons of busbandry are taking so much

DECISIONS,

who takes

absorption of

International Sevate of Jurists, which

expiration of his sub-

scription, and to forward what is due for the ensuing
year, without

the

Rev. Dr. James B. Miles sails for Europe
this week in the Algeria. He goes abroad
to assist in making arrangements for the

received by the Publisher for their discontinuance,
end until payment of all arrearagesis made
as required by law.

If now

=

you ask

me what

are the really

pleasant features of* German student life as
distinguished from ours, I must say, and

For underneath the shady wayside hedges,

Down in the tangled grass,
The brilliant butterflies would scarcely linger
To kiss it as they pass.

I think 1 am uninfluenced by prejudice,
that
I have not been able to discover any.
Of course the foreigners who pass a few

But when the days grow sultry in the noon-tide,

months

The tired bee rests its wings
Beside it, while the merry-hearted robin
Above it blithely sings,

rather lookers on

in it.

EE

p=

Special

fai gdh

and

may

some-

(that is, the life of the

Here.

there

are

no

sports, no

games, no broad university lite,

Walking,

drinking beer, and smoking in the Leer
cellars, or in the club rooms; and carous-

peaceful fire-

ing seem to be the principal amusements.
The majority of the students are coarse

and bloated in their appearance.
They
are older than our students, have better
of their
disciplined minds, and kvow more; but,

ise

Correspondence.
NEw

are

participators in the

students,

Our Yale life

and better.

i

However quiet-and however humble
Their gentle deeds nay be,
Some hearts shall feel the sweetne8s
presence—
ar
Their perfect beauty see,

there,

student there without regard to his work)
seems to me so much healthier, happier

And there are those who from the world’s atten-

tion

than

months

times fail to appreciate all that is excellent

Its hiding-places know,

Shrink, like this timid flower,
Who in. their homes, beside their
sides,
Make bright the darkest hour.

here and a few

real life of the

The noisy brook breathes for it softer music,
O’er it the kind winds blow ;
Aud well its truest friends, the hittle children,

YORK, Aug. 30, 1873.

THE LABORERS CHAMPION.
Mr. Joseph Arch, the leader of the English agricultural laborers’ movement, who

like all Germans, are insufferably conceited,
and know how to appear very wise when
they are quite ignorant.
You have discov-eréd before this that my enthusiasm for
| the German university is on account of
the most profound learning of its professors, and not on account of anything attractive in the general student. Of course,
I speak

here in a general way, and

the whole body of students.

is expected to arrive here within a few days,

ed, even in

while speaking of America before his departure, said: ‘¢ If he found there n home
for the agricultural laborers of Kagland,
he should tell them so; but if he found that
farmers in ‘America were men who wanted

my

ang

circle,

not of

with

quite a

number of most adnrirable gentlemen.
The relation of the student to the professors here is better than with us. There is

wallibetween the students and the faculty.

them to stay in England. If he found that
America ‘was the true home of the working: It is not so here.
man, where the son of the poor man could freedom with the
other gentleman
sit down by the children of the rich, and
where they would have full electoral pow- times a professor
ers; he, would stand on her shores until he students to an inn

The sonof thé poor man can not force his
presence on the children of the rich if the
rich don’t choose to associate with him, any
more than in England.- The agricultural
and

there is plenty of room for them whenever
they choose t« come. The first issue of The
Beythe, the Grangers' paper, which will be

out in a fow: days, wil¥contain the views

and objects of Mr. Arch in full.

‘PROSPECTS OE THE FALL TRADE.
domestic

and

foreign dry goods

promise at present to be less influenced this
season by the price of the staples than by
ulterior influence, such as the state of the
money market, the

weather,

the

result

of

the harvest, and by consequence, by the
state of the labor market and of business
throughout the country generally. But the
price of the raw material can not be igvored as forming an important item. Of
pl
’

see that

The student feels as much

professors as With any

many

of them

good for him.

to jog

But it's time for

along, marm, for this old chair

don’t seem to mind efogftite much.”

physics who comes in' quite often to take
tea with us, and who invariably becomes
so absorbed in what he is saying that he

forgets to eat. 1 have

this,

there

was

a

laughed

lecturer

so much

here.

before I

came, who always spoke with his back to
the students, lest something should distract
his thoughts. A lecturer whom I hear has

a way of looking out of the window when
he becomes greatly

absorbed.

He

speaks

very fast, and uses those dreadfully long
and complicated sentences with the article,
or the prefix of a separable verb removed
four or five clauses from the word with
which it belongs, and when he begins to
turn round and look out of the window, we

Hints to Pr oachers,
Do not get excited too soon.

-'
v

of course a noticeable and arrogant exception.
LAND GRABBING IN PROSPECT,
There are reasons for fearing that a not

The names of those

altogether new form of public

earth for missionary work.”

the guise of a respectable
pear at Washington next
expense of the Indians as
rifice of public virtue and
of the Government in the

.

for

i

then

li

he

goes

abrogated.

the

hear him the next time. Ventilate your
meeting-room. Sleeping in church is due
to the bad air oftener than to bad manners.
Stop talking and preaching'to folks. Come
down from your stilted ways and sacred
‘‘ as a little child.” Je-

sus did, and the common people heard him
gladly. Relate your experience; Paul did,
and yon can hardly do better than he.

teurs, reached the sum of £1,238, and consisted of 66,835 different publications, near-

could

not support a nonconformist
ministry.
These colporteurs were uot ministers or
speakers. They had to carry heavy burdens;
one of them had a velocipede, another had
a pony, another had a donkey; but they

were not to judge of these

men

by their

speeches, but by the number of books they
sold.
They had 18 men in England; Scot-

land bad 250. They ought to have more, as
the

society

was

not

denominational,

and

ought not to be supported by the Tabernacle
people alone. There ought to be 1,000 ¢olporteurs in England. Mr. F. A. Jones read
the report, and several of the colporteurs
gave narratives of their work and success.”
nba

A

Lesson

die

EST

from

BE

feng:

|

a Bee.

ee

*“ There's a bee
head yonder; you
talkin’; but if you
(Uncle True made
hear it as plain as
it's jest as pooty a

hummin’ in that clovercan’t hear it when you're
jest keép still a minute,”
a little pause,) “you can
a thurch-beéll, and T think
noise—leastways, it tells

The State Ass. of Woman

Mr, Haskell
Concord,

list and
Kui Lu
names,
¢ [have
and she

of Massachusetts,

on

Batler’s supporters were

political fight
;
HRN

Kui Lu.

I went

over the

Like Wordsworth’s

sisters who

were in heaven.

And

so she

ought.”
ITALY.

individuals,
both nafive and foreign,

are

Iabor-

ing earnestly for. the highest welfare of the
Italian people.
Professors and evangelists, colporters and teachers,
Bible women, Young
Men’s Christian Associations, Bible and Tract

Societies, and

evangelical journals

abound, Tt

is said that, on the whole, things are going on
satisfactorily in the Eternal City, and the laborers of the different societies
pull togeth-

er.”

:

Literary Notes: tb
The August Eclectic contains a very readable review of Matthew Arnold’s ¢ Literature

Dogma,” the gist

of which

is hinted

at in

‘ Cyclopedia of
valuable work.

sent its able and efficient secretary, Dr. Mullens,

general reference

to the island for the purpose of devoting a year’s

country. Another literary
edged learning and ability

lished in similar
is Prescott’s

Miss. Societies,

awakening

Three

for those

church.”

in*her

school.

Children
and

boys, of their 6wn

have

preach to

their

DEATH

heathen
SCENE

been

prayer
have

fellow

and

the

meetings
cases

gone

the

out to

countrymen.

Light,”

thus

de-

scribes the death scene of the Brahmins, or
Hindoo priests, ‘When the friends of a dying
Brahmin see that his last hour is come, they remove him
from his bed or mat and lay him on
the ground on a cloth that has never previously
been worn. ‘He is then made, if possible, to repeat a certain prayer.
Finally, a cow—a sacred
animal among the
Hindoos—is led into the
‘room, and she is to lead the departing soul out

of this world to whatever world it is destined

to

go. This cow is decorated with garlands, and
on her horns are rings of brass or gold. A new

cloth is laid upon her, and she is led to the dying
man, who takes hold of her tail, and when

he is

no longer able to keep his hold his nearest

rela-

by

a blessed

whites under date of May

e

ological

Seminary.——John

Allantic to

the

Pacific” isa

E. Lester’s
book

‘“ The

descriptive of

native

its hints for the traveler and the emigrant.——A

new book entitled ¢“ The Trust and the Remit-

tance; Two Love Stories in Metered Prose,” by
Mrs. Cowden Clarke,possesses the following sentimental dedication: * To the Lover-Husband
of Eighty-Five these
Love Stories are dedi-

cated by the Lover-Wife of sixty-seven.”
—
The Boston Public Library now contains 211,667 volumes and 113,206 pamphlets.
The valuabie library of the late Thomas Barton, which
was recently’ purchased for $15,000, will shortly
be removedto the Library, which will then have
nearly 225,000 volumes.
Scribner, Armstrong ~

& Co. have just published

-** The Bride of Lam-

mermoor,” the’ eighth volume of their pocket
edition of the Waverly novels.
The next issue
is [vaunhoe.
The enterprising book publishing
firm of Holt & Williams, New York, has been
dissolved, leaving Messrs. Henry Holt & Co., as
their successors.
Augustine Hoppin, one of
the cleverest of book illustrators,has just brought
out a new book of sketches, which will no doubt
be as taking as his ‘‘ crossing the Atlantic,”
It
is entitled ** The Hay Fever,” and delineates the
unfortunate experiences of Mr.A. Wiper Weeps.
——Dodd & Mead will publish in September
three volumes by three popular writers of religious fiction, Hesba Stretton, Mrs. Charies and
Edward Garrett.
They are ¢ Hester Morley’s
Promise,” * Against the Stream,” and * Crooked Places.”——George Routledge, the London
publisher, was recently in this country, and on
his return had the good fortune to carry with
him (he manuscript of a new volume of poems
by Longfellow.
The price paid has not been an-

nouffcéd, but was no doubt

large, as £1,000 was

ziven for the copyright of * Three
Books of
Song” by the same publisher not long since.——
A * Reply” to the article in the July Scribner
on ‘ Liberty of Protestantism” will appearin
the September number of the same magazine.
——Porter & Coates of Philadelphia have in
press “The Son of the Organ Grinder,” one of
the novels of Madame Maric Sophie - Schwartz,

the Swedish writer,whose works attracted much
attention in this country some years since, ——
Scribner, Armstrong & Co. will start “in the fall
a new child’s paper, entitled ‘ Tne Illustrated
Monthly Magazine for Boys and Girls.”
It will
be edited by Mrs. Mary Mapes Dodge, for sever-

al years past the conductor of the children’s department in the Hearth and Home.
The magazine will lack nothing that enterprise or money
can secure.~—
Mr. Steiger, an enterprising Ger—
man publisher and bookseller of New York, has
on exhibition. at the Vienna exposition one of
the most interesting objects in the American department.
Itis a collection in 119 volumes, of

specimen copies of all American

periodicals of

of Swatow,

of American periodiesil literature. This latter
work will contain a list of some 8,000 journals,
and will also clagsity them according to the top-

is described as laboring with much enthusiasm
in training Bible women and accompanying
in ther visits t

villages.

She

16, of a visit to Kui Lu,

a village of ten thousand people, about 40 miles
from Swatow, where a station had been sestablished. ‘As no foreign woman and but one foreign man had before been in that region, she

ics treated of.

When completed, he

distribute the work gratuitously

proposes to

among the H-

braries, and the government officials of foreign
countries.——Rev. William Morley
Punshon’s

new volume of ‘ Lectures and’ Sermons” confins his noted lectures on the Huguenots, Maaulay, Wesley and his Times, Florence and the

took with her three male assistants besides three

Florengines, Daniel in Babylon, ete.- The

Bible women.

is'selling well and will extend

Speaking

the

to a

path

CHINA.

Miss Fields, a Baptist missionary

Shem

of Charlies

have in press a new

regular publication, which he could sgcuie.
In
the 119 volumes, copies of about 6,000 periodicals
are to be found,and Mr. Steiger now proposes to
to supplement the collection by.preparing a work
of much greater labor, viz., a classified catalogue

tive aids him until his last breath shows that his
soul has gone.
Prayers are chanted that the

cow may conduct him
better land.

of a“ Life

ifornia” a book ‘pleasing in its style ‘and full in

OF BRAHMINS,

Mrs. Capun, in * Life

secretary of Mr. Prescott,
and

author

and both are inferior to Charles NordhofP’s “Csl-

Fifteen or
have been

In several

accord,

the

the farthest extreme from Grace Greenwood’s
*¢ New Life in New Lands,” as that is gracefully
written, but containing very little information,

Then a call

means of leading many to Christ.
twenty of the boys attending school,

received into the church,

carefully

edition of Bishop Berkeley’s *“ Principles of Human Knowledge,”prepared by Charles P.Krauth,
D. D., Professor of Systematic Theology and
Church Polity in the Evangelical Lutheran The-

believed themselves

among them are frequent.

Lippincott & Co. - It
of Mexico,”

Bold.”— Lippincott & Co.

INDIA—SANTALS.

preaching

literature of this

work of acknowlis about to be pub-

travel across the continent, containing much in| formation and many useful suggestions, but
speaks of a Tre- painfully bare and inelegant in its style. It is at

arose.

who

parts, by

‘‘ Conquest

long the private
himself

laboring to secure it for Christ.
SOUTH AFRICA.
Mrs. Edwards of Tnanda, in writing to one of
religious

book of the

revised and annotated by Mr. John Foster Kirk,

The English Baptist Miss. Soc., in its late
Annual Report, gives some interesting statements respecting its mission in the Santal cout
try. Under the title of the Home Indian mission, a committee of the missionaries and brethren manage
the affairs of the stations.
The
mission was commenced in 1865. For the first,
two or three years the progress was slow.
At
the close of 1871, the converts numbered only
thirty-five persons.
But during the past year, a
remarkable work of grace has appeared among
the people, and not less than two hundred and
twenty have been baptized into Christ. In addition to these, there are hundreds of inquirers,
and the whole_district appears to be stirred.
¢ There is no need,” says the Rev. G. H. Rouse,
who lately visited the mission, ‘ to have paid
native preachers, because the whole church is a

|

Again

edition of Duyckirnck’s great
American Literature.”
This

New Testament in her hands.”

confesses his complicity in the murder of
Nuthan of New York,—a crime which the
most skillful detectives were atiable to trace
to its perpetrators. Irving isa sailor, and

at

the title, ‘‘ Amateur Theology.”—T. Ellwood
Zell, of Philadelphia, has announced the publication, in fifty semi-monthly parts, of a revised

some
conversation,
we requested those who
were thinking about the matter and who sincerely wished to follow Christ, to rise. Twentyone ‘stood up. You can imagine the thrill of
joy the last occasioned.”
In another letter, she
writds: *¢ Seven of the youngest girls were missing yesterday when the bell rang. I went to
gee what they were doing.
T found them seated
in the tall grass, holding a prayer meeting all
by themselves.
They were singing a hymn very
solemnly, and one of them had a few leaves of a

MURDER.

were

little maid, she had her will, and always counted

and

Field.

Ot these there were eleven. There remained
twenty-four who were still in- their sins. After:

A man named Irving, a prisoner inthe
jail at San Frarveisco, comes forward and

Christianity

said; ‘ Then there are sixteen of the
sisters” but again she repeated the
insisting that there were twenty.
I said,
seen twelve of the sixteen sisters here,”
answered, ‘ Yes, teachers; you have,

seen twelve of the twenty,”

Christians but had not united with the ¢hurch.

2000.

that accepted

to

Lui, who

which has been much enlarged,is now placed
within the means of all who wish to possessa

was made

me more.”

od

of the cities

members to rise.

dress in the open air to an audience of about
THE NATHAN

of

She says, “ Not long since, we called the girls
into the school-room and asked those who were

Cole

old

Italy, now that she is free; presents great attractions to Protestants, as a field of labor.
Many
evangelical
charches,
societies
and

markable

of Lancaster. The audience gathered in
the loft of a mill building to hear the closing
address by Henry Ward Beecher, Wednesday evening, but were warned to vacate
the building by the breaking of a timber
underneath, when about 1000 had gained
admission. Mr. Beecher delivered his ad-

asked

opening of the country, but they are charged with corruption bythe rest of the tribe.
BUTLERISM IN THE CAUCUSES.
Primary meetings were held in quite a

the Woman’s

of Lowell, Dr. Gallinger of

an | Rev. Messrs. Clark gnd

I

a

She

The
Christian
Union justly says: * The
great work accomplished in Madagascar by the
missionaries
of the London Soc. will never
cease to be surprising.”
This society has new

|

Philadelphia, Mrs. Abbie G. Woolson, Rev.

questions,

ber were in heaven.

remarks, that, during the last four years, the
society had increased its number of English missionaries in Madagascar from twelve to thirty,
and that four more were soon to follow, - Their
training school on the island has now sixty native young men studying for the ministry, and
the normal school has forty fitting to become
teachers.
Practically,
the whole island has
abandoned idolatry, and this society is earnestly

Suffragists in

Lu, and

gathered.

She said twenty, and gave the mame, age, and
place of residence of each one; four of the num-

service there in behalf of the mission. Just before he left London, he stated in his farewell

N. H. held a spirited and well attended convention at Lancaster, during two days of
last week. The principal speakers were
Lucy Stone, Mr. Blackwell, Mrs. Livermore,
Miss Mary A. Eastman, Mrs. Mary Grew of

Kui

at

many Christian women there

MADAGASCAR.

NATIONAL TEMPERANCE CONVENTION.
A National Temperance Convention was

Surely

of all the

the

Mission

‘

work.

field

members

was the first woman

to railroads.

esy nothing decisive. The
will be fierce and bitter.
eT
aa fa J

ly all of a religious tendency.
In addition, eld during the week at Saratoga. Several
these book agents had disposed (of good lit- men were present having a national reputaerature to the extent of ‘nearly £120. The tion, and whose long and wise service in
total expense bf the association (deducting the good cause has brought them no little
profit on the sales) were £539, while the honor and entitled their suggestions 1g consubscriptions and donations amounted to fidence. Among, these, Dr. Cuyler of New.
£662. - The colporteurs had paid 121,000 York and Dr. Miner of Boston were convisits and distributed many thousand tracts spicuous. The question of legal prohibition
monthly, and very much had been done in was made prominent, and emphatic and
holding cottage-meetings, Suanday-services, weighty words in favor of it were heard
Bible-classes, and in some instances, night- with approval. ‘The obstacles to the progschools; and many had thus been led to a ress of the cause were clearly recognized
saving knowledge of the truth. Mr. Spur- and their force freely admitied, but the gengeon mantained that the colporteurs were eral tone of the meeting was equally “hopedoing a good work, ‘as they ‘took the gos- ful and resolute.
pel to villages where it was not preached
THE WOMAN SUFFRAGISTS IN N. H,
in the parish church, and where they

ask

cheer him and his allies, though they proph-

Scholar-

our

there, and who has been largely instrumental
in spreading the gospel among the women, how

largely chosen. In Boston, eleven out of
fifteen wards were carried by the Butlerites.
Lowell and Lynn go solid for the General,
and Newburyport gives him two delegates
to one for Washburn.
These results will

OO

an

There is a certain faction of the Cherokees,
led by Elias C. Boudinot, who favor the

state convention.

AM. SCIENTIFIC ASSOCIATION.

recreations like ordinary mortals.

see and

Friday evening," to elect delegates to the

+ Events of the Week.

ship does not abrogate human nature.

not be ceded

are

says,‘ On Sunday, hundreds ef people came

By the terms of these treaties,

can

number

1°

association will permit. The sales effected
during 1872, by an average of 11. colpor-

land

in

grandest

A chapel had been built

Railroads
acres

and Kui

They

but ome language,a

importance

church of twenty-five

land if the existing Indian treaties could be

faster

£40 a year is subscribed, if the funds of the

under

Swatow

pages.

speak

Chinais the truest,

plains,

come into possession of 23,000,000

This body, whose session in Boston was
mentioned
last week, ended its sittings on
and uses more complicated sentences than
The number, variety and valever, and it is almost impossible to follow Tuesday.
him. T might go further, and tell you of ue of the papers presented were great.
one who carried to lecture one day abroom Much interest was taken mn the proceedings, though the season of the year was not
over his head instead of an umbrella.
the
most favorable to a large attendance or
ie
tin id
a sustained enthusiasm. After completing
Mr Spurgeon’s Colporteurs.
their solid and serious work, the members
went to Old Orchard Beach and treated
Mr. Spurgeon has a system of colportage
themselves to a clambake,—thus perhaps in
which is doing much good in Yogland,
part restoring the phosphorus which the
session bad taken out of the brain? Then
was held last May, and the
lowing, will
they hastened to Portland, where they put
show the state of their work as it then apa postscript upon their work in the shape of
peared:
a- mock session,—thus proving that science
“In 1871, they had but 9 colporteurs;
is not the foe of wit and humor, as the
they have now 18. The average total cost
clambake showed that thinkers have good
of a colporteur is £80; bat the committee
powers of digestion. After that, they hastwill appoint a man to any district for which
ened off to the mountains, to finish up their
begin to tremble,

fact of vast

now running to the boundaries of the Indian
Territory and projected through it would

at the well, and she got all Samana out to

——

unmixed race, ahd

will apand at the
at the sacOfficers
of the In-

thé Indian Territory to railroads.

between

Lui alone would fill many

are of the opinion that a powerful effort
will be made in the next- Congress to open

away from your hearers. Engine-driving
wheels whirl fast on an iey track, but when
they draw anything they go slower. Do not
abuse the faithful souls who come to meeting rainy days because others are too lazy
to attend. Preach the best to the smallest
assemblies, Jesus preached to one woman

tones, and become

theft,

name,
winter,
well as
honor.
employ

dian Bureau, just returned from the

Do.not run

told his story to one of the officers of the
Indeed?” said I; «T ‘should liketo vesselon which he was employed, substanof similar age.” Sometiallyas he tells it now. He siys he and
goes out with a party of know what it tells you."
«Wall, in the first place it shows me that "his accomplice were hired to do the deed at
in’ the country, and sits
with them drinking beer and smoking with honey's'to be got out o’ all the flowers, even the suggestion of a son of the old man, and
them, and at the same time reading or dis- the leetlest and homeliest. ‘The bee gets it goes sombwhat into details ‘in his confesscussing some work of literature or science. in the onlikeliest places, you see; he don't jon.” ' The question of his truthfuliess and
This, however, is not very common.
I turn up his nose at a mullein stalk no more'n sanity is thoughtto be an open one, and
have been out once orsfwice with a professor he ‘does ata garden pink, and I shouldn't medica) examinations and legal cross-quesof metaphysics to such reading. A large wonder if the Lord had put jest as mach tioning are employed to elécit the truth. So
number of the professors open their houses honey in one as t'other. But if he was a bee far, his interviewers are somewhat puzzled
often to the students, and are'very familiar with an aristocratic turn ‘0’ mind, and with the case, and do not wholly agree
with all who visit them. They have little wouldn't look for honey anywhere’s but in among themselves. Should the confession
of ‘that feeling so common with us, that garden pinks and ddmask roses, it's my prove trustworthy, it will constitute a strikthéir position demands a certain assumption opinion that he'd go home to his hive empty- ing illustration of the saying,—‘‘Murder
of dignity. For instance, the professor of handed the biggest part o' the time. And I will out.”
Hebrew may often be seen smoking along suppose the Lord has put about as much
NEW BLOWS AT SALART-GRABBING.
the street on his way to his lecture. Im- honey in one man’s road as another's—if he
The
act of the last Congress, in voting
agine the gentleman who holds the same only knew how to look for it, and didn't deback
pay
to the members, proves to be. one
position at New Haven, coming up through spise mullein stalks. Then the bee shows
of the most unpopular 6f measures, and the
me
t
it's
a
man’s
business
to
hive
up
‘the green similarly’ engaged. ButI must
public protest against if grows stronger and
say, that I should hardly want to see such a honey, not jest to go round amusin’ himself
more general, and makes itself heard and
tastes
what
only
usage among our professors, And as to so with the flowers; and takin’
felt
in unexpected quarters. Several imporgood
and
what
he
can
eat
at
the
time,
but
much smoking, it is a little too mush of a
good thing; the students. often smoke in to store it up against the winter of old age tunt State conventions, republican and demthe lecture-room until the professor makes and trouble—I mean the honey of wisdom, ocratic, held during the past week, denounce it roundly, call for a repeal of the
his appearance,and then, as a German lect- marm, that begins in the fear of God. 'And
ure-room is as’tight as a bottle, there being besides all that, the bee shows me that a vote, and a public and practical condemna110 possible escape for vitiated air, you can man should go to his honest day's work tion of the M. C's who thus flafrantly,selfishk
perhaps imagine the state of the atmosphere with a joyfpl sperit, singin’ and makin’ mel- ly and shamelessly sinned. Senator Morton
has yielded to the pressureand returned his
before the lecture is finished.
Do you re- ody in his heart; and not be agoin’ round
ghare. Other men, less noted, either follow
tongue
grumblin’
a
and
face
member when we read Dante, how he de- with a sour
his example, or are stirred to seek, apolohe
if
as.
jest
temper,
cross-grained
a
and
seribed one of the punishments of the lower
gies and defenses.
Gen. Butler of Mass. is
| world as a direful stench? Ihave often thought the Lord that made him didn’t know

had drained: the laboring serfs out of England.” Mu. Arch is likely to find. that
American farmers are the same as English
farmers, —they ‘pay high or low wages, according to the scarcity or abundance of labor. There are no ready made homes here
for immigrants, but an industrious person
can easily make one, and be independent.

Both

to

I am acquaint-

an indescribable something in an American
both sides of the bargain, he ‘would advise ! college, which rears an almost insuperable

laborers of Great Britain are welcome,

I have

maintain the professor’s reputation for eccentricity. Theve is a professor of meta-

THE INTERNATIONAL CODE.

is

professors,

been amused

bank funds by the West, after the harvest
months, Silk, alpaca, wool and flax will
be regulated chiefly by the amount of imported manufactured goods.

to

order

inter-

manufactured goods at, the opening of the
season, A decline in most descriptions of
cotton is anticipated in the autumn, owing
to the enormons surface under cultivation ;
the weather within the next two months may
upset any calculation of the kind. Wools,

Agents

and thus save expenses.

are forwarded

sufficient change can

which should seriously

fere with the values already established in

are particularly requested to make their remittances
as large as possible

&ec., no

mercial ‘paper during

register letters whenever requested to do so.
oneys thus sent will beat our risk. Otherwise
they will
w
be at the risk of those sending them.
ducted from

what was

creatures, as I have come out of an evening

decline in price is most likely to be caused
by the state of the money market and ¢om-

REMIT TANCES must be made in money
orders, bank checks,
or drafts, if possible,
When
neither of these can be procured, send the money in a
segistared

with keen sympathy thought of those poor

be predicted

ISSUED BY THE
FREEWILL

the three great staples,—cotton, wool and
silk, as also of the lesser, including alpaca

of the

population

of

the country, she says: * In one day’s journey

in

any direction one passes innumerable towns.
I
wish I could give you a just 1dea of the number
of towns and the density of their population.

book

the already wide

reputation of the cleri¢al orator.——Miss Ida
Greeley, the talented daughter of the great editor,
is now engaged in writing a serial for the Daily
Graphic of New York.
\\
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CS. Departuent.

Simon, but to hauling
done, calling him Simon

the zealous. Judas Iscariot was so named
because he came from Kerioth, a city in the

Sabbath School Lesson.—Sept. 7.
QUESTIONS

AND

NOTES

BY

PROF,

THE TWELVE
MATTHEW

J,

A.

|him as Luke has
Zelotes, that is,

tribe gf Judah,

Josh:-15:25.

ment of these names by twos

HOWE,

CALLED,

The arrange-

is to mark the

way in which

they went

forth.

here

tbat Judas

was, in the be-

evidence

We have

ginning, a sincere disciple, for Christ would
it his
by giv ing
not endorse hypocrisy
commission, nor humiliate a faithful disci-

10: 1-15.

ple by uniting him with a false friend, in so
holy a mission.
5. The first commission ‘of Christ to'his
apostles. was restrictive,the latter unbounded as the limits of our race.
The twelve

QUESTIONS.

1. Whom did Jesus call unto him? What power give them?
How was this power imparted to
the ‘m ¥ ‘What was the object of giving it?
2, 3, 4. The names of the tw elve apostles? Who
of these were relatives?
W hy was Simon called

Peter?

What

other

name has Matthew?

were not to go, in preaching the

Luke

great fact

A

es

5:27.
What does Luke ¢all Thaddeus?
Luke of the Messiah, outside of Israel,—not be326.
the soul of a Jew was dearer ta God
>. w hat did Jesus say to the twelve?
Who | cause
©
were the Gentiles?
Who the Samaritans? Why | than of a Gentile, but because this was the
were the twelve to pass by them?
Acts3: 26; best way to give, in the end, the gospel to
13: 46.
all men. The promise of a Messiah was
6. To whom should they go? Who are meant?
Ww hy are they thus called?
made to the Jews. Christ and his apostles
7. How and what were the twelve to preach?
Jews were the chosen people
Who had preached the same before them? Matt, were Jews.
8:2; 4:17.
What proof of this statement could from whom Christ was to come, and, as the
they show?
8. The works they were to do? What benefit distinctive people of God, were entitled first
to their preaching was thus derived?
On what
of dll to hear the glad tidings of the Lord.
terms were they to perform these offices?
9,10. W hat were they not to do? What is The hearts of the Jews would have been
meant
by **brass”?
What by * scrip”? The
prejudiced against Christ, if his disciples
kind of shoes meant?
What was the use of
© staves?
Why
were these things prohibited? had gone to the Gentiles instead of, or the
‘Who was to supply their temporal wants?
same as, to the Jews.
They had the prom11. The ‘manner of finding a lodging place?
ise of Christ,but did not see that the benefits
The meaning of * who in it is worthy 7} How
long were they to abide there? The reason for of that promise: were designed for all men.
this command?
The distitiction between Gentiles and Sa12. How enter a house?
What is meant by
“salute it”?
What are we taught by this?
maritans is accurately made.
Samaria is
13. What is here added to their instructions?
not
a
Gentile
country,
because
occupied
by
What is meant by “if the house be worthy DA
Wha at by ‘‘ let your peace come upon it”?
Luke
a mongrel people, partly Jews, partly hea10: 5. [The meaning of *“let.your peace return
then. 2 Kings 17:24; Ezra 4 2—11. They
to you’
i4. In case they were not received what were
united the worship of Jehovah and of idols,
they to do? What would ig’ pet Siguily Ww as
and reared a temple, as a rival of that at
wi ever done? Acts 13:51;

15. What did Jesus say of the oy that should

not réceive them?

more tolerable”?

meaning

Of “the

day

Jerusalem, on

of *‘ it shall be

of judgment”?

Mount

Gerizim.

They

was

the

fate

of Sodom

and

Jlis of the sun.
Some of the grandest
monuments of Egypt were old in his youth,
might refuse to hear, while the household and the generations that built them had
itself received the truth; also that many Jong crambled in the dust. Among these

private families might welcome, while the
city, by its authorities, repudiated these

were

impious,

heathenish,

contaminating

those who had any connection
ith them,
It denoted a separation from
m and a
surrender of them to the ruin they had
chosen.
“It shall be more tolerable for
Sodom and Gomorrab, in the day of judgment, than for that city.” We are familiar
with the fate of the cities named. By the
visitation of offended Heaven they were
destroyed. Their judgment, however, says
the Lord, is less than of the city that rejects
his messengers. The reason of this greater judgment is obvious. « The sin of such a

as his representatives.

assignment

Previous

to the work

to their

described in the

lesson, they had been chosen ; now they are
sent out to be ¢¢ fishers of men.” Thus disciples are made evangelists, bearing promises of peace and good will to men; thus

on the cities of the plain.

What a truth

for those who know the gospel, or live in a

land favored with its truth; to consider.
The personal application of this verse has
saved many from the judgments it threatens. The Sabbath schoel scholar is like
those to whom Christ sent his apostles.

messenger,

the peace of the Lord;

awaits him who shall not

but woe

receive

nor hear

the words of him sent of Jesus to offer free-

ly parden and salvation.

the twelve

are made

apostles, the messen-

Communications,
The Immortality of the Soul.
BY

HEZEKIAH

BUTTERWORTH.

ed,—‘* The kingdom of heaven is at hand.”

could they show?
They could assert that
the Messiah was born, was among them,

THE ISRAELITISH BELIEF IN IT.
. Some weeks

ago, in a letter published in

the Star, we spoke of a rare collection of

conform to the number of the tribes of Isra- words by miracles in his name. Hence
el. The attempt to attach some deep sig- they were to ‘ heal the sick; cleanse the
nificancy to this number, as if it symboliz- lepers, raise the dead, cast out devils,” and
ed “* perfection and universality,” finds no to do these deeds in the name of Jesus and
5
‘of reason or of sound interpretion to without charge to their patients. ** Freeon
The power given hy Christ ‘0 ly” they had received the power to do the
BPO
. Against unclean spirits, to cast works, ‘‘freely” they were to perform them,
the twelve, *

Egyptian antiquities which had been placed
upon exhibition in the Boston Atheneum,
and which are designed for the Art Union
soon to be erected in that city. These relics were purchased by an agent of Samuel
A. Way, when they were offered for sale
in Sydenham Palace, and Lence are called
the Way collection.
The relics are particularly rich in illus.
trations of the Egyptian belief in the immortality of the soul. In this respect, rather

9,10. Pieces of money were of little value,

than in the number of specimens offered for

them

were made of ‘brass. The word translated
Hess an
Tagtricity .n a
lodged in the apostles lik: ea.
them purses means girdles. They were made
hollow, to contain money.
By scrip a bag
Leyden jar, but was an investing ov.
for
carrying
provision
is
meant,
made of
with duthority to speak in the name o
Christ, as an officer speaks in the name of hin 0 coarse cloth. The “Jews usually
the state, and wields its authority. The wore.an Ubon “and an outer garment. The
power was lodged in Jesus. They invok- former was a sort wf tunic enclosine the
ed it, he employed it. Nature obeyed not whole body and Yeaching to the knees,

examination, the collection is a remarkable

gers of Jesus sent to announce the glad
tidings of the gospel. The number of the
apostles, doubtless,

was

made

twelve

to

eal all manner of sickWH Jando.
Aer SG disease,” was not

their voige,but his, the voice of its author.

2—4, The word apostles means those sent,
or messengers; hence the Prelve messen- |
gers of Christ. To thew in view of their
relations to'the Lord throughout his public
ministry, a special office was given. The
relation tney sustained

to Christ, men of

a

generation succeeding his could not sustain.
Hence, if from

that relation

came

the of-

fice, as Luke declares it did, (Acts 1:3, 21,
22,) snccessors to the office, in atter ages,
are an impossibility. There is a sense in
which othérs are called apostles, but not
the apostles. Any man who is sent of Christ
is an apostle of Christ. Hence those sent
to the churches, or sent by the churches,
may also be called apostles. 2 Cor. 8:23.—
“The first, Simon, who is called Peter.” By
the *¢ first” is not

meant the first in power,

as if Peter were a chief among them, but
that he possessed the qualities which thrust
him forward as the most prominent of all
the disciples;
and besides, Jesus specially
declared that his agency in founding the
church should be primary.
Among his
brethren he was the first.

him

designated

called Peter,

Tle name given

a characteristic.

He was

rock, because of his strength

and firmness in holding opinions. Jesus
called him Peter because of the important
work he would render in planting the

ready to
reign over taem,
sure to
reign over some, and soon over many, and
finally over all. They could prove their

Over this the other garment was

throw,

as a mantle, By ¢¢ shoes” sandals are here
meant. Mark declares that the twelve
were instructed to be** shod with sandals.”
Matthew means to say that Jesus forbade
them to take other shoes than those on

their feet. Mark says that Christ told them
to take a staff; Matthew that he forbade
thém to take ‘* staves,” or, as it ought to

be, a staff. This seeming contradiction is
obviated by supposing that some had and

some had not a staff, and that Jesus meant
for them to set forth at once just as they
were. ‘‘ For the workman is worthy of
his meat.” The meaning of this is that they
should expect maintenance
from those

whom they were to bless.

As they “freely”

gave, so they might expect in

port.

return, sup-

:

11. ¢ Inquire who in it is worthy;” that
is, worthy by general character for righteousness, and by sympathy with the truth,
to receive them. They were to discover
such by the reputation anmiong their own
townsmen which goodness would give. Tt
mattered little of whom the inquiry was
made; any person, almosty‘was able to tell
who was ‘‘ worthy” in the town, to enter-

tain

the

apostles.

Having found

a home,

they were to make it their headquarters

one.

Its date, too, in this connection is in-

teresting to the Biblical student; 1400 B. C.
This"was less than a century from the
time of the Israelitish exodus, and less than

half a century from the time of ‘the death of

Moses and Aaron. Thebes, the magnificent, swas the queen city of the’ ‘world, her
lofty
gated,

palaces
her

rising

colossi

above

standing

her

hundred

apart

on

the

plain, the vocal Memnon “mingling its
morning music with the Nile. The conquest of Canaan and the captiire of Jerusalem had just been accomplished. Assyria
was yet to rise, Troy to fall, and Sparta to
become a kingdom.
The Egyptians believed in the immortal-

ity of the soul, in the reward of the good
and the punishment of evil in a fatare state,
and in the ultimate return of the soul to
the body. According to their ritual for the
dead, Osiris, the god of eternal life, received
and judged the soul immediately after its
departure from the body, and appointed its
due rewards and punishments. After a
long period
of development the spirit
would return to its original Body, and, perhaps, dwgll again in the valley of

~ The Way

collection

the Nile.

contains a figure of

Osiris, holding an Egyptian cross, the emblem of eternal life; a great number of

porcelainimages, which were placed in the
Thebian tombs, on which are hieroglyphics supposed to be prayers to Osiris; images in terra cotta, &c., emblems of the
soul, also from the tombs; eyes of Osiris,

or the * all seeing eye of God,”

in

metal,

and numerous vases which held the viscera,

and which represent the genii of the
until they left for another locality. The
“church, His vacillation in the trial of JeAmanthe,
and are inscribed with hieroreason for this was thdt such a course would
glyphics, On one of the mummies, supsus was only a temporary fall of his confimost favorably impress the people, would posed to be a priestess, is a long inseripdence in himself as a rock, and by which
afford time for preaching and healing,other- tion, probably a prayer to Osiris,
he was shown the weakness of every rock,
wise sure to be lost in searching for a locaThe collection abounds with small imof which self alone is the power of cohetion, or wasted in forming acquaintances,
sion. Simon is also called Cephas, a Sy- and attending on feasts and social parties ages which have the same general significance, among which the most prominent are
ro-Chaldaic werd, meaning the same as
to honor them.
birds and beetles, the bird being the EgypPeter. John 1:42. It is probable that Pe“12. The house they entered they were to tian emblem of the soul, and the beetle or
ter was older than Andrew, his brother, because the latter is usually mentioned last. greet with the customary civilities that po- scarab,of the resurrection, The scarab deFor the same reason James is supposed to Jiteness required. To salute a house was posits its egg in a small ball of garth which
be the senior of Johm.
These two brothers, to say to the household, ‘ Peace be unto it buries, and from which the young; issues

according to Mark, were called ** Boanerges, the sons of thunder,” to designate the
power of their eloquence. Mark 3:17. Bartholomew is a Hebrew ‘word, formed by
joining: Bar Talmai, signifying son of Talmai, into

one.

Thé real

naihe of the son

Talmai, is thought to be Nathaniel.
1:46.

John

Matthew and Levi, of whom we find

thee.”

The Lord never sanctions rudeness,

or encourages hig people to violate the re-

quirements of politeness.

for peace to come to fit, and by continting

with it, to bring the blessings of their truth

‘mention inLuke b:27,ave generally thought

and works

to be the same. Both “are ealled ‘* publi‘cans ;” Levi, like Peter and Andrew, James

anid” showed

and John, was galled to *‘ follow me.” No
mention of Levi among the twelve is made,
#0 that it is generally counsidere that he had
two names, and was known more es“pecially as Matthew. James, the son of A}
"pheus, or Cleopas, whas' the’ author of the
_epistle of that name, and the minister’ of

the

church at: Jerusalem.

-whose

surname: was

‘ Lebbens,

Thaddeus,” is called

10’ other pages, Judas. * Luke 6:16; Acts 4

on its members.

proved unworthy
were to
‘blessings
away the
try inv ‘a

, If the family

of the name

an unwillingness.

the two whom

they bore,
to entertain

Christ'had’ sent, than they

check the request for heavenly
on them, and by departing, carry
peace resulting from their; minishousehold. The disciples of the

Lord bring'the peace of heaven with them,
and their infldence

‘8’ more valuable

to a

home ‘than that of distinguished and ‘worldly
men,
14, 15. Fhe house or city that rejected the
representatives of the Prince of peace, that
digbelieved' their “words, that would not

13. He is tha’ author of the book of Jude.
w Simon the Canaanite.” The word Ca.
~ naanite means zealous; hence, the term is give them’ shelter and ehcouragemiont, was
not here used to designate the country. of to have as wsignoon record Against it, the
i

i

forth as from the grave. A Hence scarabaei
were regarded sacred, and representations

YE

police, now kept from all kinds of profitable
labor byintemperance, should turn their ener-,

they

Then

are as a sleep: in ‘the morning “they are like
grass which groweth up.
In the morning it flourisheth and groweth up;
in the evening it is cut down and withereth.
For we are consumed i thine anger, and hy
thy wrath are we troubled

these

paired, giving

dilapidated

eréaturves

labor, and

shells

would

be re-

pay too, to all

duty and aid the progress of science.

of

poetic expression—** for it is soon cut off,

would feel the effects of the reform.

Now

To- .

morrow the semi-annual examination of these teachers begins. To-day closes the
three months term of the Biblical class,

which, although the number of students has

been small this season,appears to have been

quite a successful one,

Special Meetings. These have now continued for a fortnight and have done good,
That

our

highest

hopes

have

not

been

realized is not very surprising when the
numerous and somewhat diverting objects
on hand are (gken inte account, While the

attention of the teachers has been too much

taken up with their studies for them to receive
particular benefit, their presence has
to some extent seemed to operate as a
damper on the members of the church.
Still much good seed has been sown which
may spring

up

and bear fruit, though it be

kinds of mechanics. Then all classes that after many days.
are now burdened -by the annual sum of”
Thrilling News, Late Saturday
$1,600,000,000 of rum debts would Le re- the 28th, our home mail for the
lieved at once, and all branches of industry in an appearance.
Letters from

The 90th Psalm was written, according
to the Chaldee, in the Wilderness, shortly
after the Exodus.
The Chaldee version
reads, * A prayer which Moses, the man

the, thousands of

that harbor

|

-d

evening,
week put

both

the

President and Secretary of our, Board and
the Morning Star of May 14th., complete-

there is no class in society and no branch
of business but suffers from the evil effects ly flooded us with words of cheer and glad
of intemperance.
Intemperance is an Ish- | tidings of good to come.
A recruiting parmaelite; its hand is against every man in ty of eight for the Orissa band! Almost
the land; and every man’s hand ought to too good to be true. Enough to make old
be against it:
hearts feel young again,
Je PB.

To accomplish this great end the prohi-

Midnapore, June 30, 1873.

If so, and if the idea of immortal exist- bition party is organized; and we -chalDe Mortuis, &e.
ence is intended to be implied in this pas- lenge any party to such a platform of gradual
and
glorious
objects
to
be
accomplish|
sage, it is fhe only hint which the writings
The secular papers are more and more
of Moses furnish in respect to the state of ed through their parties. This is the great | given to the discussion of religious quesquestion
of
the
age.
It
surpasses
all
other
the dead. ¥or this reason many have been
tions, and while the utterances are now and
led to believe that the Israelites were whol- questions financially, morally and socially ; then crude, and occasionally flippant, and.
and
in
seeking
the
general
welfare
of
the
ly ignorant, or possessed but vague and imnot sure to escape degmatism, they are
We are indeed ‘ doing a great
perfect impressions, in regard to the future couniry.
often serious, suggestive
and valuable.
work.”
A. DEERING.
life.
Here is something from the Boston Globe
They were certainly well schooled in the
that is not unworthy of perusal :
That Sermon.
Egyptian belief in immortality. Jts emIt is thé common belief that all debts are
blems met their eyes on every hand. They
vy
discharged by death.” That is, a living man
not only received the same doctrine at the
It was addressed to young people. It may be posted as a villain, and deserve the
time of Saul, the first king of Israel, but is well to have discourses for the benefit name, and yet be entitled to a posthumous
they had corruptedit into spiritualism.
of thegyoung, occasionally. The speaker character akin to that of St. Paul's, Itis
The Hebrew books of the Apocrypha, had a brief sketch of the leading ideas, but astonishing to see how many virtues turn
especially Esdras, abound with allusions to the main part of what he said was deliver- up after a man has gone where he can no
the future state of the dead, and even dis- ed extemporaneously and was addressed longer exercise them. If all the obituaries
cuss the justice of the eternal rewards and directly to his hearers. He evidently felt written of eminent men of the present day
punishments that are to begin immediately that he did not enjoy freedom, labored in could be carefully preserved for fifty years,
after death. If the “Wisdom of Solomon” anxiety in consequence, and some distress the readers of them would bave occasion to
was written by the Hebrew monarch, the of mind. After closing, he buried his face ask, ‘‘Were there none but good men in
subject of immortal existence had a large in his handkerchief, and appeared to weep those days ?* There is really no qualificaplace in his thoughts, though we find seem- while
another
preacher
present made tion of the trite proverb,
# De mortuis nil
ingly but few direct allusions to it in the additional observations.
nisi bonum.” Tn life, people may be what
Psalms of David.
This sermon did not seem worth much they please; death levels not only condi-It would seem that the Israelites went to him who delivered it, I think it was, tion, but character.. . They who rise to
There was ian earnest appeal worthy distinction by redkon of noble deeds
out to found a nation, and to receive the however.
to the umsaved, especially the and good lives, who adorn their stations by
oracles of God. They were looking for- all through
ward to the Messiah who should make clear young, to become Christians at once. As the excellence of their moral and intellect
all spiritual as well as temporal mysteries. not this too much left out of sermons in ual qualities, are sure of a good record aflOne minister preached ina er death.
*“ Unto Him ye shall listen,” was the coun- these times?
Sociely puts its appreciation
sel of the Hebrew lawgiver. ™
place two years, and it was noticed that and regret into some tangible shape, and
This work was a temporal one; the there was not an earnest invitation for sin- the names of such illustrious dead live in
spiritual glory was to follow. They dealt ners to come to Christ, nor an exhortation marble and bronze. But when they meet
Then as to a minin types and emblems of the great revela- to repent, in the whole.
with their proper deserts, what ‘better are
tion to come. David and Isaiah sang of ister’s trials about his unprofitableness and they than those with whom they were at
the spiritual light which was yet to shine, the worthlessness of some of his discourses, moral variance during life ?
and sought not to penetrate the veil that —that will not injure him. It is a help to
Who among us has not heard clergymen,
hid the real presence of the Shekinah. him to be humble and to feel his dependunder the influence of a false sympathy,
The future was to be luminous with truth; ence on God. Such an one will do more pronounce solemn falsehoods over the dead
God's people must prepare the way for its good than ten of great confidence in them- because they have neither self-denial to say
reception and wait through the ages for its selves, and so much self-esteem that their nothing at all nor moral courage to say nothwork, in their judgment,is about as well as ing but the truth? The obituary. columns
dawning,
But although life and immortality were it could be, The old path of bumility and of newspapers teem with panegyries absurd
not fully brought to light till the Gospel trust, deep struggle, anxiety and lahor.in and even grotesque in their extravagant unday, the Israelites undoubtedly believed in darkpess as well as in light, i3 good yet. reality ; and it is a notorious fact that, in
a state of existence after death, and it may Thank God, it is.
y
F.
noting the deaths of eminent characters,
have been because this belief was common
very few public writers use their manliness
and so well understood, that we find only
in
true criticism or seem to recognize any
Several Things.
indirect allusions to it in the early books of
duty
to the living in their eagerness to speak
tl
@ ee
the Bible.
well
of the dead. Eulogy is piled upon
The
Weather.
The
dry,
hot
winds
of
—
‘March aud April, after doing their utmost eulogy, and the few gleams of goodness
to wither and scorch and peel all within which glimmer in the darkest character are
The Liquor Business.
their reach, gave place
to the mors mild intensified until they irradiate the whole
and moist breezes of May and June, and | circumference, and those whose lives have
* CAPITAL EMPLOYED IN IT,
been given over to meanness or avarice or
We have somewhere seen it stated these sultry, sweltering days have done not
corruption or vice, or which have been
a
little
towards
reducing.
our
wasteil
bodies
that there is employed in the liquor busispent
in a blank ‘gentility that has
to a liquid state. Occasional showers, the
ness $100,000,000. This to some may
avoided
salient features of every sort, are
past
two
months,
have
started
the
grass
seem a very large amount; and so it is,
transformed
by the pen of the panegyrist,
and
enabled
the
farmers
to
plow
their
lands,
to be employed in a business whose dias if by magic, into models of every manly
rect work is to ruin. the citizens of the na- but the heavy rains are not yet.
Health. Through mercy the most of virtue. Intelligent people are not deceived
tion ; but large as it is, it is not half of the
our
number are now in pretty good health, by this. Most men can distinguish white
truth.
The President of the National Beer Con- batter a ggood deal than one year ago, al- from black. The practice is essentially ingress,
assembled
at Newark, N. J., in though two of our party suffer from over- sincere, and by a very short step becomes
nervous debility. My old falsehood.” it strikes at the root of all hon1869, desclared that there was invested in exertion and
foe
returned
and
gave me a sharp attack est criticism. It takes away one of the
the manufacture of beer alone $105,000,000.
on
the
18th,
but
by
the prompt use of active proper incentives to win a good name,
The liquor dealers of Boston announced
while it encourages the indulgenee of reckremedies
a
repetition
has been avoided.
a few years ago that there was invested in
Traveling.
No
railroads, as yet bless less living when it is remembered that one
that city in this business $100,000,000.
common atmosphere of indiscriminate euThe editor of the * Rumseller’s and Drunk- Orissa, but since the trunk road through
logy is to envelopd the memory of the honthe
province
has
been
made
pacca
(gravelard’s Advocate,” of Pittsburgh, Penn., statest and pure with that of the debased, and,
ed)
various
schemes
are
devised
to
take
the
ed that there was inyested in that county

in the liquor business $24,700,000; and
there must be invested in new York city
some $300,000,000, and Philadelphia, $200,000,000, . and_if

we, follow.

their estimates

through the, country, we

shall find at least

$1,000,000,000

in

invested

the

work

of

ruin and death.
. Were (his business to cease; a very jarge
portion of this capital would at once be
turned. into other chanmels of business,
which . would « result in the direrease of
wealth, prosperity and tlie happiness of the
country. . The loss wonld be: largely. con-

fined to the breweries and distilleriesin

place of the barbarous Palkee and bearer's

in many cages, the criminal.

method. Orris is a. light Palkee carriage,
that will accommodate two persons and

To handle the bones of the dead without
cause is morally a crime, Nothing is more
detestable than to hunt. out tlie ‘scattered

is drawn by four men ; the Palkee tequired
eight men for" "each passenger, thus onefourth of the men do the work with ct,

less fatigue than formerly, when shouldere
had ‘to bear the Palkee pole. With a
change of men every eight or ten miles we

can travel from four to five miles, the hour.

fuults dnd failings of the dead.

To abate

aught that is'gdod inthe character of man
or woman fot the purpose of giving point
to that: which has been ‘bad, is mean and
unjust. But, as ‘we have said, the fault

does not lie in that direction. ~ What

needs

In this new method, Mrs. P. and’ self to be corrected is the foolish ‘extravagance
made out trip héte,on the hight of the’ 16th. of fulsome panegyric - which! makes heroes
out of the dead: /who! were neifor the purpose of attétiding to_matters of and heroines
ther while diving: ft: may be that the motive which prompts the deed is a generous
one, but itis a generosity that ‘runs so far
the Santal Teacher's Convention,
Work, "To do more than just keep along ahead of justice that there is need its speed
with the daily routine of work, the in hat, should be tempered «with truthe This atgrilling, stewing months seemed almost oug tempt to make the most of small virtues so
of the question, To think of anything extra that they shall form a sereen for large vices
was simply formidable; arriving here how: generally suggests the existence of latent
ever, we find the mission; premises all astir idea that the panegyrist may some time
and bristling with aggressive work, in spite| |need the same kind office for himself.
common

of special

interest, being ° present’ at # series

meetings,

and-

also

attending

rendering useless a portion of their fixtures;
but the wholesale and retail shops all
over the, country ' would at once be turned
were interred with the dead.
But to'us the most interesting relio in to honorable uses.
But would not the farmer suffer a great
the collection is a broken tablet, possibly as
old as Moses, in the center of hich is, a loss in the fall of the price of ‘grain ‘mow
rand distilling? The
small engraving that recalls a hgssegoyiin used for brewing
800,000 ? tengo
but. few horses,
the 90th Psalm :
“The days of our years are threescore years cows, - pigs and oxen, to say nothing of the
While the training
und ten; and if by reason of strength they be lack of bread in their suffering families, that of the eneryating heat.
might avoid much trouble and
fourscore years, yet is their steength labo,
school is for, the time being shoved off into | We
would
be
more
bountifully
supplied,
4nd
Sorrow : Jor it is soon cut of, and we Ny pi
incofiyenience
if they wonld. only. believe
the
work-shop, about fifty Santal teachers
with a better article too. These, by becomthey, profess, that God is able to make
The. picture, or engraving, represents a ing sober mer, would invest the money that from the jungles occupy, the, school-house,|
human. form in a gecumbent posture, as now goes for'grog, in such stock, to which ‘and are put through a month's drill. under oe happy ‘without; anything - else; | They
though composed in death, from the bosom they would feed largd quantities of ‘grain, special teachers, They are also diyided into imagine thatif such a dear friend were to
of which the soul, in the form of a, bird, is makjng a demand upon the farmer that four ‘classes for the study of the ‘Bible, and die, or such and such blessings were re“flying, away,” On another tablet or image is not now made; so that the amount of each class is presided oyer by a dive Christian moved, théy should bé miserable ; whereas
is @ someyhat similar representation of the graih | now used in’ the liquor = business teacher. The varandah of the mission “(tod can make them a thousand titnos happier without them.
return of the soul to the body,
would. then find a market at good prices. bungalow, dining-room, yes, . bed-room
il
J
GL
We are told that Moses was ‘schooled in And should there be a lack in this direc- as well as study, are all used for class
A mar ‘tay maintain a fruitless struggle
all of .the ‘‘ arts of the Egyptians.” He Monit would be more than balanced by rooms, maps, charts and—not an orrvery, sures
te return to God for many years in sincerity
was doubtless educated in On, or: Heliop+ the: reduction ofiitaxes now agsessed for ly, butin its place, a buyning lamp, a ball
and earnestness; ‘while the simple act of
olig, the eity of Joseph, celebrated, for its pauperism, ‘crime and insanity caused by of yarn, run throughby a knitting needle
faith in the power and love of 'Jesus withaat
seat of learning and for its splendid fem- the use of liquors. « There would be anoth- and astray wire from. a ctinoline, all do
once bring tim back,
111800
» Doarti dike
re
£530
90
i
OA!
of them in

13. ¢ If the house be worthy,” that is,
entitled to the reputation for! hospitality
and piety which it""has, they’ were to pray

the 1, 500,000 paupers, criminals,
insane,
idiots, rum makers and’ sellérs, and extra

colossal

and we fly away.”

ing, ** The kihgdom of heaven is at hand.”
Peace comes to the heart receiving that

In preaching this fact they entered onthe
proof of it. What evidence of this doctrine

their

opportunities, would be less *‘ tolerable”
than of those bringing brimstone and fire

His teacher is the messenger of Jesus, say-

wilderness of false and trivial teachin gs.
7, 8. To them was given the theme "which
John and even Christ himself had preach:

with

city, in view of God's favors to it and of its

veel

time, but those selected to go before men

the Pyramids,

God prayed, when the people had sinned in
the Wilderness,”
Moses was familiar with
the emblems on the Egyptian tombs, and
this particular emblem, which was a common one, may have suggested to him the

re-

Gomorrah?

were

er offset in the reduced pr ice of labor when

hights and awe-inspiring shadows. The gies into the industries of the country. Then
men.
But the working of the way of their contemplation of these monuments, and the $50,000,000 of annual bad debts made by
rejection has been incidentally wrought the passing away of the nations that erect- the drunkards of the land would
be paid,
into the language of these verses. The in- ed them, may have been one of the sources” enabling every trader in the land to sell his
dividual first, the family he controls next, of inspiration that produced the most sab- goods cheap and every physician _to charge
then the city whom the example of the fam- | lime Composition of all Hebrew poetry,—= less to his patients; for now the” temperate
ily infects; so that the passage beginning *“ The Prayer of Moses, the man of God," people have to pay the bills of the intemwith “ whosoever shall not receive you? or the 90th Psalm :
perate; for every merchant could sell cheap
ends with a woe on. the city that rejects
Thou turnest man to destruction; and sayest, if he could collect pay for all of his goods.
them.
The Jews shook off the.dust of the Return, ye childgen of men.
and their families
For a thousand
years in thy sight are but as Then these drunkards
Gentiles, as an impurity.
Thé act signi- Jusserday
When itisypast, and as a watch in the would be better
clothed,
bringing the
fied that those against whom it was done n
money that ‘goes for drink to their pockets,
hou carriest them away as with a flood;

ceived the five books of Moses as of God,but

rejected the rest of the Old Testament,
Gen. 19: 24,25. Whatis the end of those who Hence they were obnoxious to the Jews,
reject Christ?
How should we treat his messenand heartily hated by them.
The Saviour
gers? Verse40
himself, at a later period, preached to them
the gospel.
NOTES AND HINTS.
+ 6. The Jewgare called *¢ lost sheep of the
1. The twelve disciples of Jesus
are house of Israel,” not because sentenced to
specified as ** the twelve,” not because this future punishment, but because they were
number included all his followers at this astrdy from the truth, wandering in fhe
What

sr

The

shaking off the Just of the apostles’ feet. It
is evident that an individual of a household

porcelain

I, 30 tolls

and

)

various
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Metals

i
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THE
—+John Knox

Selections.
“ Come

us in the dust, for the selected

3

No thankful song my heart will raise,
Nor even wish it could.

hearts, but «John Bunyan did.

I am not sorry for the past,

slave trade, but

of commerce taught

Nor able not to sin;

The weary

If once T should begin,”

No action to repent?
Is all around so very fair?

“ Ab! mock me not, sometimes I sigh;
I have a nameless grief—

A faint, sad paiy; but such that I
Can look for no relief,”
Come, in thy self-distress;
To come to Jesus is thy part,

pain to quell ;

Macdonald.

ress

Church.

The ritualists of the English established
courch have, as every one knows, been
steadily pushing their lines towards Romanism.
An immense advance had been
made since Pusey and Newman
began
their operations, the latter of whom has
long been lost among
the papists, while
the former keeps his place, within the pale,
the walls

of Troy,—en-

couraging and directing the treacherous
work. Choral services, the surplice, candles and candle-sticks, and professional
hymns have been made
miore and more
an ordinance of regeneration; the Lord’s
supper a sacrifice. And now nearly
five
hundred clergymen have petitioned for the
introduction of the confessional,and the Upper House of Convocation of the Province of
Canterbury bas bad the matter under formal
disscusion and appointed a committee to
take the whole subject into consideration, It should be added here, the bishops
were unanimous in repudiating the practice
of confession and considered the sacramental view of it as a most serious error. And
yet they believed that the desire for it was
not confined to the four hundred and eightythree clergymen whose names were attached

to

the

petition,’ and

that it was an

increasing evil, The Bishop of Chichester .affirmed that it was largely prevalent
in his own diocese, and that i his opinion
guidance, and not repression, was the only
- thing possible.
Itisa Question of interest by what strategy this
omaviging process has been so
rapidly accomplished. Fortunately we are
not loft in the

dark.

The great leader,

Dr.

Pusey, no longer feels it necessary to conceal his plans,—ultimate success seems to
him so assured. He would not have any
further

advance

made for the

present, but

would concentrate all attention on fortifying the position already attained, and on
completing the training of the church's
army. Their road to success
lies in imitating
the method by which Russia has
pushed
her way so steadily’ and permanently into
the far East. Mark his words:
*“ A fort is erected in the enemy’s country with clear lines of communigation back
to the basis of supply. A village of soldiercolonists gathers round the tort, and civilians follow where a market springs up.
When the post has been Rassianized it becomes, in its turn, the base line of operations, and another fort is thrown out some
score of miles in advance, and the process
is repeated, until, as we have seen, Khokan,

Bokhara, and the neighboring territories
are in a fair way to be as Slavonic as Kazan and Perm.

But two rules are

full

of

experience of the love of Jesus, they lit a
flame of salvation that spread over two
hemispheres and burned in 4 million of
hearts—George Whitefield and John Wesey.
Yne world and the church make no prog-

Into thy heart Himself will go,
And that will make thee well.”

within

men

faith in their

own individuality ; having, too, a profound

:

New grief, new hope, he will bestow,

—a Sinon

young

clear conviction of duty and

.

His part to give thee rest.

in the

asylums or

They always Spring

Oxford, England, two

¢ Come, then, to Him who made thy heart;

Policy

England to abolish the

out of the brain of some one brave man.
It
has not been corporations that have started
the great reforms of the world. The moral
miracles of time have always been Wrougin
by individuals. From Moses down to
tin Luther, vast,social and civil reforms
have always been led by single heroic souls.
Less than one hundred years ago there left

Hast thou no sickness in thy soul ?
No labor to endure?
Then go in peace, for thou art whole,
Thou needest not His cure.”
k

Russian

of the

William Wilberforce did.

temperance societies,

~—@eorqge

In-our little home circle we have

No chamber

ings do not originate orphan

Is thy heart quite content?

Thy grief and

wan

inexora-

without

leaders;

heroic

souls,

plow themselves into history,
even from their tombs.

and

who

rule us

The Old Stage Preacher.
—

In my tour

last sum-

mer, I usually resortedto the diplomacy re-

quisite to securing a seat with the driver upon the box of the stage-coach. As we Were
starting out from one station, with a new
team and

driver,

I wus a

little startled as

Jehu shouted out ** Preacher I” By and by,
reining up his leaders, and with a cry, “Get
up, Preacher!” giving the bud pretty sharp-

horse

had cooled down a little, I asked

driver,

the

‘‘How old.is Preacher?”

With

to make

some

amend

‘That

for

his

severity,

horse, sir,

is

lead, and

he has

outlived

his

eration -is so gigantic that nething less than
the application of enormous power can
effect it.

_

This,

then,

the

advanced

is

the thing

posts

remain

to
as

do.

Let

they

are,

He

up,” and to travel on like

Public sentiplenty of ‘get

a young

stager.

And even if he does, he is not apt

to

have

the credit for it. Justice would prompt a
considerate recognition,
and
generosity
would prompt a hearty expression of it.
God bless our old preachers! They have

wu gray in this frontier service.

They

ave carried along oar Christian civilization. They ask not pensions. They desire not to go npon the retired list. Their
highest joy is a recognized place and work.
—Advance.

A Sunbeam’s
—

Lesson.

OP

shutters seemed to exclude

entirely

the grand autumn sunshine that flooded
the hills and added its glory to the woods.
But to the
poor sufferer it mattered little.
There seemed
but little sunshine without
or within for her as she lay there and prayed
for patience.

umphant

faith,

* The

Lord,

my

illustrates

his

Church

Times,

method

by the

he

further

‘cheating

baker,” who, he thinks, may point a' parable

as the unjust

steward

has done.

‘“ A story is told of a dishonest

kept

himself

and

‘He says,

baker who

his fimily in meat

ata

nominal cost by purchasiig the very smallest leg of mation to

be had, and

exchang-

ing this for the next size sent him by his
customers, and repeating the process until
he

bad & succeeded

in

obtaining

nearly

twenty pounds of meat for his original six
or seven, without any customer being able
to detect the fraud in his own case.” This
is the ‘way Dr. Pusey proposes, little b
little, .to

get

rid

of

the

whole

English

Church and substitute Romanism; or, as
he, puts it, bring about ‘‘ the reunion of
Christendom and the ubsorption of dissent
within the church.” How naturally Jesuitism, both in principle and practice, springs
out of the

spirit

and Reflector.

of

popery!—Waichman

God,

will

Power.

a

other

her

darkened.

heart,

forth
a grateful prayer

army delivered the old Hebrews from bondage, but one man,

or statesman

i

she

to Him

breathed

whom

she

—

There

—

Moses

did.

No

senate

raised Israel to its hight

of

unmatched national grandeur, but one king-

as

I

heathen women!

Ye

women

that

are

is a touching

fact

related in.

a

Sad

I was in Father Taylor's study talking
with him about bis eventful lite. We were
discussing some features of the temperance question, when he took down from
a shelfa plain pocket Bible and asked me
to-examine it. On the fly-leat’ was written,
¢“—
from his mother.” Turning over
the pages, I observed that in some
places
they were torn,

blistered

and

stained

with

blood. I asked for the history. He replied:
“Some years ago 1 was sent for in haste
to visit a young man who

was dangerously

ill. T went to the house.
Ina miserable
arret, I found a lad, pale, weak and faint
from the loss of blood. He had been attacked with severe heimoi things, and knew that
he was soon to die; that he had been leading a life of dissipation, had become a slave
to drink, and had been brought by it to his
present condition. ¢ My mother was a godly

our duty.”

his wounds,

These words revived, the sink-

ing cowage of hig brave Highlanders.
There was a charm in the fact that they
still fought under the eye of their chief.
It roused them to put forth their mightiest
energies, aud they did all that human
strength could do to turn
dreadful tide of battle.

and

stem

And is there not a charm to thee,

liever, in the fact.that you

contend

the

O

be-

in

the

the stern

Christ

however

strife with

is fixed

most

exhausted

evil,

the eye

lovingly

upon

Nor is-Jesus the only observer of your
duct. You
are also ‘‘a spectacle
angels.” You are ‘compassed about

cloud of witnesses,”

Human

minds,

animated,

the

deeds.

Thus is the

good

and

by

of

thee.

con-

unto
by a

angelic

love,

and

the evil by hate, are the spectators of your

theater of your life

made sublime ; and you contend

for

salva-

PBAPRISTY

woman,’ he said.’ * She instructed me

studies.

tion under circumstances sufficiently grand,
Py man, David, did.
No school of divines and with results before you sufficiently awful
86 gare us the English Bible, but John to arouse your most latent powers, and to
Wickliffe did. No royal court discovered stimulate you to strive bravely, vigorousl
America, but Christopher Columbus * did. and perseveringly, even unto victory.—D.
No circle of social science interpreted the. Wise.
laws of the universe, but Galileo did. No
sovereign or parliament saved English liberties, but Oliver Cromwell did.
No cowmWhatever we can do ourselves God will
bination or confederacy rescued Scotland never do for us; but where our strength
from golitical and ecclesiastical enemies, but ends, there he takes up the burden, and
John
Knox did. © And of him says Carlyle:
bears it cheerfully for us.

LOCATED

NEW

A. B. MESERVEY,

under

faith-

Spring Term closes
Vacation

and

attend-

and became a
burst a blood

vessel and am dying. For God’s sake and
my mother’s pray for me.” I left him in
reat distress.
The next day I found him
ead. He was lying with his book clasped
to his lips. It was wet with tears and
blood, and torn with his convulsive agonies.
Some vears after 1 made a temperance
speech in Philadelphia. I related the incident and held up the book as I did so.
There was a stir in the audience. * A poor

Summer Term closes”

Tunes” and CHEAP

then

floor.

with

a scream,

fell

She had read

the

EDITION of the * Hymns only.”

son; and for the first time
fate.”

to

but

oA

Shoe Cone,

Lat in
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Guns, $40
yb
to $25.

Revolvers, $6

to $75.

/79

Double Sho
.
to $20. Rifles,$8

Pistols, $1 to $8.

Gun

Material, Fishing Tackle, &. Large discount to
Army Guns, Revolvers, etc.,
dealers or clubs.
bought or traded for. 205d sent by exbreas €,90.
D. té6 be examined before
paid for,
wild

ATWOOD'S
UININE TONIC
BITTERS

Is the Best Aromatic Tonic
and Stomachic ever offered to
the public.
It will IMPROVE
your APPETITE» FACILI-'
. TATE DIGESTION, GIVE
TONE to the NERKOUS
SYSTEM,
VIGOR
PO EVERY ORGAN OF
THE BODY, thereby

imparting HEALTH and
is no remedy so. good for
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STRENGTH.

i

can
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SURE

of SUCCESS

Agents wanted everywhore, Business high-

¥ profitable and legitimate.
Article needed in every
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SON CHEMICAL
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y
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C bicago, Ill.

WEEK and expenses Jud. We
a reliable agent in every County
U. 8. Address Hudson River
Co., 130 Maiden Lane, N. Y,, or
lyeow20

« Well, see, here is another

James took the paper and began to read
slowly, * Come—unto—me—all—ye—that

Term

begins June 2, and

1.

setting James at liberty. He was a happy
believer that very night, and has continued
to go on his way rejoicing in GOd- his
Saviour, to point others to Calvary, and
walk in the narrow way.
Reader, if anxious about your salvation,
be persuaded to believe God when he speaks
to you ‘in his word, in the same way you
would credit the word of an honorable man,

and you will obtain peace through the precious blood of Christ. '‘ He can not deny
himself.”
Hg

It is the type of eternal truth, says Ruskin, that the soul's armor is never well set
to the heart unless a woman’s hand has
braced it.
”
8

Classical,”
French
Board and Rooms
rates.

EXTRA

£7.00
4.00
3.00
2.60

to

123 DEARBORN
Abt

Street,
CHICAGO

TROY BELLS.
«Old Established Troy Bell Foundry

CHARGES.

Instrumental Music, twenty lessons,

$10.00

which have been made at thid establishment during

Foundry is r»OT, and NEVER has been located in
TRY, N.Y, said claims are intended to deceive the

public,

y

HAS

will

Penmanship, fifteen lessons,
Rooms for self-boarding may be had at
rates. Students may enter school at any
term, paywmg from such time to thé close
at the regular rates.
y
For Catalogue apply to
;
WM. REED, Sec.
Ridgeville, Ind., July 18, 1373.
LYNDON

LITERARY
LYNDON

Faculty

L1zZ1E
MARY
MARY
ELLEN

1.50
reasonable
time of the
of the term

MAN

English,

Jtigher English

-

-

-

A

Latin and Greek,
.
French (extra), .
.
Instruction on Piano or Organ,
Use of Piano or Organ (ex’ra),
Instruction on Guitar,
Vocal Musie,18 Lessons,
Penmanship, 156 Lessons,

.

.

-

-

-

.
-q

-

.

.
-

.

.

;

families;

mm

re-

clubs

ps
LOCATION:
The new, commodious ballding, ample

at

is in the midst

of the

versally admired hill scenery of Vermont.

uni-

The Lyn-

donville station, on the Passumpsie railroad, ‘is
ten minutes walk from the Institution. It is
easily
ible from all parts of the countyy,
at the same time removed from the activities
temptations which tend to divert the attention
corrupt the morals

but
thus
and
and
and

of the young in our cities.

For further particulars, address the Primeipal at
don Center, or I. W. SANBORN, Secretary, at
Lyndonville.
:
yndon Center. Vt., 1873.

AUSTIN

81

ACADEMY,

Aug. 19,

1878,

under

the

instructions

of MR.

IS T. MAXFIELD and a member of the senior

class of Bates College.

Tuition $3.50 to $5.00.
Board $2.50 to $3.50.

Rooms

can

themselves.

bé had

S

for those

GEORGE

wishing

€. PEAVEY,

to board

President.

WARREN FOSS, Secretary.
Center Strafford, N. H., July 17, 1578.

a

v

means

have

re-

neat Sete; set

ting

of a few words, what are

forth, in & p

Swil

the. peculiarities

50 cts. per 100; 7 cts. per dozen.

of

|

Send orders to

FR

EO

L. R. BURLINGAME,
>

y

POSTERS,

=Bill Heads

CARDS, &e.,
BUSINESS
done inthe best manner, at this Office.
CHRISTIAN

BAPTISM.

This little book has been revisedby the author, ha
been clothed in an entirely new dress, and present
a very comely appearance. It should be in every
Baptist family, Let every pastor and church-mem

ber have a copy of this. newly revised and usefu
Wook.

CENTER STRAFFORD, N. H.
The Fall Term of ten weeks will com
Tuesio

in very

the F. Baptists. They will be sold at cost to those
who order them for this purpose. Price—-$4 per 1000;

in its ar-

rangements,
recently
erected
for the use of the
School,is situated on a gentle eminence in the village

of Lyndon Centery and

In answer to many calls, and to nifeot

a four-page tract, NEW

o

;

Board from $3.00 to $3.50 in

sale, its instructions

:IN GENESIS AND IN GEOLOGY:

cently published

3.00
«10.00
2.00
.
6.00
1.50
=
1.50

A@-Clergymen’s children and students relying

duced tuition.

extensive

brief way. an outline of our his- TR ACT
tory as a
dénomination, its doc$5.00
|
trinal
basis, its church polity, and some of its chief
1.00.
7.50
benevolent institutions. They are fitting things to
8.00
put into the hands of those who would learn, by

-

-

an

what we think a real want, we

=

.

had

OUR

ecember 2. 1873.

-

.

+
a
- 659
and Music extra.
ean be obtaine . at reasonable
:

or, the Biblical account of Man’s Creation
tested by Scientific Theories of his Origin and Anti
quity,
Joseph
P. THOMPSON,
D. D.,, LLD,
one vol., 12mo, Price, $1. Will be sent prepaid by
post, on receipt of price, by R. BURLING AME

:

TUITION :
.

5 50
6-00

"

and illustrations are simple and plain, and adapied
to an easy solution of the questions. A discount is
made "to Sabbath Schools and others. Orders are
solicited.
31 ame

VT.

A. B., Principal.

$i 5)

il

This work is well adapted to Sabbath Schools, es> peciall now, as the lessons have been changed from
Ire Old Testament to the New. It is favorably re~peived, has

& Treas.

CALLEY, Precepiress.
C. BRADFORD, dssociate.
E. MOREY, Musie,
A. PERKINS, Penmanship.

-

Commentary nig Gospels

INSTITUTION.

CENTER,

SEMINARY.

Dr. BUTLER'S

Use of Instrument for practice, per term, 1.00
Vocal Music, twenty lessons,
1.50

Continue to manifacture thdse BELLS (which have
made TROY celebrated throughout the world, and

the past twenty years) and are now making more
‘bells, annually, than any other foun
in the country,
for Churches, Academies, Plantations, &o.
made of genuine Bell Metal (Copper and Tin.)
RoMountings,
the best in use. All Bells warranted satisfactory. Large Illustrated Catalogues
sent free on application to JON IS SCO
SN.
Yo
CAUTION.
Beware of parties claiming to
manufacture Genuine Troy Church Bells, whose

SEMINARY.

For further particulars address ¢he Principal, or
E. 8. TASKER, Secretary.
Northwood; N. H.; Aug. 16,! 1373.
*pA

lower rates, and rooms furnished for self-boarding.

in

COLLEGE,

Primary Branches, - = Common English,
whic
while
Higher English,
wow

EXPENSES.

their own exertions for an education, received at

men the witness of God is greater.”
This expedient was owned of God

NORTHWOOD

ends Aug. 21,

Tuition and incidentals, in advance,
Room rent, per term, from
$2.00
3oard, péf week, in private families,
sy
3d
hh
clubs, about

Common

NOW IS THRE TIME TO INVEST
here, and to place on loan,
OFFICE AT PRESENT,

VIRGINIA

The enlargement is fully completed, at an expense
of over $50,000; and the facilities of a first class institution are furnished to both sexes, at moderate

begins Mar. 10, and ends May 29, 1874.

Primary Studies,

and the Fire

near

open August 25th.

1873-4.

in which the buildings were consumed
Insurance companies have failed.

there

WEST

Fall Term begins Aug. 25, and ends Nov. 14; 1873.

with which he covered his

and

so

The FALL TERM of eleven weeks will coinmence
on WEDNESDAY, Sept. 17, 1873.
WILLIAM H. COTTON, A. B., Principal.
Miss CLARA E. CASWELL, Preceptress.
The tuition will be as follows:

Ofall the money we had placed on loan, we have
not lost a SINGLE DOLLAR, even in those eases

face,

school

Catalogues sent to inquirers.

REAL ESTATE AND LOAN AGENTS,

he stood for a few moments, uot knowing
what to do. At length he inquired:
« Am I just to believe these in the same
way I believed your letter P”
“ Just in the same way,” rejoined the
master.e ‘‘ If: we receive the witness of

of the

March 6, 1874.

labor,” ete,
His lips Juivered; his eyes
filled with tears; and, like to choke with
emotion, he thrust his hand into his jacket-

pocket, grasping his large,red handkerchief,

Greek.

The 32nd Academical year of this institution

‘| Spring Term of 13 weeks, begins March 12, 1874.

GRAHAM, PERRY & CO.,

and

This Institution offers to students important and
peculiar advantages. For particular information,
send for a Circular to
ii
REV. W. COLGROVE, A. M., President.

COLLEGE.
FOR

‘Winter Term of 13 weeks, begins

Fire.

Latin

FLEMINGTON, TAYLOR CO., WEST VIRGINIA.

A. M., Principal.

I’

After the Chicago

The location

WHITESTOWN

CALENDAR:
Fall Term of 13 weeks, begins August 26, 1873.

5223

in

Commences its Fall Term September 2, 1872.

Dec. 9,—ends

CALENDAR

Miss
Miss
MisSs
Miss

letter sent to

some texts of Scripture written on it.

opens

RIDGEVILLE

J. 8. BROWN,

be-

-

to

SEMINARY.

Rev. G. S. BRADLEY,

-

you

scanning,

from $1.60

drilled

the College and Theological School, affords advantages of association with students of ‘a higher rank
and culture. The public lectures ot these institutions
are invaluable.
A, M. JONES, Sec.

For fucther particulars, address,

25
per month guaranteed
to
sure to Agents everywhere selling our new seven strand WHITE PLATINA
CLOTHES LINES.
Sell readily at every house. Sam12meow4

De-

SPRING TERM opens March 24, 1874,—ends June 12.

TENE

’

students are faithfully

.

Ancient Seography.
ncient History, Algebra and
Geometry.
Special attention is given to reading,
declamation, composition, Greek and Latin poetry,

CALENDAR:

te trom 50 cts. Call and examine, or
imples sent (postage free) for 50 cts.,
«retail quick for $10.
ir)

Pa.

-

1y48

LG JORDAN, A.M.,, Principal, with three Assist
ants.
The special work of this school is to fit students for
College, and it is open for both sexes. The school
being composed of only one department, a thoroughness mn doing their work is secured from both teachers and pupils, which is not ordinarily found in
schools where 80 many kinds of work are done. The

FALL TERM opens Aug. 26, 1873,—ends Nov. 21.

& DEBILITY,

Girard Wire Mills, Philadelphia

healthfulness)

;
habitants, having no liquors or billiard salooms., h.rates. fend for Catalogue.
J. 8. GARDNER, Principal.
The school enters upon its fifth year with increased
Whitestown,
N.
Y.,
June
4,
1873.
10
facilities for the - accomplishment of its work, Prof.
Bradley and wife having, after four years’ charge of
the school, recently enterea into a contract with the
WILTON
COLLEGIATE
INSTITUTE,
Trustees to conduct it for five years to come, thus
WILTON, IowA.
giving permanency.

Symer

pe free. Address

surpassed

NICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.
The FALL TERM begins August 13, 1873.

of Music.

varies

in

be

ready achieved.

not be surpassed in the high moral tone of its in-

Spring Term

:

uly 2, 1874.

ME.

Teacher

Location can not

P. O., Center Co., Pa.The Spring Session of the above institution, located
near Bellefonte, Center Co., has opened under very
pleasant circumstances. Already upwards of one hundred students are upon the roll, and others have signified their intention to enter. Professors Collier
and Downey, Miss Hoyt and Pres. Calder, all. formerly of Hillsdale College, are laboring in this institution, and are much encouraged by the results al-

. The location of this institution at Evansville, Wis.,
is a beautiful one, being surrounded by a rich; productive, farming country. The village of Evansville

“The letter! the letter!”

master, ‘“I see

C. HURD.

Not sectarian,but

President, Rev. J. CALDER, D. D., or the Preceptress,
Miss JANE W. Hoyt, A. M., Agricultural College

Teacher in Normal

EVANSVILLE

There

13teow20

:

the note requesting him to come, said ;

FORBES,

Ten Professors and Instructors.

beauty, and freedom from corrupting influences.
Expenses only $175 for College
year of 40 gresks,
including Tuition, Boarding,
Washing, Rent, Fu
and use of heavier Furniture,
For Catalogue or further information, address the

$2.00 per week. Ladies’ clubs as well as gentlemen’s are formed.
.
Rao ms and board in private families at reasonable
rates.
?
For further particulars, address the Secretary, at
Pittsfield, Maine.
:
:
31
C. A. FARWELL, Secretary.

Ry L, WOLCOTT, 7 151 Chatham Square, N, Y
25.eowly

without re-

A.

1

and
CLASSICAL.

thoroughly Christian.

Penmanship will be taught by an experienced
Teacher.
No deduction for less than half a term, except on
account of sickness. Half terms commence at the
beginning and middle of the term.
;

Price $1.00. Sold by all Druggists.
GILMAN BROTHERS, Proprietors, Boston, Mass,

th.

He came promptly with the letter in his
hand. When ushered into the room, his
master inquired, ‘* Do you wish to see me,
James P|
James was confounded, and holding up
his

AGRICULTURAL,
SCIENTIFIC

eight

Jasimey .
LINDA C, VICKERY, Teacher of French.

whether general or following acute disease. The
Medical PP
indorse it, for
DYSPEPSIA,
JAUNDICE, NERVOUS DISEASES.

his sad

sult. At last his master thought of reaching his mind and bringing him to see the
sincerity of God in the gospel, by writing
a note asking him to come to see him at

“Oh,” said

with

COLLEGE

OF PENNSYLVANIA.

INSTITUTE.

he price of board, in clubs,

m-

to be

AGRICULTURAL

Mathematics.
CLARA

RICKER, Prin.
:

>

Miss R. ANNIE DRAKE, Teacher of German and
Miss

on

Complete courses of study for both sexes.

. H.
North Scituate, R. I., July 10, 1873.

Summer term commences April 25, 1874.
KINGSBURY BATCHELDER, A. B., Principal.
CYRUS JORDAN, A. M., Associate Principal.
Miss

INSTITUTE.

The FALL TERM, of 14 weeks, will commence
Wednesday, Aug. 20, 1878.

weeks.
Fall term commences Aug. 21, 1873.
Winter term commences
Nov, 6, 1873.
Spring term commences Feb. 5, 1874.

1s a positive care for Sciatica, Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Spinal Complaint, Contracted Cords, Lame
Back, Sprains, &c. From 2 to 6 lage bottles will
cure cases given up by physicians.
e only cer=
tain cure for Sciatica. Large bottles, $1.50;
small bottles, 75 cts. Sold by all Druggists. 1yeow1l

the

Letter.”

it seemed

id

LAPHAM

Furnishes College, Preparatory, Normal, Academical and Ladies’
Full course of study. Terms, 10

LINIMENT

10:

“ The

CENTRAL

English, SSE

Higher
“
Coy
a
le
5.50
La
LL
SRT
RT
TT
Instrumental Music (20 lessons),
8.00
Useof Piano,
=.
«200
Good board can be obtained in private families at
$3.00 per week. Those wishing to hoard themselves
can obtain good rooms near the Academ
ELIHU HAYES,
West Lebanon, July 29, 1873.

10, 1874.

reday,

PITTSFIELD,

BISHOP-SQULE'S

of. her own

knew of

MAINE

eow30t24

fly-leaf,—

fainting

the name

Naan

For further particulars, splyie the Principal, or
=
10a Cy
WIS, Sec. Trustees.
New Hampton, N. H., July 22, 1874.

Send for SPECIMEN PAMPHLET. Address,
A. S. BARNE & COMPANY,
NEW YORK, or 32 BROMFIELD STREET, BOSTON.

She implored me to let her have the book.
The stillness of the room was terrible.
Every eye was fixed upon her. With tremto

presenting the Corps of Teachers to the attention of

parents and guardians and the public, as eminently
Sualifted to fit scholars for every honorable, position
e.
&
TERMS:
Common English,
+
«+
+ $450

Summer Term begins Monday, April 27, 1871.

woman, with a sad, heart-broken expression arose and tottered to the platform.

turned

Teac
of Instrumenta 1
[Music.
I. G. N. FISK, Teacher of Vocal Music.
|
The course of studies in this schcol embraces
everything necessary to fitone for college or a practical business life.
y
For beauty of scenery, healthfulness and comfort,
this location is unsurpassed. It is free from those
laces of resort conducive to idleness and
cious
morals, common to large villages and cities.
The Srosct management take great pleasure in

:
‘Four terms of

Friday, April
two weeks.

:

MRS. M. E. FLINT,

INSTITUTION.

each.

the instruction of

G. W. FLINT, A. B., Principal.
Miss SARAH C. GILMAN, Assistant.

the Principal at
33tf

A. M,, Principal,

ME.

Tuesday, August 19, 1873, and continue eleven weeks,

Vacation two weeks.
Winter Term begins Monday, Nov. 17, 1873.

Breech-Loading Shot
Gans, $5 £0 160 Sin,

At first I read it daily,

she

HAMPTON

ACADEMY.

AT WEST LEBANON,

The FALL TERM of this Institution will commence

CALENDAR:
Fall Term begins Monday, Au, nst 25, 1873.
Fall Term closes Friday, Octo er 31, 1873.

Bible.

hands

b

For further particulars, address
Waterbury Center, Vermont.

ten weeks

Write for a Price; List to J. A.

bling

g

associates,
Six regular courses for both sexes.

fully, prayed for, me tenderly and tried to
make me a good man, I left home and
cameto Boston to make my own living.
I intended to do right, and. follow my mother’s counsels. Her last gift to me was this

youby one equally in earnest,” said his
master, holding up a slip of paper, with

blood gushed in streams from

Ted

Theology.

Record.

and cited aloud,
“Iam not dead, my children: I am looking at you to see you do

elbow,

” LEBANON

Winter Term <loses Friday, Jan. 23, 1874.
Vacation one week.
Spring Term begins Monday Feb. 2, 1874.

while - the

chieftain, beholding the effect of his disaster,

» The FALL TERM will commence Tuesday, Aug.
26, and continue eleven weeks, under the continued
charge
of J, LINSCOTT, Principal, Mrs. Kxa Barker,
Teasher of Music, with such
other assistance as may
be needed.
For further information address DR. MOSES D.
SWEAT, or Ivory MARCH, North Parsonsfleld, Me.
4tf J
DR. MOSES E. SWEAT, Sec’y.

A special effort will be made, by the Principal, to
repare those students who may have the
spel
‘Ministry in view, by furnishing them every assistance
in his power towards the prosecution of theological

ease in Zion, can ye stand side by side with
Swedish Marie in that day when the ‘books
are opened !"— Heathen
Woman's Friend.

lieved that I wanted to see you, and when
I sent you the message you came at once.”
¢ Surely, sir!” surely, sir!” replied James.

raised himself up on his

BEFORE ADOPTING, EXAMINE

at

six o'clock, ater he left the works.

!

PARSONSFIELD SEMINARY.

&c.

Bryant and Stratton College,

Oh, ye who abound in this world’s goods,
and yet are indifferent to the interests of

the rest;

history of a, Highland chier, of the noble
house of M'Gregor, who fell wounded by
two balls,at the battle of Prestonpans. Seeing their chief fall, the clan wavered, and
gave the enemy an advantage.
The old

by

LS

delicately

small manufacturing town. The foreman in
near me, if I would but open my eyes to a department of one of the factories became
He was di‘| anxious “about his salvation.
see it.”
rected to Christ as the sinner’s only refuge
And with these two sunbeams, the one
enlightening her darkened chamber, the by many, and by his own master among

are oppressed by foes,

1deas that sway the .world are born of
heroic souls, and uttered by individual lips,
Great thoughts that have been the axles of
society, on which nations poised and swung
Around, first sprang from single hearts. No

as

It. was atime of spiritual awakening in a

enlighten my darkness.”
Let me feel that
there is always some ray of divine sunlight

battle-field’ of lile. under the eye of your
Saviour? Wherever you are, however you

Individual

I,

until 1 lost all my manliness
wretched drunkard.
I have

One of God’s children lay upon a bed of
suffering ina darkened chamber. The
drawn

A

ed worship every Sabbath,—but I fell into
bad company, und gradually went astray,

Let each of those which is a little behind,
and_only a little, gradually take up the "knew to be her ‘‘Sun and shield.”
“0 Lord of hosts, blessed is the man
same position, and Tet this process Le carried on (only without haste or wavering) that trusteth in*Thee.”
down to the last chain.”
,
In the same article of his, originally pub- Christ—His Eye our Stimulus.

lished in the

said

A

bly maintained. No fort is erectedat a
_ The sinking sun suddenly senl a beam of
dangerous distance from the base line,
and no non-combatants are allowed to his cheery light through a chink in the
be the pioneers of colonization.
Exactly blinds, and as she opened her tearful eyes,
identical . with this’ should ‘be our pol- lo! just by her side, upon the wall, the
bean of golden light quivered and danced,
icy.
Churches like St. Alban's, Hojsorn
and St. Lawrence's, Norwich; books lik Zladdening her eyes by its loveliness. And
the *¢ Altar Manual,” the ¢* Priest's Prayer-" ‘alohg with that sunbeam came a most
precious thought, a ray from the Sun of
book,” and the ** Church and the World,”
faairly represent the most advanced post Righteousness, as she doubted not: “That
yet reached by the Catholic revival in Eng- is God's sunshine—my Father's light! and it
land. They are not the ultimate goal. should teach me that he can send light into
The final aim, which alone will satisfy the darkened heacts when we least expect it.
Teach me, Father, to say vith David's triritualists, is the re-union of Christendom
and the absorption of dissent within the
church.
Nothing short of that
will be
enough, but the magnitude of such an op-

Marie,”

he

yet has the briskness to keep him on the
lead. But sometimes he is made to feel
the sharp crack of criticism.
ment requires him to have a

a fash-

then, about the property

could, ‘“‘one dollar will be a large sum for
you to give Jost now’—
“No! no! I geeve tat,—youst tat! Gott
ees so
goot to me; he make me goot
friends ; he make me goot home; he make
me happy many times.” And with an impressive look upward, which was full of
faith and trust, she said: “He geeve me

seventeen

mates.

Academies,

*

years old.”
“How long His he been staging ?”
“Thirteen years’ steady pulling.
He's
the last one of a gray team of four; the
rest are all used up.”
*‘And he’s good for his place yet P”
‘No better horse on the line.”
To the end of that run old Preacher had
the benefit of considerateness on the part of
his driver, and I hope that he enjoys something of it yet.
I wonder if it isn’t something so with the
old pulpit preacher. He has “been on the

2:
R83

aepiesment;1 casa pups
EE.
arts, SY

a tone that indicated a disposition

answered,

Story.

more, more in my heart !”

ly to the near one, a noble
gray, he turned,
and said with a wink,
Spat fellow always wants to shirk.”
When the nettled

1873.

drunkard who had run through his
returned one night to his unwomen of India and of China, and of the furnished home.
He entered his empty’
BOSTON, MASS,
’
little orphans; while the name of the. pre- hall. Anguish was gnawing at his heartNext school. year begins Sept.
1, 1878. Course of
«cious missionaries are household words,
strings, and language was inadequate to study, Commercial and English branches. Annual
ogue
and Report tor 1873 ready; furnished free
Our Marie, moving moiselessly about, express his agony as he entered his wife's
pon apfiication fy Jetson Lor by mail. Office MOA.
piske up many an idea, but we little knew apartment, and there beheld the victims of
daily during,
vag
ow deep the missionary stories had pene- his appetite, his loving wife und a darling bio feo 10 oll 18 Ootack. DTC".
1y32
H. E. HIBBARD, Principal.
trated her honest Swedish soul. . She came child. Morose and sullen, he seated himinto the room one day, her eyes filled with self without a word; he could not speak;
COLLEGE AND HUDSON
tears, welling up from her overflowing he could not look up then. The mother CLAVERACK
RIVER INSTITUT
:
heart.
.
said to the little one at her side:
For both sexes; fine grounds; 1
hed rooms ;
20
instructors
i
11
Handing me a five-dollar bill, she said:
‘* Come, dear, it is time to go to bed;” |.
nasium
.
van
8
‘Here, Missis, I geeve tis for te poor wim- and that little baby, as she was wont, knelt in
©
nts. Term
oes ber 8. yg ¥ y
mens tat neever know notting ’bout Jesu,” by her mother’s lap, avd gazing wistfully
I thought of her loneliness, not a relative into the face of her suffering parent, like a
in this country—not even an *‘old friend.”
flee of chiseled statuary, slowly repeated |.
GREEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.
The one family she knew, and with whom
er nightly orison.
,
WATERBURY CENTER, VL.
she crossed the ‘‘big sea,” lived in the
When she had finished, the child (but four
Faculty:
“North side” before the *‘Fire"—nothing years old) said to her mother :
Rev. R. H. Tozer, A. M., Principal.
Murs. E. C. Smith, Principal Ladies’ Department.
heard of them since !
‘Dear mother, may I not offer up one
Miss M. E. Prentiss, Assistant,
I thought of the months she had
spent in more prayer ?”
:
G. T. Bwasey, L. A. Butterfield, E. C. Smith, Miss
the Hospital—her right arm being
disabled
‘Yes, yes, my sweet pet, pray.”
Abbie Lyon.
ind
g
E
by a sad accident; then of the months
And she lifted up her tiny hands, closed
Calendar:
when, in her helplessness, she was kindly her eyes and prayed:
FALL TERM, 18 weeks. Opens Sept. 2;1878,
WINTER TERM, 12 weeks. Opens
Dec. 2, 1873.
cared for by a Christian family—all months
* 0 God, spare, oh, spare my dear papa !”
SPRING TERM, 12 weeks.
Opens Feb. 25, 1874.
without wages.
Yet now, able to earn onThat prayer was lifted up with electric raTuition:
ly medium wages during a few weeks, she pidity to the throne of
. It was heard
Common Englishy:.......... sesessennnss $5.50
on high; it was heard on earth. The rebrings her offering of tive ddllars.
Latin and Greek, extra,.........ouve. + 1.00
“And Misgis,” she said, “me tinks it pet- sponsive “Amen !” burst from the father’s
Frenth, eXtrfiyscssecscecseseeisriansnes: 200
Instrumental MusicC,....oovsvirnnies
0.00
ter all new and clean.” (Marie's life's bat- lips, and his heart of stone became a heart
Use of Piano and Organ,.
«2,60
tle is with the foes to neatness, and she of flesh. Wife and child were both clasped
BOATA,u sve ainis ts canvarassnnerssiteniinnes . 3.35
couldn't conceal the.satisfaction with which to his bosom, and in penitence he said :
so Book-Keeping, Penmanship, Pen-Drawing, Inshe - handled the . ‘‘green-back”
‘span
“My child, you have saved
your father struction in Penciling, Crayoning, Pastel, Wax
from a drunkard’s grave, I'll sign the Flowersy &c., each extra.
new.")
Location.
“You see, dis will help send dear young pledge.”
The Building, one of the finest in the State, is roladies to teach te poor wimmens to read
mantically
situated amidst the highest mountains
Gott’s word.”
y
and grandest scenery of Vermont.
“0

Cn

of the territories

A Touthing

38,

—

ion of talking, now and

So every grand work for God and humaiity has been born and carried on to glorious
consummation by the buming energy of
some single sanctified soul. Church meel-

strifes would ever last

“ Hast thou no burden, then, to bear?
‘

—

earth to me is John Knox.” No assembly:
of divines wrote the book which, next to
the Bible, has the strongest hold on English

‘Come unto Me,” the Master says;
“ But how? I am not

Puri-

tapism ; he desired a pation of
fearing
men who should be governed by the Bible.”
And he adds, “What John Knox has suffered by ungrateful generations should humble
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wus the author of Oliyer

Cromwell, and the father of English
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taint of grudging.
Generous souls satu- “fill to complete the memorial which goes and confirmed by the Republican party. | heedlessness, presumption nor mere worldrated the courteous words and kind deeds. up to meet, acceptance before God. And so
Usually, there seems no good reason * for ly ambition concerned in managing and
Half a dozen sermons were pfeached to the churches and’the individual disciples dealing directly in these columns with the giving it character. If it brings in money,
large and attentive audiences; the prayer that would realize and exhibit the true question of selecting a particular candidate
very well,—for it has been earned by hard
WEDN ESDAY, SEPTEMBER 3, 1873.
meetings were neither neglected nor want- spirit of the gospel needto be examples of for Governor of a state. There might seem and taxing labor; but so far as this is the
*
ing in freedom and fervor; and the busi- free giving. And this giving, in order. to no such reason now, We aire not even a primary aim and end, it is sure to defeat
GEORGE TT. DAY, Editor.
ness was grappled with in a thoroughly reach the end, must be more than occasion- citizen of Massachusetts. And-this‘is a the highest objects. Zion's Herald ‘gives
G. F. MOSHER, Ass’t Editor.
earnest and practical way.
Love ruled; al and cease to be scanty and grudging. question for her own electors to settle. fit and forcible expression to a-worthy view
en
i id an
oa \ll communications designed for ‘publication
courtesy was not once driven out of doors; It must cover money, time, painstaking, But this is no- ordinary matter. , Choosing of the service called for at the hands of
should. be addressed to the Editor, and all letters on
and common sense was never traded off at good will, kind words, hard work, and real a Governor in Mass, is a thing not done in those who have such trusts in their charge.
pusiness, remittances of money, &c., should be adself-sacrifice. It must become
both an a corner, The word of the Old Bay State It says:
a discount.
:
dressed’ tp the Publisher.
Rev. G.'W. Bean was present, of course, impulse, a principle, and a habit. , It needs is ever a word that tells.
Christian journalism should have a higher
Her Governors
Ra
v
to set forth afresh the urgent and pressing to be thought of less as a trying duty than have usually been men of character. It is motive than money making. Too often
On the
Eastern Border.
When one has learn- no time for her to unsay her best words the money idea overshadows” everything
claims of Maine Central Institute, to re- a grateful privilege.
rt
—
else. Of course there must be money, an
prove the lukewarm, to call for the prompt ed to find a real joy and a precious, meaus now, by putting any such man as Gen. ceonomy in its use, -as a Christian duty.
The search for that part of New England
translation of words into deeds, to ask at of grace in continuous giving that really Butler into her chief seat of honor.
He But while a good margin is made, financislknown as *‘ d®wn east” has often been
once for * the strong pull, the long pull— costs, he may be assured that he has not has made himself sadly notorious. He ly, by publishing what can be obtained for
made, but sometimes with very.indifferent
wholly missed the vital thing which: Chris- has ability enough, courage enough, inde- about nothing, we are losing our hold on
or poor success. Travelers have suffered if needful—and the pull all together,” which
first-class minds and hearts, and pay too
tianity has to offer,
:
is
necessary
to
draw
that
institution
on
to
pendence enough, practical energy enough, dear for the whistle. I know a good showin this quest, deceiving and being deceived.
There
are
many
and
varied
calls
for
aid.
financial terra firma,—and unintentionally
for any executive chair in the nation. But on the ledger is eve-salve to some persons;
It has been sought with great confidence at
come up constantly ‘and on all he is not only bold; he is also belligerent, but how about the ledger of minds and of
to illustrate the value of tireless
and patient They
Portland, at Lewiston, at Augusta, at Ban** Give,
give,”
is the ceaseless
work in wearing out an obstacle that is too hands.
blustering, bitter, bullying, and bad. He hearts? And how about the great account
“gor, and at any number of other points less
{-large ‘and firm to be at once swept away. cry. There are feeble churches, points superabounds in will and self-seeking; he above? We must put more money into
noted than these. But it has thus been
where not gven such churclies have been sadly lacks magnanimity and conscience, our religion, into {he heads of the people.
sought iu vain, It has receded before the The Y. M. made a beginning in the work
What splendid sums for churches !—What
that looks to a speedy end of this struggle planted, toiling and needy missionaries at He is a brawling, audacious, unscrupulous small amounts often to help to qualify perapproach of the seeker like the fountain
to save the Institute; but it was only a be- home and abroad, schools and colleges that politician; he is not at all a self-poised sons to fill the pulpits! To make money is
which mocks the confidence and the thirst
ginning, which needs and we trust is to be can not live without liberal and speedy en- man or a trustworthy statesman,
He is.a only of a very secondary importance in
of the traveler in the desert when he is
paper
resolutely followed up, so that the longed- dowment nor die without bringing fearful mighty partisan, an intense advocate, and a Christian journalism, No Christian
lured on by the mirage. It is ever farther
should yield any profit in money,
If the
disasters,
benevolent
institutions,
orphan
for and most vital end shall be speedily
bitter enemy ;—quick to be stirred into re-. circulation runs up to a hundred - thousand,
on toward the sunrising. The dweller in
asylums, projects for rescuing the fallen sentment, slow to show mercy, and ready put every dollarinto the paper, and run it
reached.
Larger
plans
for
“Home'
Mission
Bangor smiles at the idea of being regarded
work, are franied and in process of execu- and for saving those in danger of a fall,— for almost any expedient by which he may up to two hundred thousand. The idea of
a down-easter. - He pities the ignorance or
tion, to which the Y. M. lent an appropriate all these call for aid.
carry his point and crush his foe. He wants supporting Superannuates by our papers is
the credulity of those who. imagine that
an unmitigated humbug that ought to be
We
sometimes
get
weary
perhaps
of
and
emphatic
approval.”
Of
the
strong
the qualifications of a just judge and a abated, What would you think of an army
down east can be reached by the Maine
these
calls, We ask when they are to wholesome magistrate. Moral
principle sof men marching to battle, each one with a
Central railway.
He has a whole list of words uttered touching the need of greatly
-ecase, and let us find relief and rest. But goes for little with him, and one finds the coffin on his back! Let the men and womincreasing
the
circulation
of
the
Star,
and
towns and plantations at his tongue’s end
we are to remember that to give is not the atmosphere of the prize-ring rather than en who have been couverted to God through
that lie beyond him. He points on with a of the other issues of the Printing Estabexception, but the*rule, iu the Christian that of the council-chamber wherever he the labors of these noble men, support them.
lishment,
we
do
not
stop
to
speak.
They
gesture that implies great distances yet to
sphere.
It is not the episode, but the es- sits in state. His success in his present ef- God has blessed them so since their converwere
worth
hearing
for
more
reasofis
than
be traversed before the goal is reached.
It
sion, that they can afford to do it.
one,
and
we
trust
they
are
to
bear
ample
tablished order of our life. Thus only do fort would be a thing to be deplored by
seems as ridiculous to him te’be suspected
It ——A Goop Recorp. Rev. Dr. Curry,
of living ‘down east” as it does to a Wis- fruit in all sections of the Y. M. We shall we truly Jive, honor our calling and our good citizens over the whole country.
look
hopefully
to
see
them
translated
into
Master,
grow
in
grgee,
make
religion
a
would
put
modest
worth
under
ban.
It in his semi-centennial address before the
consin citizen to be regarded as living * out
west.” As the one has San Francisco ever orders from our ministers and others, such power about us, and lay up real and- large would offer a premium to reckless au- Virginia
Baptist Association, sums up
as will make the Star especially a weekly treasure in heaven. Let us hear and heed dacity. It would tend to make good men the general
in his mind, so does the other often send
results achieved
by
the
messenger to a large number of homes where Christ's word, * Freely give.”
despair of the purification of our pol- Baptists in that state in behalf of reout his thought to the extremity of Cape
‘it has been wont to pay only occasional
ities.
It would sadly break the force of the ligious freedom,in a few pregnant sentences.
Sable.
:
public protest which is swelling out against We believe he makes no unfounded claim,
But we have been on the eastern border visits.
Butler and his Campaign. such schemes as that known as ‘‘the salary hut does them simple justice in his specifiIt was a pleasant visit, and we trust not Gen.
of our own territory, at least: The Penobrt
.grab,” and which Gen. Butler is calling up- cations. Baptists, by their very principles,
scot Yearly Meeting was held at Houlton, without real profit. Certainly it was very
Benjamin F. Butler is irrepressible. He on Massachusetts to endorse by putting its history, habits, hopes, instincts-and pledges,
Me., recently, and we were there to see. grateful to clasp the hands and look into the
It is but two miles from the New Bruns- faces of those whom we had hitherto known can not consent to be quiet. He is always leading advocate and defender into her are eminent among the workers and sufferwick border, and one, following the railway only by the hearing of the ear. Their man- restless and uneasy unless he has at least highest seat of honor.
ers for liberty, and so anything like assumpWe look for Massachusetts to do her duty tion and ekcldsiveness in that quarter seems
line, must needs travel nearly forty miles in ifest earnestness-in-the. Master's cause was one first-class quarrel on his hands. Genthe queen's dominions, though he finds bim- a stimulant to purpose, an aid to hope, and erally he fails to be content with less than at such an hour and under such circum- a greater offense and pity. Here are Dr.
a joy to the soul. They seem co-laborers half a dozen such things, His own private stances. We believe she will not be bullied Curry’s specifications, which we are glad to
self back in his own country at the Houlton
station, with his loydlty unshaken and his in a new and higher sense than before. The business, though somewhat extensive; his or cajoled into ‘an act or an acquiescence quote :—
faith in republicanism not - seriously im- Penobscot Y. M. is more a fact and less an legal practice in the courts, though large that will surely stain her dwn escutcheon,
1. They obtained for Dissenters the right
enough to keep an ordinary man busy; his bring her many days of mortification in to preach to the soldiers in the Revolutionidea than jt was.
’
paired.
A few weeks since, we were assuring the duties as a member of Congress, though the future, and disappoint, sadden and ary army without molestation or hindrance.
Houlton is, of course, aimost at the ex2. They secured the suspension and aftertreme portheastern corner of the broad ter- F. Baptist brethren in Iowa of the fraternal taxing enough to burden and break down discourage the friends of good and pure
wards“the repeal of the laws for the support
ri
embraced by the Penobscot Y. M. sympathy felt here for them in their toils and not a few able men,—all these and many government over the whole country. More of the Fpiscopal clergy by taxation.
It is the most thriving town in Aroostook trials; and the statement was answered with other things put together fall far short of decidedly even than two years ago, we look
3. They persevered until ministers of all
eounty,—and this county is about as large grateful tears. It was our privilege to as- meeting the demands of the man who is now for the State Convention to rebuke auda- denominations were placed on the same
as the state of Massachusetts. It has from sure the brethren on the eastern border, bent on compelling the Republican party of cious demagoguism, and reaffirm its faith footing, in reference to the celebration of
of matrimony.
2000 to 3000 inhabitants. It has an air of that our western brethren especially re- Massachusetts to make him Governor of in moral principle and dighified statesman- the4. ritesAfter
a long and doubtful struggle,
thrift and enterprise. During the last ten membered, sympathized with and loved the State, in spite of their personal dislikes, ship.
they defeated all attempts to tax the people
years it has grown from a small village to the members of the common household of their political predilections and the confor the support of any religious; denominafaith that were at work in the remoter parts scientious protests that come up from within.
tion.
:
its present dimensions, and it was never
A Biblical Question.
5.
They
secured
the
sale
of
the glebe
Two
years
ago
he
undertook
to
do
the
of
New
England.
And
the
response
was
moving on faster than to-day. It is almost
—
ee
lands, and
the appropriation of the prosure to keep the pre-eminence it has gained. such as to assert, with even a blessed em- very thing on which Le is now intent. He
A thoughtful and studious correspondent ceeds to public instead of private or eccleLike all rapidly growing towns in a newly phasis, the fact that, in soul as well asin meant to have his way, as he always does. asks, whether the wise men, mentioned by siastical uses. .
;
4
faith, we are one people, find that we are to He was not at all fastidious over his methods, the evangelists, as having come from the
settled part of the country, it has a some6. They overthrew the Establishment,
what crude and unfinished aspect, but it is work in unity of aim and purpose to realize He adopted expedients such as tew men East to Jerusalem, under the guidance of severed nT} Conatiy between the Episcogovernment, and
He the star, seeking for Jesus, were the same pal church and the civil
almost sure to have a significant future. the best vision of our fathers and set forth would think of openly endorsing.
achieved the great New
Testament princiSome half a dozen houses of worship have an object and ‘round up a life that shall in- traversed quite a portion of the. state. He persons as the shepherds to whom the angels
le of Voluntaryism, as opposed to discrimbeen built, all of which are fairly good, and spire our children. Shall we be disap- made speectes, which were full of personal- announced the birth of the Messiah, or dif- nation or coercion in religion.
ities, innuendoes, indirect charges where di- ferent persons.
7. They contributed, in no small degree,
among which, in neatness, excellence of ap- pointed? We do not believe it.
He says the question has
rect ones would not answer, audacity, sar- been earnestly debated in his Bible class, to the incorporation into the Constitution
pointments and location, the F, B. house is
casms, gibes, egotism, coarseness and but that no common conclusion is reached ; of the United States an amendment preFreely Giving.
scarcely inferior to the best.
There is a |any possible union Charch and
fierce
determination to crush his opponents. and so he asks for an answer by the editor venling
real church represented by this sanctuary,
State.
That was a striking and timely word He hired assistants; he packed caucuses; or some competent correspondent.
though there is still room for it to grow in
he blustered and threatened and cajoled;
numbers, in resources, in enterprise, in which Christ spoke to his disciples when
We simply state our strong and settled ——A ViTAL AND PRACTICAL QUESTION
generosity, in faith, in labors, in spiritual he sent them forth to preach the gospel,— he manufactured prophecies that he manag- conviction that these were two very-differ- ANSWERED. Ardent young men, earnest to
power,—in all those qualities that make up ‘ Freely ye have received, freely. give.” ed to have repeated from Barnstable to ent classes of persons. We do not stop to be useful in the work of the ministry to
an efficient body of Christian believers. In They were taking their first lesson in the Berkshire, ; he threw mud at the purest argue the question; but to our own mind which they have consecrated themselves,
his
own the reasons for this view are many, strong fipd this question coming home to them
the pastor, Rev. M. H. Tarbox, they have a new lore. They needed to pnderstand at characters; “he whitewashed
man

whose

zeal, patience, discretion, per-

sistence, and devotion to his, work combine
to assure us that the debt on the property
will soon be lifted, and a prosperous future
provided for. The general conviction is
that Houlton must be maintained at all
events as a rallying

point, and

so we take

it for granted that it will be. Hard work
and generous giving will still be needed,
but we will not for a-moment distrust the
heads or the hearts of our brethren in that
section, in such a way as to anticipate anything else than a trinmphant career for that
vital interest.
We were not able to spend the time to
run up through that richestagricultural sec-

~tion of New England, the valley of the
Aroostook. But we suw enough to justify

the strong statements

heard touching its

beauty and fertility. Its great resources
are coming to the knowledge of ‘the public.
Immigrants are flocking in. Villages multiply. New farms are added every year.
Roads are built. Markets are thrown open.
Population increases faster than anywhere
else in the state. It is almost sure to be the
gdrden of New England, and the mechanic

and the manufacturer will find most ample
reasons for making use of the special facilities which each year offers and adds.

There is to be a *“ down east” glory in our
+ country which even the ¢ out west” mag-

once its central principle,—beneficence, or,

doubtful deeds; he howled at tried and true

giving out of love.
This is the central principle of the gospel,
God gave his only begotten Son. Christ
gave himself a ransom for us. The Father
gives the Holy Spirit to those seeking and
needing it,—gives it to convince the world
and to comfort his people.
Sin has its root
in self-seeking. Holiness
has ever the
spirit which aims to do good to others,
As Christ was always giving the best gifts
at his command,—giving to the good and
evil, to the just and ugjust, to those who

men as enemies of the state ; he set himself are few, feeble and easily‘ met. Indeed, the and it is one not always easy for them to anup as thq champion of the people by. whose points reported by our correspondent, as swer,—‘‘What warrant have I for postponaid they were to be delivered from their having been made by members of this class ing my entrance upon the regular work to
attend school?”
Rev. Dr. Warren thus
burdens and oppressors.
in favor of that view, though they do not
He believed his success was assured. He exhaust the argument, furnish in themselves vigorously replies to it in the Northwestwent up to the state convention at Wor- an array of evidence quite too strong to be ern Advocate, and his answer is hereby comcester eonfident.of a nomination. The overthrown. The question is not one of mended, both to those who have true and
powder, the bunting, the rhetoric and the great practical moment, but if any corres- tender consciences that need enlightenment,
rum were all ready to be brought forward pondent wishes to deal with it, and can and to those who are quite ready to find an
to signalize his triumpk.
We know the throw fresh or clear light upon it, we offer apology for rushing into the pulpit with the
result. He had reckoned without his host. him a reasonable amount of spabé ‘in our most partial preparation. He specifies scyeral “warrants” as follows:
The convention pronounced against him columns.
.
The warrant, of Christ, who for three
with a voice so unmistakably decisive that
#
years instructed his-disciples before sendno room was left for a cavil. He could
ing them forth. The warrant of common
Current Topics.
only confess his defeat and subside into sisense, which has created the school as a
time-saving arrangement for reaching de-lence.
~——DISCHARGED VETERANS.
Death has sired results. The warrant of all those of
But it was only for a season.
He did not
long your brethren who have done the same beforget. He did not crush his ambition. He recently struck down several men
fore you, and are glad that they did. The
eminent
in
the
American
pulpit.
Chef
did not surrender his hope. He did not
warrant of all those of your brethren who
among
them
are
Rev.
Drs.
Spring
of
New
give up his prétensions.
did not pursue this course, and regret that
‘He, did not forgive his opponents whose manliness he op- York, Storrs of Braintree, Mass., and Todd they did not. The warrant of the laity who
of Pittsfield, Mass. The first died at the are demanding
a better trained ministry.
enly acknowledged and whose hands he
ripe age of 89, after having preached more The warrant of all the intelligent men whom
clasped. He only bit his lips and bided
than 60 years. The second passed away at the church has selected and appointed to
what he deemed his time. He is not a man {
conduct these educational institutions which
to abide quietly under a defeat: Not that 87, and in the sixty-third year of his pasto- she has created. Finally, the warrant of
rate. The third was very nearly 73, the highest authority of the church—the
he cares especially for. the ‘office per se.
and
his active servige in the pulpit covered General Conference itself—which, not conBut he does care for-a-victory over his opabout
half a century. Their names have tent that you should rush untrained into
ponents. He does care for conspicuity. He
been familiar among the best people in the ministry, desiderates for you the full advantage of the academy, the college and
does care for the power of confessed lead-

prized-and-profited by-higigifts and to those
who perverted or spurned
came the Redeemer of the

them, and beworld through

that method of 1if§,—so he charges his followers to work in the same spirit and seek
their success by the same means. The
call to give up their fishing nets and the

profits of collecting taxes when

they were

to enter upon the work of preaching the
gospel, was perhaps meant to impress the
lesson, that there could be no successful
service without first surrendering whatever
involved the seeking of mere outward
profit. Even they themselves were not
their own, according to the new law which
they had welcomed, but were henceforth
to hold

themselves

the

servants

of God,

giving all freely for the sake of man's
fare.

wel-

The same law holds and the same needs
ther border of Maine will be ablé to hear exist still. Our religion is one of benefinificence can not wholly eclipse.
the

story of extreme

California

The

far-

without a

blushing cheek or an envious spirit. Happy
for both, and for all the sections lying between them, if they nobly provoke each

“other to Jove and good works to build up
‘the kingdom of the common Master and
the divine Lord!
But we have run on at such a length that
there is not much space 1éft us in which to
deal with the Yearly Meeting.
The session was unanimously pronounced

an excellent one, and with what seemed to
us the best of reasons.

The

long distance

necessary to be traveled rendered the delegations from the Q. M's smaller than usual.

But

there was a very good

attendance of

the pastors within the Y. M., several corres-

ponding messengers from other bodies, and a
few uncommissioned and unofficial visitors,
Rev. Messrs. Mariner, Webber, Given, and

* Penney represented as many Y. M's; apd
‘Rev. Messrs. McDonald, Van Wort, No ble,
&e., brought greetings from New Brunswick and Nova Scotia. . The welcome was

most cordial and unmistakably hearty, and
the ample hospitality bad not the slightest

cence. The disciple never rightfully gets
above his Master, but needs to repeat that
history summed up in the single sentence,
—*¢ He went about doing good.” Love is
still the fulfilling of the - sacred law,—a
love that generously gives to the needy,
and works forever more for the sake of the
lost whom it would seék and find and save.
True enough, a genuine religion will have
hope and joy and peace in it. It will adore
God.
It will realize a blessed fellowship
with Christ. It will share the quickening

and the comfort of the indwelling

But religion has a body as well as a soul.
It works as well as thinks and feels, Its
deeds are quite as vital as its words, Its
alms, quite as much as its prayers, are needil 4

4

Spirit.

It will find prayer a privilege. It will send
the heart heavenward in sacred song. It
will soothe sorrow and sanctify trial. The
fear of death will be overcome by it, It
will ive all its appointed time on earth
patiently bearing the burdens that are laid
on it, and then answer the eall from beyond the river sure of a home and a
crown.

and conclusive, while

the

objections

to

it

America and Earope, and have stood as the

ership, and especially where that leadership synonyms

isa

grief and

an

offense

to public

men

whom his egotism and arrogance repel. And
so he comes forward again to renew the
struggle. He has had two years in which to
survey the field, lay his plans, marshal his
forces, train his subordinates,

the difficulties which were

him before.

too

and

master

much

for

He now puts himself forward.

He urges bis own claims. He has already
efitered upon his tour of speech-making. He
began at Wogcester last week, spending an
hour in defending the salary grab whichshe

engineered throngh Congress, a half hour in

personal assaults upon Mr. Hoar and the
present Governor, fifteen minutes in reading the complimentary resolutions passed
during his earlier and better services in the
late war, and the remainder of the two
hours in ambiguous utterances over some
of the questions involved in the state cam-

paign.

There was an abundance of swag-

ger and shrewdmess ; modesty and dignity
would be sought in vain. And for the next

fortnight at least, till the nominating

con-

vention is held, we may expect the staid old

Bay State will rock with excitement and
flame with fervor and fury, and all with a
view of deciding the question, whether Gen.

Butler's self-nomination is to be ‘accepted

with

a

force

the theological

which

school

it is difficult to resist,

in succession.

Its

of a rare intellectual vigor, a language is: ‘‘Let young men everywhere
genuine manliness and a faithful and con- be advised to secure, first of all, a thorough
sistent Cbristian service. The last two ground-work of elementary and general edmentioned have been well and most favora- ucation, after which to pursue theological
studies in their proper order. By thi¢ polibly known in the circles of authorship.
Dr, cy, the number of students in our colleges
Spring was vitally earnest; Dr. Storrs was will be greatly increased, and those who encalm and solid, simple and majestic; while ter the biblical school will be prepared to
Dr. Todd was vivacious, versatile, pithy, enter with profit upon the advanced studies
keen,
self-confident and brilliant, All peeuliar to the ministerial profession.”
were honored for their talents, trusted for
——WOMEN
AS MisSIONARIES,—Here
at
their character, and blessed by hundreds
home,one now and then meets with a cavil,or
and thousands for the gracious ministry
a confident query born of doubt,over the idea
which served souls in the highest ways,
of employing women as foreign missionaries.
Worldly men can hardly help envying Careful, competent and unprejudiced obthem ; aimless men are effectively rebuked servers on the ground certainly deserve a.
by their devoted lives; true toilers. in hearing when they bear a testimony on this
Christ's vineyard are everywhere’ cheered subject. And so we are glad to quote the
and stimulated and encouraged by the story following paragraph,cut from a
recent numof their great and good work for Christ and ber of The Friend of India, published in the
the world. Such a record as they leave is very midst of the missionary operations
in
richly worth the faithful toil of a life-time.
that country. And what is true of the missionaries specified, we are sure is equally
RR
‘And it is no small privi~—— CHRISTIAN JOURNALISM.
A religious true of our own,
paper which perceives its whole opportuni- lege and honor. to add to the noble list of
workers here set forth. Here is the paraty and embraces it, wéleomes its whole duty
graph:
and performs it, rises to a just sense of its
We in India know how much American
large responsibility and honors it, implies
ladies do as missionaries, doctors and teachmuch in this last half-of¢he nineteenth cen- ers, There is the Womans Foreign Mistury. There” must be neither weakness, sionary Society in Philadelphia, a Preshy-

78

terian Association which
pledoed itse
May, 1872, to paise $50,000, and has Shy
$51,226.

Over sixty missionaries

are

su

pored by this Society, representing India,
iam, China, Japan, Persia, Syria, Africa,
South

America,

Mexico, and

some

of the

Indian reservations of America, ‘Added to
this list are native Bible-readers, scholars

and schools,

The distinguishing

work

of

the past year was the purchase at a cost of
$10,000 of Woodstock Landour, to be used
as a home-school

for

ohildren

of mission-

aries until sent home. The Society publish
a journal—“Woman’s Work for Women,”
It has 239 auxiliaries and
bands.” At the annual meeting,
ago, Mrs. Van Lennep, of
vivid picture of the condition

148 “mission
seven weeks
Turkey, drew a
of woman in

the East, and Mrs. Arthur Folsom,of China,

gave informationin regard to the work

Canton,

"M5

——CAMP-MEETING

Lire.

What are

:

in

still

called camp meetings abound more than
ever before. The old points are occupied,
Land new points are selected and brought
into notice by abundant and varied advertising. There were as many meetings in
August as days. But new features : dis-

The social,

the old.

place or subordinate

recreative, artistic and business elements
are often more prominent than the religious. Boating, fishing and bathing draw
from the prayer meeting, aad croquet
among the tents and cottages attracts more
strongly than the famous preacher's sermon
stand.

the

at

are

Conversions

compara-

tively few. Penitents do not come crowding about the altar in tears. A great assembly overpowered by the force of gospel
truth is chiefly a bygone phenomenon,
The conversation of the leading men during
the intermission is quite as apt to turn upon
the value of lots and the profits of the Association for the year as upon the best meth-

of bringing sinners to salvation.

ods

A

church essentially and generally quickened,
as the result of having sent up a large delegation to occupy the tent at camp meeting,
is something hardly looked for and rarely
found. Precisely what is to be the outcome
of these obvious and striking changes does
not yet appear. But it is not likely that
the camp meeting life of fifty years ago will
return. Whether anything will take its
place, that shall secure as important ends
in the future as this has served in the past,
remains to be seen.

But this is not all.
lack of unity among

There is an obvious
those who

attend and

take an active interes
fo t
the proceedings.

They divide on what is knows among the
Methodists as the doctrine of holiness. As
defined by this body, it is here enthusiastically glorified and there openly distrusted
and criticised. Not a few of the meetings
more recently established are sought to be
managed in the interest of this theory. I(s
friends preach, and talk, and pray, and sing

When it is presented

it.

they smile and

shout ; when it is ignored in favor of an oldfashioned gospel sermon, they are often silent

with

dissatisfaction,or grief, or

dis-

And the antagonism widens and
gust.
deepens. The friction is -already serious,
somewhat threatening, and comes to the
surface. All of which shows that human natare, at its best earthly state, bears plain
:
marks of imperfection.
~——THE FELLOWSHIP OF SUFFERINGS. The
apostolia spirit and experience bave by no
means wholly died out of the world. Paul
has genuine successors who still abide in the

They are found both in the Foreign

flesh.

The
fields and in those nearer home.
preachers on our western front ier are more
or less illustrating the idea of counting all
worldly advantage loss and dross for the
sake of Christ. Just now a case of this
sort is mentioned by one of our exchanges.
The story is quietly but modestly told in a
private letter, with no thought of its reaching tbe public. It concerns a well-educated,

talented and earnest

minister

Christian

He lives in a sod
laborfog in Nebraska.
house ; has few even’ of the necessaries of
life; serimps and pinches to keep out of
debt; his little salary is paid in driblets, if
paid atall; he preaches on a platform, in a
pair of boots one minus the leg and the other
a part of the dole; and calmly asks for old
clothes, cast-off garments

and

second-hand

boots, with the assurance that anything old
or new will be acceptable that will help to
keep the wolf from the door.
One feels afresh, in view of such cases,

that the gospel is still a power in the soul,
and can thank God for these tokens

of his

presence, while looking for choice fruit to
earth, and

follow such cheerful sacrifice on

waiting iu confidence to see it crowned-im
heaven.
——How THE NEw GOSPELS WORK. — The
radical reformers in society, politics and

religion are very free in trying to justify
their rejection of the Bible, the evangelical

faith and the church, by complaining of
their fruits.

They insist that Christians are

unprogressive, unsympathetic, lacking in
practicdl charity, and nurture repulsions

and hatreds when

they should inaugurate

the reign of harmony and love. They claim
that the adoption of their new and improved
systems of faith and life would end, discord
and hasten the steps of the millennium.
Judged as they judge, we fear they would

offer little encouragement to others to be-

lieve in and follow them. Their quarrels
are many and bitter, and they are fiercest

when waged withl each other.

The exam-

ples of this are many, striking, and at hand.

A writer in the Examiner brings forward
an illustration lately found in Boston. There
may be a little excess in the coloring used
in the following paragraph, but we are
sorry to say that it is substantially true in its
matter as it is pithy in its style, and that
it is'only one example ont of many that belong to the same class. Thus the reporter
puts it:
|

A Convention of Non-Resistants
. Faneuil

osed
ig it

Hall, Boston.

met

in

aan. even

to a military
organization,
Corps.’ Bator: the Convention

closed, having no one else to fight, the com-

ny commenced to quarrel among themparty actually called upon
One
ry

the Mayor of the city to interfere by force,
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ail

its and white, blue spirits and gray.
ligion, the Church, Social Order, and

their prayers and

than all, the Clergy, were the subjects of

Home

Last Sunday the parties
fierce attack.
commenced a furious assault on each other.
Men and women fiercely assailed other men

and

Ba

Theological Department of that institution ;
and we commend this object to all as worthy

bitter against any one that will try to help

pecuniary support,

would

the colored,—they

REASONS FOR ACTION,

[ have hitited at the economical feature,

all the good I could, for

they are

that

without

friends, without education, and. nothing to’
make them comfortable or happy.
I find
them in large numbers in the little towns
along the railroad, and small

consideration, I should do something more
than ask the question, whether, after: all,
‘the idea of ‘‘concentration,” suggested by

bands among

them are trying to live Christians, but in a
disorganized state. I have organized a

church

the very sensible article in last week's Star,
may not be the true one? Whether one
strong institution, thoroughly manned and
amply endowed, will not give greater prestige to the denomination in the public eye,
and more favorably impress our young
men with our ability and efficiency to do the
work set before us, than two or more,
| which, with the numerous enterprises on

of about one hundred members, and

preach to them once a month. There is
another church to be organized. The demand for the gospel is great. I have two
colored preachers to help me in this glorious
work, and sinners are coming to Jesus. 1
have to give my whole time to the work,
and we can’t expect anything from the
whites but opposition; we are poor, and I
want to ask the H. M. to help us a little to
pay our expenses; and I think we shall soon
be able to support ourselves,—as soon as
we get fairly organized. The people come
together in large . numbers to hear the gospel preached, and the spirit of God is poured

resources,

must for an indefinite time to come be comparatively weak and obscure? But let that
pass.
:
Taking, as a stand-point, the interests of
Theological education among us, I do say

out upon

We

us.

.

part of Ala-

tionally, we do something more in aid of
this department of our work. This is large-

ly due to the men whose generous and no-

a good house of worship, and we now want

obligation,

that,

ble offers are suggested by the
these articles,

denomina-

caption

a Freewill Baptist church organized.

of

are a number

So far as I know, the estab-

now

There

ready, and others

say that it is their faith, so far as they understand. We want some minister fo come
and explain the doctrine to us. Please

lishment of Theological instruction in the

college was done with their knowledge and
approval. Now, while it is fair to presume
that they are men of so large and liberal
Christian views, that they would encourage
education in the ministry of all evangelical
denominations, still they had a right/ to expect that, in two aspects, advantage

here

send me three of the Treatise, and three or
four books on baptism and communion, and

I will send you the money for them soon.
We do wish you would come, or send a
minister, to orgacize

a church

on the third

Sunday in Sept. 1 would also say to you,
that I saw a colored minister here the other
day, and he wants to organize a church of
the Freewill Baptist faith. He is a splendid
preacher, and respected by both the whites
and colored.
We shall try to have Bro. Manning, or

would

result to the college in general from this arrangement. First,—that the young men of
the denomination would be drawn, not only
to the Theological school of the college, but
to the Academical department. "This latter
result has already been reachéd. There are

some

students now in the college that would’ not
have been there had it not been for the Theological school, and others are coming.
Bat, secondly,—they had a special right to
expect that the denomination would, in
view of the work done in the collegeto educate its ministry, aid, so far as it might be

other

minister,

visit

Ala.,

and,

at the

if

tans

institutions,

ish needful

and

whenever

the

corporators

Hillsdale College.
the following :

v.

cient ministers and ablest advocates for the right,
larity,but ever ready to welcome suffering if jus-

Indiana

Q.

M.—Held

its last

The

Three

position.

Rev.

nearer relation, and,

in

consequence,

into

this ofthe very highest practical importance.
Just at this time, the best periodicals of

our country are
which is largely
sending our youth
They allege that,

deprecating the custom,
obtaining among us, of
abroad to be educated.
being at this molding sea-

son of life, separated from our institutions,
and educated incivil as well as educational,

dependently of them, tends, if not to alienate
them from these, at least to render their affection for them cold and unimpassioned,
poorly fitting them for the most useful cit~
.izenship in the Republic. So the funding
of money in a church by donations on the
- part of the rich for the support of its pastor,
instead of raising an annual salary for that
purpose, in which all may have a

generally condemped.

share,

is

It is this help be-

stowed and help received that creates mutual sympathy, and makes work easy

‘one hand and profitable on the

on

other.

the

We

want something more in our coming minis-

.try than intellectual attainments, or. even
Theological knowledge, however valuable
and indispensable these qualifications may
tbe. We want deep humility, and high congecration, and fullness of the Holy Ghost.
But how can we claim these things, if, when
the opportunity offers, we refuse or neglect

to aid our young men in their often desperate struggles to gain suitable qualifications

for the work, or leave them to

be educated

wholly at the expense of othtrs?

Says a man to me: ‘I have an interestin
that college, having given a hundred, or
five hundred dollars for its endowment.
And I want you to furnish-the right kind of
men,—men of piety, men of faith and of the

Holy Ghjst.” +-1-see the force and reasona-

blepess of that request. Now when ‘‘the
_right man” goes to a chureh, which can recognize in him the fiiteof their prayers

and beneficénee, think you they will not receive him witha cordiality which $therwise
would be impossible ? And will he not put

a heartiness into his work, inspired by
gratitude, that could not without this be
expected P ‘We want a

constant

"coming from the churches to our
creating sympathy and awakening

influence

schools,
enthusi-

|_

The 28th annual

session

of this Associa-

jon was held at Warren, Ill., June

27—29,

1873. Conference organized by the election
of the following officers:
Rev. R. Clark, Moderator.
Revs.

J.

C.

Gifford,

H. J. Brown,

As-

sistants.
L. F. Farnham, Clerk pro tem.
Rev. W. D. Moulton, Ass't Clerk.
The reports from the several Q. M's were

generally encouraging. Several very precious revivals, especially within the Honey
Creek

and

and

Rock

Dane

have

Q. M's,

been enjoyed, while a spirit of steadfastness
and a desire to ‘strengthen the things
which remain ? are expressed by all. The
missionary and educational interests, under
the immediate supervision of the Y. M.,
have been quite successful, as indicated by

the reports of the H. M. Board and the
Principal
Seminary.

and Visiting Com. of Evansville
The

mission churches,

several

with the exception of Fond du-Lac, are supplied with pastoral labor, while the Semi-.
nary, already a valuable auxiliary in our
denominational work, only needs

the eom-

pletion of the endowment fund for the successful accomplishment of its mission. A.

Felch and J. Miller were elected Y. M.

trustees for the term of three years.
The following named brethren constitute
the H. M. Board for the ensuing year;
Revs. H. J. Brown, W. Whiting, G. H.
Hubbard, L. D. Felt and O. H. True.

Home Mission Agents for the several Q.
;
M’s were chosen as follows:

" W. Phillips, Adams

and Waushara; W.

H. Warne, Apple River; W.D. Moulton,
Honey
G. H. Hubbard,
Fond-du-Lac;
Creek; B. Williams; - Lafayette; H. G.
Woodworth, McHenry; R.- Cooley, Rock
and Dane; J, Phillips, Jr., Sauk County;
H. J. Brown, Waupun.
The following resolutions, reported by
the several committees, were adopted by
Conference :
EDUCATION,

Resolved, 1. That

the im-

we recognize

ortance of our educational enterprises, and
Pe fiovo they should “be well patronized and

well sustained financially.
9. That we

continued

learn

success

with

pleasure

of Rophester

of the

Institute,

and believe the friends of education within

ofthe Y. M.

Rev.

Whitacre,

W.

of Cen-

tral Ohio Y. M., was with us, and added
greatly to the interest of the meeting.
Elected Revs. I. Z. Haning, J. W. Martin and S. H. Barrett, Y. M., H. M. Board.
Chosen Rev. B. V. Tewksbury, I. Z.

Haning, J. W. Martin, T. E. Pedey,1. Ful“erton, W. Fulton, D. Powell,T. H. Drake,

H. J. Carr, S. H. Barrett, J. M. Davis, J.
W. Stewart,A. P. Riley, and Bros. D. Mauck
and J. Q. Mitchell, delegates to Sate Con-

vention.
lution :

reso-

Also adopted the following
:

Resolved, That we earnestly request the

Printing

of E'd.

Establishment to publish

life

the

the Second

Benjamin Randall, abd

volume of the History of the Denomination,

tickets to Enosburgh

REV.

Whereas,

A.

within

K.

MOULTON.

last

the

be-

our

year,

loved brother, A. K. Moulton, of Cleveland,
has been taken from us in the midst of great
usefulness, therefore
‘Resolved, 1. That we deeply sympathize

the

OTSEGO

:

with his bereaved family in cheir great loss,
and invoke upon them the blessing of our
common Father.
9. That we feel the need of greater earnestness and union among the surviving ministers and members of our Zion, and pray
the Master to inspire us

with

his spirit

of

labor and sacrifice.
Next session with the Flemington chiirch,
Taylor

Association,

West Va.

TraoMAS E. PEBEN,

Clerk.

Ministers and Churches.

"We learn that Rev. S. N. Brooks, the excellent

and faithful pastor of the F. Baptist church in
‘Loudon, N. H., is gradually recovering from so
gerions an illness that his friends for a time
despaired of his life. The prospect of his recov=
”
ery is u gpecial reason for gratitude.
We have informaA WAITING WELCOME,
tion that warm hearts and ample accommodations await the delegates and friends who.are to
attend the Vt. Y. M. in that thriving village,

having

entered

most enthusiastically into the work of making
all needful arrangements. A good session is

confidently looked for,

The special information

respecting route, fare, &c., given by

Post

won

machine.

Mr & Mrs A D
J N Robertson,

Bro.

Frost

Robinson,

of Sumner.

George H.

Farnum

At

MAIL,

Wilton,

Aug.

and Miss Addie

L.

23,

Mr.

Townsend,

daughter of Joseph Townsend, Esq.
In Lewiston, Me., Aug. 19,by Rev. Goo. 8. Ricker,

Mr. Alphonzo W. Smith and. Mrs Mary E. Chamberlin, both of Richmond, Me.
¢
In Lewiston,

Me., Aug.

16, by Rex.

G,

W. Bean,

Mr. BWA R. Angell and Miss Lizzie M.A.Jones,
of
L.
Aug. 17, by Rev.H. Atwood, Mr. Henry
M. Care
and Miss Catherine Barter, both of Boothpay.
y.

SUNDAY SCHOOL MUSIC.

Royal

r, Iowa.
. Boothbay, Me.

Diadem,

PURE

GOLD.

N% two Sunday School Song Books were ever published on such real merit = this is the unanimous

verdict of thousands who aré competent to judge.
Either Book in paper: cover sent by mail, on receipt

of Twenty-five cents.

GOLD

by

and

vel,

DIADEM

are handsomely bound in one volume,
tinted ‘paper, and make the largest and

printed on
best col-

lection of entirely fiew Songs ever published.
Sent by mail on receipt of 65 cents.

Those

in want of New

School use, should

examine

:

Songs for Sunday

our publications,

which have a world-wide reputation, and are
sure to give satisfaction beyond all others.

BIGLOW

&

MAIN,

Pub’s.

(Successors to Wi. B. BRADBURY.)

2t35)

J Mariner, W H Bowen$5 each,

25.00

Chadwick
A J Robertson,$5 each,

87.00

NEW

YORK

AND

CHICAGO.

12.00

B. Webber,

Frame, did

§ Potter, Jo
Cynthia Webber, R Ford, Eliza Webber,
Ru-

vot intend

shattered, or destroyed by reckless management.
anna E Robertson, $2 each, L E
Even before it was shaped and vivified, there sprang
fus Robinson, $1 each, a member of the 1st
50
|
spontaneously from the earth Yilalising agents to re23
$1.50,
ch,
Monroe
t
Patair its injuries and prevent its untimely
wreck.
M
J W Patten, Mrs Naomi Powers, $2 each,
ese sanitary agents were Mineral Waters, and the
ten, John Pottle, Mrs John Pottle, Mrs Isaac
8.00
ch,
Pittsfietd
finest and most useful of them all has been dupliPottle. $1 each, 2d
0 cated in
Ransom D Palmer, Cash, Henry Bowden, a friend,
each,
Whit§
Tarvant's Effervescent Seltzer Aperient;
W H Osgood, (Burmham ch,) Cash, Mrs
8.00
comb, — Collins, $2 eacli,
1.38 so that now the Invalid may, in peint of fact, always
A W Reed, bal. Int.,
have
the famous German Spring at hand. Of all re13.00
Sidney Church,

for

We

1.50

L

E Harding, Int.,

Mrs E Harding on note,
1st Madison ch,
Chas N Goodwin,
Connor,
J

5.90
3.60
3.00
600.00
$1215.78

freshing and ebullient draughts the Seltzer Aperient

is the most delightful, and of all Jreparations that
have ever been prescribed for indigestion, nervous
headache, constipation, bilious disorders, fevers and

irregularities

of the general system it has been the

moet successful.
by all druggisés.

It is prepared in a moment.

Sold
2t36

Lewiston, "Aug. 25, 1873.

Special Notices.

-

BOSTON

RAILROAD

MAINE

AND

1873.

ARRANGEMENT,

SUMMER

ENNSYLVANIA MILITARY ACADEMY, Chester, Pa.—(For Boarders only.) Session opens
Wednesday, September 10th. Location elevated and
healthful ; Grounds ample; Buildings handsome and
commodious ; Course of Studies extensive. Thorough Instruction in Civil
Mechanical Engineering, the Classics, and English; careful oversight of
the morals and. manners of Cadets. For cireulars
apply

to

.

6

Corn. THEO.

HYATT, President.

from Boston leaves Dover for 8. B.
Junction at 10.10 A. M.
from.
Boston leaves Dover for Port.
8.30 A. M. train,
7.30 A. M. train

“Tand at 1045 A. M.

12.80 7.3 train from Boston leaves Dover
land at 3.00 p. M.
8.30 P. M. train from Boston leavés Dover
land at 6.17 Pp. M.

for sale by Wm, ‘H. Vickery, wholesale
druggist, Central street, Dover, N. H,

Orders by mail will be promptly filled and faithfully
6mi18
executed.
Scrofula from the system.

nog

MARRIED
In Canton, July 28, by Rev. Seth W. Perkins, Mr.
Charles H. Berry, of
Hartford, and Miss Abbie F.

Anniversaries of our

A Strout),
Carter, $6 each,
F & W P Kinney, Int., G bal.
of notes,

The * Centaur Liniment,” “ Quaker Bitters,” and
« Vegetine,” advertised in another column: of this

orl Co

|

E. BIxBY, Clerk.

Maine Central Knstitute.
100.00
L T Boothby, Mrs J W.Carr, $50 each,
G W Colby, A D
Carvers Harbor chy F Lyford,
100,00
Chandler,$25 each,
=
Mrs C H Franklin, M Ulmer, $45 each,
Cash. C Purington, $30 each,
B F Hayes, R Comforth, $20 each,
E C Heath, O Pitts, Mrs Mary Nealley, $10 each,
G W Bradford, Bradford ch,(col. by
Enoch Rogers,

offered to the public. It is the people’s own machine, made to do thé people’s work, and offered
It
at a price which every one can afford to pay.
is the people’s machine which has won this triumph ; the judgment of the Vienna Committee
only confirms the verdict that the masses had
long ago reached by actual experience.— Cleve-

Try it.

:

Not connected with Y. M.
South River (Iowa), St. Francis (Mo.,) Shelby
Asso. Ill.

EXPRESS.

buying the Wilson machine for $20 less than any
other first-class sewing machine is offered, they
are purchasing the best sewing machine ever

will cleanse

KANSAS Y. M.

Cherokee.

L Collins, Green’s Landing. Me.
D Lothrop & Co, Boston, Mass.

United States can henceforth be assured that in

VEGETINE

:

Root River, Turkey Valley.

Rey 8S Wood, Sherburne, N Y.
* 'E Winslow, New Portland, Me.
Eugene Taylor, Dover, Me. (2
J W Maxwell, Sabattusville, Me,
T N Huntington, Bath, Me.

Mr. Wilson, we congratulate Clevecongratulate
land on this admirable result. The people of the

paper, are
and retail

S0.Y. M.

IOWA NORTHERN Y. M.

Letters Received.

efficient

by a sewing

MINN,
Freeborn:

Office Addresses.

BY

is

St. Croix.

¥alls, all by

Kingston,

=~

Waupun.

MINN. Y. M.

D Allen—E Alden—M Atwood—P M Baker—S8 D Bates
—D Bates—Mrs S B Blaisdell—Eva Bartlett—H H Cook
—J C Casson—P Creech—E A Crosier—Mrs J Clark—E
N Chace—J W Dearborn—G H Damon—M E Everleth—
ow Flariage .M Folsom—T D Farrar—H B Giles -J B
Gordon—D D Gilman—Laura A Hyde—B F_Haley—G H
Hubbard—A 8 Hilton—W C Hulse—J W Hallack—8 P
Judkins—A Jones—H 8 Kimball—C Kelsey —W H Littlefleldi—G E Linktield—W _ L Munger—D_Marshall-J B
Merrill—W D Moulton—J M Mathews—g J Morgan—P
Minich—D McNeal—A T Morrill—S R Niles—H T Ormsbee--A L Palmer—I Pelton—C B Peckham—D Pease(2)—
W N Patt—AS Parshley —CS Perkins—S E Rogers—W W
Reed—A E Smith—Mrs S A Saul—WH Smith—J B Smith
—M Smith—C P Stevens —T Tibbetts—M W Towne—J
Tucker—E Winslow—A E Wilson—T Wells—J White—
W Wright—C Allen—H M Potter.
/
Books Forwarded,

three months,is the most complete

ever

The

Rev. T. Wells. He
** W.C. Hulse,

land Daily Leader, August 20.

Six more happy converts’
BOOTHBAY, ME.
were buried with Christ in baptism, Aug. 24,
and added to the F. B. church on Barter’s island,
H. A.
Boothbay.

Enosburg Falls, Rev. J. J. Hall

trinmph

Apple River,

The Missionaries
—Rev. 0. R. Bacheler, wife and daughter, Rev. A.
J. Marshall and wife, and Miss Cilley —are expecting to sail from New York, Wednesday, Sept. 10.
Any friends who can are invited to be present.
C. 0. LiBBY, Cor. Sec.

the entire

committee

’

WISCONSINY. M.

of Arrangements.

the Committee

these,

competent

ILLINOIS Y. M.
Prairie: City.

. 8. FROST.

at North

tT

N. Berrien,Steuben & Braueh.

Q. M. will hold its next session with the

THE ANNIVERSARIES,

ing machines of both continents have competed
a thoroughly

Sec.

F. Baptist Benevolent Societies will be held with
the ehurch in Farmington,N. H.,early in the month
of Oct. Full particalars will be duly announced by.

This verperiorto that of all other machines.
dict at a World’s Fair, where all the leading sew-

more than

hy
Y. M.

Montcalm,
Oceana, Oxford, River Raisin.
ST.JOSEPH’S VALLEY Y. M.

11,

:
Oneonta Plains church, SommeDoing Sept. 26.
MILLER, Clerk.
D. M.

board. — Not only has the Wilson sewing machine

before

. M. will meet

RIVER

IND. Y. M.

MICH.

Falls.

L.

sewing machine in the world, but its work, on
both dry goods and leather, is pronounced su-

without unnecessary delay.

NORTHERN

La Grange.

commencing at 2 o’clock, P. M.. Sept, 19.

and embroidery, done
and

IND. Y.M.

conhections ot Pass. River & Magsawippi Valley R.
R., and its connections at Newport with the Missisco and Clyde River R. R, From Newport, go to

Fox

y

“I

Switzerland.

t. Central & Missisco

Enoshuigh

Y.M.

OHIO RIVER Y.M.

Shiloh.

who wish to know,relative to the running time and

Mr. George W. Baker, Assistant Superintendent
of the Wilson Sewing Machine Company, receives a special medai for excellence of workmanship on the machine; Mr. Williams of this
city receives a medal for best sewing on leather,
done by the Wilson; and Miss Brock and Miss
De Lussey receive still another medal for best

capable

PENN.

Bro. Adams, of Lyndon Center, will inform any

rail.

Y. M.

Lawrence, Westmoreland.

rsons attending this

or more

yet sent in.

M.

CEN.N. YX. X. M.

At

At

i

N.H.Y.

Otsego, Whitestown.

Theology, by

Criticism.

humbug

Ho

Durham, Wentworth.
ST. LAWRENCE
Lawrence.

conference,should take the train which leaves White
River Junction at 1:30, P. M., and arrives at St. Albans at 7, P. M. Change cars at St. Albans, and buy

sewing-machine, and a second medalas the machine best manufactured—that is, embodying the

been pronounced the most

If25

term

New

at 4 :20,P. M.,and arrives at 5:24,P. M. Those going on
the 11th, in order to be in season for the opening of

great Ex-

This sweeps

Institute

| & Massawippi Valley R. R
The train leaves St. Albans at 9:15, A. M., and arrives at Enosburgh Fails at 10:48 A. M., and leaves

The meaning of this is that the Wilson’ machine has received the grand medal as the best

samples of family sewing

Pastoral

10:30,

Y. M. pay fuli fare over the

“ou have received five medals—two for merit
and three co-operative.
>

on the Wilson machine.

At

Richtord, and from there to

Besides

°

Vallev R. R. in going to said meeting, I am authorized to give them free return tickets.—The same
arrangements are made with the Passumpsic River

The first was a special to the New

workmanship.

Annual

MARCUS BOSWORTH,

Vr. Y.M..

separate dispatches from Vienna com-

best mechanical

At 10, Essay on

M. R. Kenney.

the

Q. M. Reports for Register not

Teacher,—I.D. Adkinson.

|

VIENNA, August 15, 1873.
We have had quite large additions to our } Next session with Winneeconne church,
shuttle sewing machine was
Wilson
The
church
this
year;
50
have
united
since
last
in Waupun Q. M.
able, in the increase of its funds and in the
awardedsthe grand prize at the Vienna ExposiA. N. TruE, Clerk.
enlargement of its facilities. This has not | spring, which has done us much good. We
are intending to complete our new house
tion for being the best sewing machine.
been done, This is to be done. This will this fall. The $50.00 from the H. M. came
The second was the regular Associated Press
Ohio River Y. M.
be done when a feasible plan is presented ; just when it was needed very much.
—
report, compiled from a long special to the New
otherwise, all our observation of the spirit
The following note was received from a
Omo RIVER, Y. M.—Held its last session York Herald, in which the ‘ Wilson Sewingand enterprise of our people goes for noth- Christian brother in New England: with the Chesire church, Aagust 8—10.
was named as
ing.
I can conceive of nothing that would
In the Star for Aug. 18, you give an ex- Rev. B. V. Tewksbury was chosen Mod- Machine of Cleveland, Ohio,”
‘medals
received
more naturally suggestto the men in ques- tract from a letter written by a white minis- erator, and Bro. Jacob Coughenour as- among the exhibitors which
ter
in
Texas,
who
wants
some
copies
of
the
awardpremiums
of
class
for merit,” the highest
tion the reflection, that possibly, after all,
Treatise, but who had not the money to pay sistant. All the Quarterly Meetings, exhines
sewing-mac
other
All
Exposition.
the
at
ed
‘their beneficence had been misdirected, than for them. Now, do send him some forth- cept Little Scioto and Shiloh, were reprea failure on our part in this respect. There with, and send bill of the same to my ad- sented by delegates. Anew Q. M., known will receive simply an award for progress.
must not be a failure. There will not be, dress, and I will forward the funds.
The third was a private cable telegram reas Jackson, consisting of two charches,
A. H. Cuasg, Cor. Sec.
. unless somebody makes a sad mistake.
was received. Passed resolutions in favor ceived yesterday from Vienna by Mr. Wilson
Again, there is reason for the action con| of Education, Temperance, Sabbath schools, himself, which was as follows:
VIENNA, August 19.
| Missions, State Associdtiou, and on the state
templated, with a view to bringing into a
~ Wisconsin Yearly Meeting.

‘greater mutual sympathy, the chlurchés-and
the young men who are to be their future
pastors. There is a principle involved in

Ministers’

80

10 Park Place, New York.

At 3:30, Skeletons of sermons, from Revela-

Adkinson.

York press on Monday, and was as follows:

appreciated.

the

ole reimanied,

can not be applied to it, Itis perfectly innocent to
take internally (see oath on the pamphldt), it is
warranted to care when first taken, Cholera, Dear.
rhea, Dysente: Ty. Croup, Colic, and Sea Sickness,
and externall , Chronic Rheumatism, Sore Throat,
Mumps, Old
Sores, Sprains, Bruises, &c.

Institute.

Sermon
by Rev, I. Luther.

—

chine has won the first honors of the

action; and Hob

morning.

tion 20:13, by Revs. H. W. Vaughn, I Luther and IL.
Jones. At 4, Criticisms,
Evening.
Sermon by
Rev. M. R. Kenney. Text, Matt. 25:46.
FRIDAY, 8, A. M. Criticism on the Sermon. At9,
Lesson in Butler’s Theology. Teacher, Rev. 1. D.

bine to dispel all doubt as to what sewing ma-

and Rev. T.

Y. M.,

swers.

H. W. VAUGHN, Clerk,

Wilson Sewing Macihne Takes
Grand Prize at Vienna. _,

till Monday

Sermon. At 2:1, Lecture on Homiletics, by Rev.
—— Chase. At 3, Miscellaneous questions and an-

A Grand Medal for Cleveland.

sec-

The Greatest Pain Reliever in the World is
.
Tobias’ Venetian Liniment,established over 26 8, Ox
Every bottle gold has been warranted to ave satis-

1,» . M.,Sermon by Rev. A. Pierce. Subjest,~Neces
At 1:45, Criticism on the
sity of Regeneration.

sown that will spring up and bear fruit’ to the
A collection was taken on the
glory of God.
Sab. for Bro. M., of $26. Our Q. M. was one of
interest, the business was done in barmony, and
H. Ww.
meetings were spiritual and interesting.
Vaughn was appointed Clerk and Treasurer.
Next session will be “held with the. Pleasant

Ridge church.

M., for our

to a resolution passed by the northern

Butler’s Theology.

in

was

seed

trust

We

power.

with

spirit and

P,

At, 9, Reading.
Teacher,—l. D. Adkinson.
At 10,
Essay on Christian Courtesy,—L. Matchett.
At 10:
45,
Criticism on the Essay.
At 11:15, Lesson iu

4. That we extend to Bro. Moulton’s bereaved

LAGRANGE

at 2.30

will be held at Rome, LaGrange Co., Ind., commencing Wednesday, Sept. 24, The following is the
programme of exe cises :
WEDNESDAY EVENING. Sermon by M. Bosworth.
Subject ;—Necessity oft Home Missionary Work.
THURSDAY at8, A.M. Criticism on the sermon.

and sorrowing wife and children our warmest
sympathies and prayers, that God who tempers
the wind to the shorn lamb may tenderly watch
over them, and in his own good time give them
a blessed reunion in heaven.
.
Jos. FULLONTON, Clerk.

The churches were all
Aug. 1—3.
Ligonier,
We" were favored
represented by delegation.
with the presence and counsel of Rev. J. 8. Mauning, which added much to the’ interest of our
The
churches
.réporf
union and
conference.
terest in 8.
increasing
and
steadfastness,
interesting
an
us
gave
Manning
Bro.
schools.
report of the Freedmen’s Mission, which was
reached the word durHe
very encouraging.
it was delivered in his
ing the meeting, and
usual style, and in the demonstration of the

return

- Ministers’

er has nobly won the victory and laid down his
armor to receive and enjoy a rich-and eternal
reward in heavem.

session

will not

According

sel of his own will, believing that our dear broth-

of Rev. A. K. Moulton, who

aging report from

FOR PIMPLES ON THE FACE

Rockland, hay be sure good care will be taken of
them at the stabies of C, A, Keene or A. T. Low.
as
E. K.

tice might triumph and Ged be honored.
2. That, although our brother has been taken
from us and we shall see him no more in’ our
Christian gatherings, yet his words of counsel
and encouragement are with us, and are too
sacred and firmly fixed in our memories ever to
be forgotten.
8. That we will bow with submission at the
feet of Him who doeth all things after the coun-

for many years has occupied so prominent a
position in the denomination, and so large
2 place in the hearts of the ministry, thereore,
Resolved, 1. That we Secply sympathize
with his afflicted family and friends, in the
fall of one so well qualified for usefulness
in the Master's vineyard.
2. That we regard our denomination as
having sustained a very great loss in his

H. Drake of Ohio, was gratifying and highly

And TAN, use PERRY’S Moth and Freckle Lotion.

It is RELIABLE and HARMLESS. Sold by Dru,
everywhere. Depot, 49 Bond street, New York.

Brethren, on coming will pay full fare, and take a
ticket and return free.
W. H. LITTLEFIELD.
P.8.
Those who wish to leave their teams in

never compromising principles for gain or popu-

every Free Baptist
papers.
K. MOULTON.
deep grief of the

Rev. O. R. Bacheler.of India,

as friends

effi-

most

of its

has lost one

309 Broadway, New York,
WANTED.

AGENTS

For MOTH PATCHES, FRECKLES

have the business meeting: commence in the evening: But we shall have the usual amount of time,

Moulton

of Bro.

Resolved, That in the death

ear-

' We have received the following encour-

1yéow2l

place, and returns, leaving Carver’s Harbor at 7.80,
A.M. This arrangement will make it necessary to

geen fit to remove suddenly by death our dear
brother and fellow laborer, Rev. A. K. Moulton,
who has been pastor of thre¢ churches in this
. M., therefore,
;
our denomination

ork,

being much more handsome, req
loss
time and not one-tenth part the expense. No lady’s
toilet is now complete withoutit. A Machine
with
illustrated circular and full instructions sent on receipt of $2, or finished in silyer plate for $2.95.
i

Address The McKee Manufacturing Co.,

J. 1 PORTER, Clerk.

leavesR. R. wharf, Rocklana,

Whereas, God in his all wise Providence has

tation and their moderate price, deserve lib-

death,—feeling, as we do, that no one.

Passed

lost visibility.

Zz

Blackheads and Flesh-worms
VERMONT Y. M, will hold its next session with th
Ly
ane
church at Enoshutgh Falls, Sept. 11—14,
i proved Comedone and Pimple gn
skin medicine. Prepared poy by Dr. B, Ct. PERRY,
:
3134
J. W. BURGIN, Clerk.
Dermatologist, 49 Bond st., N. Y. Sold by Diusgists
everywhere,
‘
£1
; MONBVILLE Q. M. The steamer Clara Claritta

all

A very spiritual meeting

J

with ladies, in the place of expensive wf
its work

Hillsdale College.
The fall term will commence Wednesday, Sept. 3,
1873.
Hy
L. P. REYNOLDS,
Seo.

Meetings.

it having

in Stratham,

shall

thought best, organize a church on the third
Sab. in Sept., as requested. Thus the work
is spreading among the white people as
well as among the colored in the South,
Bro. Dunjee, the pastor

AM. 3181

FOR

is fhpenious And will meet the wants of every
matron in
r
Exhibition of 18732.
John E. Gavit, Rec. Sec’y.
F.A.B
, Pres,"
Samuel P- Teli, Sores onding Sec’y.
ew Yor
%
Wik simple and ingenions Mache 19 atl
e Sewing Machine; and is fast becoming’
ular

1 DaBTEWARY: Hos;

NOVA SCOTIA Y. M. of Free Baptists will convene
at the Free Baptist church, Session Hill, Yarmouth
Co., commencing Thursday, Sept. 11, at 10 o’clock,

Voted to drop the name of the church

through.

eral patronage from all our churches and S.
schools.
4. That we regard the Morning Star and
Baptist Union as most valuable auxiliaries
nestly recommend that
take one or both of these
DEATH OF REV. A.
Having learned with

4,

Embroidering and Fluting Machines.

AM Q. ‘M.~Held its August session
ROCKING

has

we

Establishment.

Dover, Aug. 14,1873.

half way between Kendallville and
Many of the citizens are in sympathy

Star,—by their character, their adap-

death

Printing

the oficy3 Whare

The Corporators of the Freewill Baptist Printin
Establishment are hereby notified that the annual
meeting of said sorporation will be held at their
room in Dover, N.
H., on Wednesday, Sept. 17, at
11 o'clock, A. M., at which time and place the business of the Establishment will be transacted.

in Dover. - A large number of ministers were
present, many of ‘them from other Q. M’s,
Rev. D, M, Graham, Pres’t of
among them,

Establishment,--the Myrtle and the

work, and

-

so on.

this rate, and

ble quarterly
yearly in advance, 3
Po
Quark
y or yearly

H.W. VAUGHN, Chairman of Council.

deem it best.
3. That the two S. S. papers issued by the

in our denominational

Yrelgh.

four ounces and

On 00 Lesson Papers, one quarter, six cents, paya

consisting of eight members.
of sickness, several
families

Quarterly

over

not over eight ounces, double

A church

the blessings of God for prosperity,

ment BF wig and special claims upon
the confidence, sympathy and active suport of all the members and friends of the
enomination.
\
2. That we approve of the establishment
of an office of the Star and a Book Room in

sudden

ostage :—In packages
to one add
"
ing over four ounces, one cent, ro}

with us as a denomination, and we hope through

literature, in

tion of the country could claim him as its
own, but that he belonged to the whole.
The encouragement rendered by the presence and labors of Rev. Dr. Day of the
Star, Pres. Graham of Hillsdale College,

of the Pond St. church, Providence, R. I.:

Aug, 20,

AWARDED BY THE
America
stitute,
TO J.
W.
McKEE,

;

each per Mon, reason
or 7b cents

quarter or twelve cents a year;

bers, ‘and are- going to work with a will
Wawaka is a small village on the Air Line R.

volent enterprises by
support, therefore

Little

of

84 by B0 feet, and have it ready for worship before winter.
They have some energetic mem-

periodicals, &c., and has

Printing

term

were unable to attend. There are about 20
that will soon unite with the church. They have
a good lot, and design to build a brick house,

R., about
Ligonier.

The price of the S

:Papers
ay hundred.
will be of ne on

:

denominational

Chicago,

LESSON PAPERS.

Aug.

DIPLOMA

Notices and Appointments.

‘

Organized.

appointed

was organized,
In consequence

respective Q. M's to the importance of do-

next give an extract from a letter

I was glad to receive the tracts and
amphlets you sent me. We could organize a Freewill Baptist church here if we had
a minister to help us. We have just built

but of moral

The council

ing so at once.
aa
2. That we recommend to all the churches
in this Y. M. to take up special collections
towards meeting expenses of outfit and passage of the reinforcement of missionaries
in our foreign field.
DENOMINATIONAL PUBLICATIONS.
Whereas, The F. B. Printing Establishment is one of our oldest’ and most impor-

bama:

that it is not only a matter of expediency,

Church

MISSIONS.

;

from a brother in the northern

A

LaGrange Q. M. cousisting of H. W. Vaughn,
M. H. Jones, ede Jones, H. Coldren and 8.

of ‘encouragement by influence and liberal

fluence to the colored people and do them

is concerned,

of the présent arrangement for furnishing the
means of College and Theological Instruction. If tbe general subject were under

=

respect the man

\

will do the negro harm. They have burned
Resolved, 1. Bhat we recommend the ora number of school-houses built for the col-. ganization of Female Foreign Mission So.ored, and iry to break up their schools. I cieties in all the churches of this Y. M,, and
must be in favor of all this if 1 would have urge upon the mission agents, appointed by
any influence with the whites, and this I this conference in the differentQ. M's, to
could not do; so I resolved to give Jay da- call the attention of the churches in their

The Bates Proposition.

our hands, and with our limited

the col-

do. ‘The whites in this country ave very

UU

Denomination

inffu-

ence among the whites I must bate

Denominational News and Notes.
so far as the

way, must vote against everything
that
would be in their favor. This I could not

one-sided, and in order to have any

The meeting hroke up in

be should such principles prevail.

ored people.- I must not assist them in any

inter-

est our friends to hear of the state of society
in that state, as well as to know something
of the trials of a pioneer minister :
When I left,
Illinois, I intended to work
for Christ whenever the way should. open,
When I reached Texas I found evetything

were
prop-

swore. The scene was a pandemonium-on
a small scale, and represented Babel with-

out the tower.

believe it will

tant inquiries.

Dane Q. M, having assumed the raising of Carney,
met at Wawaka,

$4,000 of this sum, we earnestly recommend
that the balance of $6,000 be divided amon
the other Q. M's, with the exception o
Honey Creek Q. M., and raised as speedily
as possible,
fin
The Y.M. treasurer was subsequently
instructed to make the. above apportionment, and notify the several Q. M. clerks.
. 4. That this Y. M. looks with hearty ap,
proval upon the purpose and effort of the
trustees of Hillsdale College to endow the

.We have received another letter from the

er to name, and women who propose to
Millennium’ of social and dobring in the
mestic bliss, raved, screamed, hissed and
confusion, and showed what society

Mission Chit-Chat.

brother in Texas, and

en, Bad names were hurled about

like missiles in a crowd; epithets
thrown at persons that would not be

alms, in this direction,

come up before God together as a memorial.==J. F.
wl

more

under the head of Notices, will answer all impor-

the limits x Honey Creek Q: M. should contribute liberally to its further advancement.
8. That, as the Yearly Meeting
has assumed the supervision of Evansville Seminary and promised ax endowment of $10,000, we
hereby reaffirm our obligation to
carty out this contract; and the Rock and

asm, and this we shall never realize till

and remove the disorganizers from the
hall. The Spiritualists have been holding
Sunday services in this city for somemonths.
Reformers of all stripes gather ; black spe

oe

Consumers of silk find upon investigation that the
Eureka 50 and 1C0 yds. spools are the best and, most
economical to use.

Don’t let your children spend money for trash, but

If the pictures and
let them get a game of Avilude.
descriptions comprising this game were in book

form, they would cost many times the price of the
game. Sent post-paid on receipt of seventy-five
cents, by West & Lee, Worcester, Mass,
« Must have a large sale, and deserves it, too.”—
Harper's Weekly.
2430

5.00 P. M. train from Boston leaves
2
Falls at 7.45 P, M.
2.00%. Mm. train

4

for Port.
for Port

Dover for Great

from Boston leaves
land at 8,10 P.M.

Dover for Port.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.
13t36] DOMESTIC SEWING MACHINE CO.

Trainsleave Doverfor Lawrence and Boston,
5.50 7.55 10058 A. M.

»

IN FOUR WEEKS! CANVASS

4.57, 5.22, 7.45, P, M.

Trains leave

$412.8
and

Best and Oldest Family Medicime.—SAN.
FORD'S LIVER INVIGORATOR.—A purely Vegetable,
Cathartic and’ Tonic—For Dyspepsia, Constipation,
Debility, Sick-headache, Bilious Attacks, and all
your Druggist for it.
lyeowl

A

“ad

stomach and

BEWARE

Bowels.

OF IMITATIONS.

ING

was

one

agents

Any

active

man

profit on Bry-

ant’s Library rh Poetry and fs "670 in one wee
on The New
Housekeeper’s Manual, by Miss Beecher

for Alton Bay.

10.45 A. M., and 3.06, 6.25, P.M.

derangements of Liver,

NEW YORK.

Ask

Mrs. Stowe.

or

have an agency. J.B. FORD & CO,,
woston, Chicago and San Franoisce.

woman

New

©

York
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THE

Poetry.
The

Children’s

was cracked ; the

\

had not noticed his boot-lace was down,
had to mend the pane with putty, or some-'|
thing, as weJl as he could. This vexed
him very much, because the part where the
mend was made interrupted people’s view

The bells of the churches are ringing—
Papa and mamma

have both gone—

And three little children sit singing
Together this still Sunday morn.

‘While the bells toll away in the steeple,

of his

Though too small to sit still in a pew,

These busy religious small people
Determined to have their church too.

The
along,
on his

80, as free as the birds, or the breezes

to himself, and saying, MAN-man, ERs-ers,
manners ; MAT-mat, ER-¢r, matter.
So he

Their hymn has no sense iu its letter,

his pocket, and wrote, ** What makes you
spell so bad ?” and he signed this, * Censorious Simon, Glass House,” for he was

took a pencil and a piece of paper

RT
gen_— Ea
ate

—_—

Their music no rhythm nor tune :
Our worship, perhaps, may be better—

But theirs reaches God quite as soon.
bright by these flowers;

And the dear God above us would rather
oSA

Hear praise from their lips than from ours.

All nature around you rejoices,

Sing on—for the proudest orations,
The liturgies sacred and long,
The anthems and worship of nations,
Are poor to your innocent song.

house, and if people came to

there would now

A
WR

Sing on—all our struggle and battle,
Qur cry when most deep and sincere—
. What are they? A child’s simple prattle,

A breath in the Infinite Ear.
:
— Harper's Magazine.

Story of the Wind.

Then “ Whither away, sweet wind?’
“ And why is thy song so gay?
And why do thy waving pinions fly
So busily all the day?”

“ Bat, just as the sun from out of the sea
Had lifted his princely head,
The morn, like a mother, lifted me

From out of my snowy bed.

RA

TR

ER

¢ Like a child asleep,” the zephyr said,
T have lain the whole long night,
With the moonbeams spread above my bed,
For a covering pure and white.

‘ Then up, in the golden light, I flew,
O’er meadow and grassy hills;

1 sprinkled the clover heads with dew,
I ruffled the meadow rills;
“ [swept the boughs
of the beech aside,

egies

1 cheered with my loving words.

.

feel dull; T never do.”
he did not like to

supper-time,

Now there were no

did

ple did not come to look at him as much

damson

at

tart,

do;”

at

the

same

he spent some time in

next

day,

and

house, crying out:
*¢ Don’t feel dull, I never do.”

to

This was a pretty piece of business, and
Censorious Simon now had to put in bits
of brown paper and all that, to keep the
wind out.

play-

ing at battledore and shuttlecock.

Iv often happens in life that things

come

« “How very untidy your back hair is,” he
suid to one of the young ladies; * I should

to a pitch, as people say,

be ashamed of it if I was you." And with
that he walked away, after having thrown

is expecting such a thing, you find a barstup and an overthrow. All but very
conceited persons bear this in mind, "and, as
conceited indeed. .One day he found that
a board, like a cobbler’s board, hed been
put up- on his house in the night, and the

sorions Simon—had got to the glass house,

with

himself, for the people to look at. But he
that the young

Ifdy’s

brother had followed. close behind him, and,
lgoking

in upon

nobody

sailors say, look out for squalls.
But Censorious Simon, as we have heard, was very

“Should you, though ?” said the young
lady’s brother, springing up, jumping over
the wall, and following him to the glass
- house that he lived in.
When the little boy==Whé "was, we may
as well mention at once, known as Cen‘he sat down, looking very contented

quite suddenly.

A storm gathers quietly, and when

a stone over into the garden, repeating, ‘¢ I
should be ashamed of it if I was you.”

-

cause he thought it made him a more
public character, and because he considered

it Scriptural,
Now the boys and-girls who knew Censorious Simon had long bad a _ suspicion in
their minds that he was that ugly word—
—and they had, of course, sense enough to
see that a person who was that ugly word
had noright to lecture other people about
telling the truth, seeing that he was himself only a fib in breeches. In some way
or other, the storm which had been threat-

hight.

Nobody

can tell how these things

happen;

nobody

sorioug Simon—at

houses—at

the streets;

and

of another,

in

which

now living

in Europe.

In

the public assemblies of Spain his words seem at
times really irresistible. Men
gf culture and the
masses of the pedple are alike under the sway of
his eloquence.

And the substance of his speech-

es is always

have

something

such as shows

far

more

that his oratory is

significant

than

the

mere

skill to marshal words,or the outpouring ofa
fervid and magnetic soul. His knowledge is large,
and

thoroughly

digested.

He is

a keen

observer and a broad-minded and philosophic
thinker, He bas made and is still making history, politics, and religion a careful study, and
he comes out trom such study with definite ideas

and settled convictions.

in

may be
for the
i

Like all truly great or-

the whole domain of knowledge and inquiry ; for,
till one has something really significant to say,
his talk is

sure to

be

feeble,

and

its

influence

zine, on the Republican Movement in Europe,
ure alone sufficient to prove the rare extent and
minuteness of his information,to illustrate his
marked and peculiar power as a fresh and vigors
ous thinker, and to kindle admiration over his
work with the pen.
He thrills the solitary and
critical reader wivo behds over his silent page,

80 that he is often impelled to close the book and

the clothes. Eternal vigilance was the price
of that baby’s safety, for he experimented
on everything his busy fingers could carry
to his mouth, and made fearfully perilous
journeys to the water-butt, and the barnyard where scythes were ready to cut, and

of Castelar’s many-sided mind.
It is made up of
notes and thoughts hastily but, not carelessly
penned during a recent visit to Rome and some
other portions of Italy.
Tt is a delightful book,

was

his

toes,

the

household,

clap bis hands
approval.

His Sescriptions are often

the reader”

every

hear with

instant

obedience,

and

almost see
the

or ecstatic

He

exquisite.

with

autbor’s

author’s heart.

other year brought its inevitable baby to be
watched and tended. They were fearful
little tyrants, too, and not only demanded
her

surprise

equaling in vivacity, piéturesqueness and suggestive power the notes of M. Taine on England.

‘‘deputy

where

grateful

The volume before us sets forth another phase

when-

of

in

He makes

the uuthor’s

ears, and

always

feel

eyes,

with the

looks beneath

the

surface of things, and the commonest objects and
incidents, as he exhibits them, often symbolize
the deepest truths and lead the mind out into
fruitful fields of thought.
He appreciates art;
he is at home in all the varied fields of Jiterature ;
he discusses religious questions with equal intelligence and seriousness,
He appreciates the ancient, but his large satisfaction with the progress
of ideas and of society shows that he is no blind

commanded

songs of joy, and change of scene in the
most overbearing manner. Janet loved
them all dearly, and kissed, and cooed, and
carried, and sang to them in turn, but to-

a

position,

when th

les
(Ec¢tmenical
Councils, when
the entire
Church declares him superior to human errors

when to others his thoughts seem divine as those
of the Word, and his lips sacred as oracles—at
such times a passing cloud, the electricity of the
air, the rapid and frequent changes of the Roman
climate,
affect his nerves, which
are extremely
susceptible to atmospheric influences ; his nerves
act upon his

temper, and

—this great

and Suhetyitarsl ‘being,

force him to

bursts of

ill'’humor and impatience. which contradict his
natural amiability, and prove how this demi

is subject,

like all other mortals, to the sims and infirmities
which arise from the imperfection of our nature:
and the

laws which govern

the whole universe.

And under the dominion of this Pope, who aspired to evangelize the world, to Christianize

the democracy, the Pontifical authority

has been

converted to an absolutism which was impossible under the empire of the most absolute monarchs,
We have given this book more than the usual

space, but we do not think we have lifted the

great Spanish orator into
he does

not deserve,

a prominence

or which

those

which

who

read

him with sympathy will account unwarrantable,
They who are thus induced to make hisacquaintance will probably thank us for the service.
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short-lived and of doubtful value. The papers
which Castelar is furnishing to Harper's Maga-

ironing

mother” jin

us throw stones, because I knew of a case
in which a little boy got one of his eyes
knocked out by a stone thrown in play in

pp.

friends, or confuse their lives, by acting

ever opportunity offered.
Sister Janet was a kind

of

New

Brothers. 1873. 12mo.

ators,he lays a broad fonndation for his eminence
as a speaker by making himself familiar with

grindstones to tip over on

least I

Besides, I hope that we none

&

viried

her mother, more weary still,

least I hope not; and we

By Emilio Caste-

Emilio Castelar is reputed the greatest master

*If I only lived in that pretty white house
up there.”
A very weary, discontented little maiden
sat on a shady doorstep, holding a big, hot,
worrisome baby-brother on her lap, while

together, and all

NEW ITATY.

rper

the smoke of suc

inns

promulgates doctrines of faith, when he asseme

Translated by Mrs, Arthur Arnold.

of the art of oratory

-* Looking Up and Down.

can say how a great revolution breaks out,
all in an hour, with hundreds and thousands

of people all maddened

orks

ly, holy, holy,” in breathing

incense, But in_this

blame, without thinking beforehand that
there may be some mistake in the case. It
is very dreadful when an innocent man is
put to death by law
; and it is also ‘dreadful to break people's hearts, or separate
angry haste upon blame which
quite
mistaken.—Good
Words
Young.

what the Voice-in his inside said, you know

ening came Suddenl§to a

lar.

blaming other people and acting upon the

be-

baby-girl was put in danger of her life by a
pebble which struck her on the forehead
when she was in the nurse’s arms. Of course

supposed - that everybody's thomghts

and

seen the glimmer of a snowy

¢

Above all, we should

remember not only that we have every one
of us some faults,” but that we have often in

another shape the very fault we blame another person for. Obstinacy, for example,
will work so differently in a clever man and
in an ordinary man, that you may

find

the

persisting in what he is doing; and it -is a

easy thing to see his. obstinacy, and

give it the right name. But the clever man
will of coursé not be satisfied with saying,
¢¢ I shall,” or.** I shan’t;” his mind will go
to work and find reasons for persisting ; and
he will very likely not know himself that h
is obstinate.
:
.
In a most beautiful poem by Mr. Tennyson, called ‘* The Grandmother’s Apology,”
there is one of the best instances in al! the
world of a persen blaming a fault and doing
it at the same moment.
The old lady, who
ought long ago to have forgiven the Jenny
she speaks of, calls her * a base little liar,”

and so on; and then says’ to her granddaughter, ** But, my, dear, the tongue, you
know, is

a fire,”

She

sees

that

this

ap-

plied to Jenny,but she does not see that it applied to herself; andjn all the old lady says
about Jenny, and the parson’s sermon, she
makes the same mistake, so that you can
not‘help smiling at her. So it is in ten

thousand

times ten thousand

have all some

faults;

the very fault

we

even the

men

hest

cases.

We

we

have

sometimes

blame
and

in

another;

women

have,

and
at

least, defects or short comings; that is to
say, there are things which they can not and
never could do, and yet which the world,
including themselves, can not get on with-

out; and those things have to be done

sorious Simon; Other People’s Business
Minded ‘for them: Fault found on the
shortest Notice.”
When he found out this board, and saw
some folks in the distance laughing at him

others. , This must be taken

as he read the words, it happened

other’s fuults. When we look at a great
man like Shakspeare, we do not always
remember that his parents were ordinary

as it sometimes happens
he had a sudden thought,

him,

to you and me,
coming up from

en

and made such a commotion that ‘‘mother™

came
Janet
And
much
white
under

to the door in terror, and scolded
somewhat sharply for her neglect.
so it came to pass that Janet, very
aggrieved, sat looking wistfully at the
house that glimmered coo! and quiet
its big trees, and fancied it a Palace

of Delight.

'

In the shaded

corner of the

low

porch of the great house, this very afternoon

when the-gdod people blame

those others.

There is lone thing

more.

into

by

account,

the faults of
It

may

be

most truly said that we all sharein each

little

carriage in front of the door, from which a
gentleman alighted, and seated himself by

the waiting lady.
But

could

she: have

;
guessed

that

they

were speaking of the hopeless disease that
was tearing her frame with horrible pain,
which the kind doctor could only soothe in
part? Could she gness at the words so

sadly spoken by the pretty lady,

“‘over

yonder”?
!
Pointing with her slender hand down to
the little cottage that glimmered like a
great rose beyond the grain-fields and green
meadows

she said, softly,—

“Do you see that tiny red house, yonder,
doctor P There ave hosts of merry little
children there. At night the father comes
home so quick of step I am sure he is happy. Through my field-glass I love to watch
them. It cheers my loneliness and pain to
know there is so much happiness there. A
little maiden in a blue frock is the biggest,
and a jolly baby like a great snowball is the
stmallest of the happy family.
“I.remember that my Nellie would have
been as large as the girl with bright hair
who sits in the doorway, would n’t she P”
And then there was another gasp of pain‘ful breath, and a tightening of the slende
hands together.
,
So this was the happy mansion little Janet
watched so wistfully, Maybe she will never
know its real sorrow, while the lovely lady,
looking

downward,

fancies

bappiness

is

surely in the ruddy cottage with its trooph
of ghildren, and God alone knows the secrets
of all hearts in ball or. cottage.— Christian
Weekly.
Our

homes

should

be as holy

churches, to say the least.
©

as

our

The musicyremonY.
is exquiRome saw, in the

the effect surprising.

enth centary, that Protestantism

stirpassed

her in musie, and she excelled Protestantism in

the arts of painting, sculpture, and architecture.

To prevent this inferiority, she naturally sought
A Inaster of song, and found the sublime Palestrina, the Michael Angelo of the lyre. The Pope
forbade the reproduction of his
Miserere, in order that it should be heard only in that church
whose gigantic arches were completely in harmony with its sublimity.
One day a neble youth

J. A. Smith, D. D., author of “ The Spirit in
the Word,” ete. Sold only by subscription.
Eoston; Durkee §& Foxcroft. 1873. 12mo. pp.
We welcome

this Memoir

with real satisfae=

tion. The man deserved such a recognition: the
exhibition of his qualities and the story of his

life are needed for the

sake of the influence they

will not fail to exert, and the author of this volum> shows that he truly apprehended the qualities of mind and heart which made him a power
to thank God for while he lived, and that he can
well represent what he clearly perceives.
And
the man as we used to see him is really set forth.
His bolduess, his vigor, his moral majesty when

on fire

with

Christian

indignation

transfigured with zeal, his

faithful

or almest

exposures of

and his terrible protests against public wrongs,
his caustic wit and his convulsing humor, his
self-reliant challenge of great men when they ex~

alted false principles’by means of sophistiy, and
his vehement and lofty eloquence as it came out

in the arena of public

dcbate,~all

these are

faithfully set forth and made to harmonize with
the reverent humility toward God and the tender and sympathetic love felt and expressed for
even the lowliest of men, as they ever did con
lesce during his long and honored ministry and
his most earnest, laborious and
effective life.
The majestic man and the humble and faithful
Christian were most happily blended in him, and
his biographer has shown them dwelling in most
attractive fellowship.
The book is written in a

/)

eart, and divulged
it to the world.
He was
ozart. The German genius came to steal the
secrets of the Latin genius in the eternal warbetween both
races. No pen .:can describe the
solemnity of the Miserere!
The night advanees.

The Basilica is in darkness:

Her altars are

un-

covered. Through the open arches there penetrates the uncertain light ot dawn, which segms
to deepen the shadows.
The last taper of tthe
tenebrario is hidden behind the altar. The cathedral resembles un immense mausoleum, with
the faint gleaming of funereal torches in the distance.
The music of the Miserere is not. instrumental.
Tt is a sublime choir admirably combined.
Now it comes like the far-off roar of the
tempest, as the vibration of the wind upon the
ruins or among the cypresses of tombs; again
like a lameutation from the depths of the earth.
or a moaning of heaven’s angels breaking into
sobs and sorrowful weeping,
The marble statues, gigantic and of dazzling whiteness, are not

by the darkness, but appear

like the spirits of past ages coming out of the
sepulchers and loosing their shrouds, to join the
intonation of this canticle of despair.. The whole
church is agitated and vibrates as if words of
horror were arising from the stones, This pros
found and sublime lament, this mourning of bitterness dying away into airy circles, penetrates
the heart by the intensity of its sadness; it is the
voice of
Rome supplicating Heavea-from her
load of ashes,as if under her sackcloth
she writhed in’ her death agony. To weep thus, to lament

as the prophets of old by

tes, or among

the

the banks of Euphra-

scattered

stones of the tem-

ple, to sigh in this sublime

cadence, becomes

a City whose eterpal sorrow has not marred her

eterual beauty.

Thus

she

is enslaved.

David

alone can be her
t. Her canticle js majestic
and unequaled.
Rome, Rome! thou art grand,
thou art immortal even in thy desperation and

thy abandonment!

The human

heart shall be

thy eternal altar, although the faith which has
been thy prestige should perish, as the conquests
that made thy greatwess have departed!
None

can rob thee of

which thy Pontiffs

my

God-given

immortality,

have sustain) and

which

thy artists will forever preserve!
His portraiture of the present Pope, and his
analysis of his character dnd caveer have not been
excelled. We wish there were room for it en-

tire; but even

the paragraph

which

we

can

scarcely help quoting, will indicate the keenness
of his insight, the breadth of his views and the
clearness of his exposition.
He says:
_ Pius IX, whose election was so unexpected,
imagined himself called by God to worl miracles
and do all sortsof wonders; and from the first
day of 1 is Pontificate he was ambitious of doing
good. Extremely sensitive by natural tempera~
ment epileptic by constitution,ineapable of violent
hatred, without, strong
passions, moral
from
habit, of a lively fincy, ifted with flowing language and a clear and’ sonorous voice; easy and
eloquent in his improvisations, quictin his gestures, sweet and benevolent'in appearance, mys
tic even to ecstasy in his. prayers ‘and praises,
majestic on the t rone, an artist before the altar,
a rigid tormalist in religious coremoni s, a lover
of human pumps, devoted to a historic destiny
and to his exalted ministry—believitig
in his
greatest errors und equivoeations that God inspired and guided him, and that he interpreted
His thought aud expressed His will on the face
of the earth,
He does not enrich his own relations, nor
hoard up treasures, nor measure out charity, nos
does be retuge to give an audience, no matter

how

in the staf.

But it does it,

And

tion of what is characteristic

in its recogni-

in the

mountain

scenery of our own country, it is on the road to
a genuine popularity, and
is doing
a larger

F work in developing
the ssthetic

the people it is seekibg to serve.
sphere it has and

quality among

In its own

is likely to have

no real rival

for years to come.
Its three full-page illustrations and its five smaller ones, which appear in

This youth, who the last issue, are things that can be inspected
be called the Raphael of music, learned it | with eminent pleasure, and the fruits of the pen

heard entranced the Miserere.

may

completely hidden

white

tinted muslin dress, have seen too the

e,

the

clever man condemning the ordinary ‘man there sat a fair and graceful lady in a wickfor the very fault that he himself is guilty er chair.
of in the same or a worse degree. A dull, If little Janet's eyes had not been full of
man’s obstinancy will simply show itself in tears, she might have seen the flutter of her

inscription upon the board ran thus: ¢ Cen-

to

dress

feelings must be in all things just like what porch; had seen a carriage before the open
he had himself, or what he was used to door. She loved to watch the sunset lightamong his own friends and relations.
ing up its many windows with a blaze of
But these things are not go, und there is glory, and dreamed so many day-dreams
nothing which it is of more consequence to while she lookéd, that it seemed dlmost an
bear in mind when we find fault with other enchanted palace where there could be uo
people, either openly in words .or only in want nor care nor sorrow,
«No, baby Tom,” she said to herself, and
our own thoughts.
You, for instance, can
not see into all my motives and feelings then was dreadfully remorseful, and hugged
when I do a thing, and I can not see into him tight in her little motherly arms as
yours. Nay, the cleverest person living though to make amends for ‘her impatient
And as Tom did not understand
can not tell another person all his own mo- thought.
tives and feelings, let him try as hard as he the caress of coursg he struck out wildly,and
can. This alone should make us very slid off her lap, rolled over toward.the hencareful in finding fault with each other. In coop, frightened the old hep and chickens,

very

but

shoulder, this cousin took up a whole handful of stones, and, flung them at Simon's.

One day, for instance, he sallied forth,
and looked over a garden-wall, and saw in

;

and

because he was such a severe moralist;

in his glass house already. Feeling very
vindictive because the damson-stone had
made a little red mark on his cousin's

make them admire him in his glass house.

him,

it,

OLD ROME AND

ever seen in this world,have come of people

his saying, ** I shall,” or * Ishan’,” and his

thing, because so many holes had heen made

thinking what was the reason and what he
should do ; and at last resolved to go and

in fact, that he was now

liked

‘* tragedies,” as people call them—I

time filliping the damson-stone at her
shoulder, and laughing. Nobody interfered

looked softly in; and what should he see
there but Simon blubbering away like any-

as

order

never

mon’s glass house the very

be-

glass house for along while, he found peo-

the garden some little girls and boys

So,

the young lady had a cousin at the party
who was very fond of her, and rather sly.
This cousin walked up to Censorious Si-

cause he considered himself go beautiful
and so good that people would always like
to look at him.
But when, afterhe had resided in the

in

but still

rule.

when they had

lady:
:
“ Don’t fret, 1

and

this

his

you know), and watching his opportunity,
called out across the table to the young

The Boy in a Glass House.
went

break

he took up one of the kernels (in the shell

Che Family Circle.

had not observed

he

son found fault with.

stones about just there, of course,

folks,

be

““ Oh, pooh I" says Simon, * you shouldn't

— What Next.

other

to

ma so soon.”

Oh, sweet aré thy songs o’er lake and led,
At the morning and eventide ;
But the lesson of love thou hast taught to me,
1s sweeter than aught beside.”

He

not deny

“ oh, sir, I am going back to boarding’ fact we should seldom, if ever, find fault,
school next Monday, and it makes me dull | without leaving what I may call a corner
to think of parting with my papa and mam- in our minds for better thoughts of the per-

Nor bent my-knee to pray.

at

you,

¢ Oh, sir I"—she called him * sir” because she had heard he was a moralist—

have not searched for the broken flowers
Thatwither along the way,
Nor gladdened the flight of the priceless hours,

stones

at-

And the young lady made answer:

1

throw

to attract

So he threw a stone at the cruel

‘choly P”

¢ Alas! sweet wind,” I sighed to say,
While the tears in my eyelids grew,
“1 have not borne to a soul to-day
Love’s delicate draught of dew.

he had expected,

and

loud voice :
* Well, what makes you look so melan-

“ Then whither away ?” said the wind to me,
* And where hast thou been to-day ?
And why is thy face so sad to see,
‘When everything else is gay #?

house.

talents

lady who seemed rather dull, and said in a

"Tift the old nurse Night comes down at last,
And cradles:me in her arms.

glass

winking, by saying, * You dare

liké

hope not.

my

One day Censorious. Simon was in¥ited
out to a party, and soon discovered that
people were afraid of him, he was such a
great moralist. So he went up to a young

And the wheat on smiling farms,

lived in a

him down

public character, and that

view was seriously obstructed.

“ Oh, swiftly I fly o’er the rustling grass,

who

put

a great

none of us live in glass

so cruel.” Here were two more holes at
once in the glass-house, so that just that
part of it began to look quite ugly, and the

#

¢ 1 flattered afar with the dancing heurs,
O’er the forest and creeping vine;
I gleefully kissed the bending flowers,
Till their lips were red as wine.

a boy

the Voice

Itis the same with regard to the

very good people, and awful as this sounds,
itis the same with regard to the very
bad people. However, we shall find plenty to do, if we try and remember Censorious Simon ang his glass house, and the
proverb to which his misconduct and misfortunes gave rise. And I think I ought to
add that some of the most painful things—

Iam a great moralist, and they hate me.
At all events, it is plain that I am now a

be ashamed of myself, if I was

To look at the nestling birds;

once

moralist,”

I am

Fiteravy. Review,

day—
;
;
worshiper of the past. He has no sympathy
Well—she did want to run off to the hol- with autocracy and despotism, either in the plaifhand pleasant style,is free from all unbecomly-hocks in the back garden to study the state or the church. His sympathies are with. ing literary ambition, and can hardly fail to
awaken deep interest and do great good wherever
morning's lesson, and she did not want to the people, and he rejoices at changes in society
it
circulates,
that
lift
the
masses
and
liberate mind, even
it was not aimed at her, but there is always put that new stitch in a poor little bit of
danger in throwing stones except in some worsted-work she had rashly undertaken to though they come in with revolutionary steps THE PoSTHUMOUS PAPERS OF THE PICKWICK
and icvolve some violence, All this is made
Crus.
By Charles Dickens.
With fifty-two
to his morality, Simon prided himself, it entirely open place, and at a mark which copy from Sue Linnet’s cushion—and here
iHustrations by Thomas
apparent to the reader of this volume, for,while
Nast,
New
York:
all have agreed upon. That réminds me was this busybody to be looked after! He dealing with the very objects
Harper & Brothers. 1873. octavo. pp. 332.
was his skill in science, and he 'was’ jus
and themes that
Of this work of the great novelist, which at
of something which happened to me the had nearly succeeded in devouring a beetle occupy. the attention of nearly every tourist in
now paying considerable attention to ent
once and wholly settled the question of his emimology. The very next day after he had other day, and which bears upon the sub- while she was taking a peep at her book, Italy, his heart is sofull of liberal sentiments
nence aiid
popularity as a writer 6f fition in
rebuked the boys for setting the dogs on te ject in a way which you will soon see. and had chewed up the cuff of a freshly that they a]} the while saturate the paragraphs the interestof a healthy intellectual life
and a
of
his familiar letters. After one has read whatBeing hit in the leg, though not hurt, hy a ironed shirt while she sat thinking of her
fight each other, he was closely absorbed
genial and practical phalanthropy,it would be an
ever other tourists have written of Rome in:parimpertinence, at this late day, to speak at length.
in doing some specimens; but just as he stone flung in the street by one of a lot of trials.
ticular and of Ttaly in general, he will still have
We only say that it belongs to the admirable
was driving in a pin through the head of a boys just out of school, I turned and beeckThat was a bad thing to do, to count up much to learn and e
y as he goes through this
Household Edition which this House is issuing,
oned to the boy who had flung the stone, one’s trials; but [ am afraid we all do it most attractive and u
live butterfly, he happened to glance up,
ue volume. There Would
intending to speak mildly to him, and tell sometimes instead of remembering
our be much to quote if room could be found for half and that the numerous illustrations are worthy
and saw that the two boys who had made
of the genius from whose hands they come,
the admirable paragraphs that arrest the eye
the dogs
fight were looking at him. him of the danger there was in throwing blessings.
»
Qualities and price combine to make this edition
even
of
a
hasty
reader,
but
we
stones
in
the
street.
But
all
my
beckoning
mast
leave
them
Away off, on the crest of the mountain,
¢ They will think a great deal of my scien‘especially desirsblé and popular.
where they are, and compel a brief extract
tific attainments,” thought he; but just at and calling and laughing could not make there glimmered through the great trees the two to stand for the many pages that plead for or
Pamphlets, Magazines, &c,
a
that very moment the boys withdrew to a him come. He said, ‘ Do you see anything whita front of a big house. An opening transfer to our columans. Here is a bit of deseripsafe distance, and they each sent a big stone green, master ?” and ran away. The fact through the wood below showed its green tion, dealing with what has deeply stirred multiTHE ALDINE for Sept. is worthy of its standwhizzing through his glass-house,shouting : is, he could not conceive that I should want lawn with its strip of carriage-road wing-- tudes of visitors to Rome:
ing. Itis much to say that it steadily maintains
there is one
grand and sublime
its artistic and literary level, in spite of changes
‘“ Who tortured the butterfly? I should him for any purpose but to box his ears, He ing about, and in very clear days, she had theButYiserete
of St. Peter's,

said I,

tide

mess,

which

“ They are rude to me; but that is because

the place as
down as be.

«J like to throw a stone,” said he to him-

1 should not have heeded his idle song,
But his breath was on my face,
And his arms around my neck yere flung
In a fairy-like embrace.

Therd was

to hinder

This ke did mot

self; “* it brings things home to people’s’
minds. Besides, the Jews used to throw
stones at people till they died, when people
did wrong; so it is Scriptural.”
If there is one thing upon which, next

Of a humming bird in June.

pt

spots

him,

Jiboys, and went his way.

Singing a charming tune,
As light and low as the sleepy lay

gr

two

my residence are beginning

The wind came over the hills one day,

insidé,

driving at one end. But such things do
happen; and thus, by some means or other,
all the boys and girls of the nation, as you
may say, suddenly gathered in a body, and
surrounding Censorious
Simon's
glass
house, pelted it with stones till there was
not a sound pane of glass left in it! And
this was the origin of the saying which we
have all heard, ** Those who live in glass
houses should not throw stones.”
We are none of us so conceited as Cen-

tention.”

——

The broken flower by the rolling

of

fore to be looked at.
Another time Censorious Simon came
across some boys ¢ hishing” two dogs at
each other, and said, ‘“*I should be ashamed
of myself, if I was you, to be so cruel.”
* Oh!” said the boys, ‘ we know you,
and where you live; so you'd better be off.”
So Censorious Simon thought to himself,

Sing on—our harmonic inventions
‘We study with labor and pain;
Yet often our angry contentions
Take the harmony out of our strain.

ry

out

admire

at all like, but he mended
well as he was able, and sat

Though wisely our prayers may be planned,
For often we, too, who are older,
Hold our book the wrong way in our hand.

"The

be

their view of his beauty.

Sing on—our devotion is colder,

his

“No,

usual stone, hecause

world, and said to himself, * My mistake
was only an accident, of course.” But
there was now another flaw in his glass

And the birds warble sweetly above.

in

‘saying to the Voice,

« What makes you write bad for badly ?”
"| Censorious Simon was very vexed with the

Sing on, little children—your voices
Fill the air with contentment and love;

Voice

3, .1873.

people, and that as there is no knowing in
what quarter the greatest men and women
may be born, we all share in their great-

kept on saying to him, ‘ You are a humbug;” and when he was on the point of

very proud, and wrapping the paper round
a stone, flung it at the little boy. The following day, whack came a stone, wrapped
up in a piece of paper, clean through a
pane of glass, and inside was written,

Their angels stand close to the Father;

Mysterious

was not quite
he had hitherIn fact, a very
and he heard

it.” In spite of that, this. misguided person must needs sally out that very day and
perfections.
very next day, as he was going lecture several boys and girls whom he met
he overheard a little boy, who was upon the duty of always telling the truth.
way to school, repeating his lesson And at every. one of them he threw the

By which their fair ringlets are fanned,
Bach rogue sings away as he pleases,
With book upside down in his hand.

| His heaven is made

a

who

Simon,

Censorious

STAR, SEPTEMBER

he knew not where, that he
as wise and quite as good as
to supposed himself te be.
vgly word got into his head,

“ There you are, with your boot-lace all
down!” says the brother. *' I should be
ashamed of it if I was you.”
*
And so saying, he threw a stone at the
glass house. Of course One of the panes

Church.

rt

MORNING

J4opporiune and troublesome.

lock on

his ever open

heart, never

which are always Highly
the impression that his
1c has no very profound
nature, understands more
than of secret motives ; of

He

bites

puts no

his lips,

apart, and often gives
thoughts are far distant.
knowledge of human.
formalities
of outward
his Foe more of the

pomps than of the prestige; of his authority,more
the display than the strength ; and accustomed to
live surrounded by those wno'treat him as a god,
he feels pleasure in being called every day, *‘ ho-

will be found in perfect keeping with the products of the pencil, Itis always a satisfaction to.
receive and inspect the Aldine on its arrival,
and the subsequent examinations are sure to dis- .
close new attractions.
We hope it may soon receive half the practical testimony it is entitled to,
in the form of a bona fide subscription
list covering 100,000 copies.—New York: James Sutton
&

i

Co.

Another installment of ZELL’S DESCRIPTIVE
HAND ATLASOF THE WORLD, by J. Bartholomew, and published by T. Elwood Zell, Phila.,
hus reached our table. This time we have Parts

15—20, and the maps seer to gain iu beauty and

excellence of engraving and coloring as the publication goes forward.
When it is completed; it
promises to give us the finest collection of maps,
coupled with the amplest
and
best-digested
quantity of statistical information, which bave

been supplied.

Tt is furnished to subscribers in

successive installments, at 50 cts, cach. Horace
King, Thompsonville, Coun., is Agt. for New

‘England.

!

The magazines for Sept. come in promptly,
and their contents are varied and attractive to a
degree that shows an ability to cater effectually
to all wholesome tastes even in the hot weather,
and give a large and emphatic promise for the
future. We append a statement exhibiting the
topics which are treated in some of the more

prominent of these periodienls:

i

THE ATLANTIC MONTHLY, devoted to Litera
ure,

Sciénce,

Art

and

Politics.

Contents:

A Glimpse of Contemporary Art in Europe;
Two Weeks’ Sport on the Coulogne River; Frost‘Work; Honest John Vane; A Poem served to
Order;

President

Jefferson’s

Chief

Measures;

The Best; Gunnar; The Rhyme of Sir Christoper; My Experience of Community Life; The
Summer’s Journey of a Journalist; The Shore
House;

Recent

Literature;

Art;

Music.—Sep-

tember, 1873, Boston: James R. Osgood & Co.
HARPER'S NEW MONTHLY MAGAZINE. September, 1873, New York: Harper & Brothers,
SCRIBNER'S MONTHLY,an illustrated magazine for the people.
September,
1873. New
York: Scribner & Co.
LIPPINCOTT’S

MAGAZINE.

J. B. Lippincott & Co.
I'HE, GALAXY.
Sheldon & Co.

September,

:

1873.

:

September, 1873. New

York:

THE OATHOLIC WORLD, a magazine of general literature and science. September, 1873.
York: Catholic Publication House.

New

ARTHUR'S ILLUSTRATED HOME MAGAZINE.
September, 1878, Phila. : T. 8. Arthur & Son,
Our Youna FoLks. An illustrated magazine
for boys and girls. Boston;

Co. »
LITTELL'S

LIVING

Life of George Grote;

James R. Osgood &

AGE. Contents:
Innocent;

Personal

Planet

Mars;

Prescotts of Pamphillon; Bishop of Winchester
and Lord Westbury; Sultan and the Khedive;
The Far Kast; Luy Me Low : Parted ; Humming:
Bird; ¥riendship.—~August 23, 1878. Boston:

Littell & Gay.
THE NURSERY.
A monthly
magazine
for
youngest readers, Séptember,1878. Boston: John
J
L. Shorey.

SN,

THE MORNING
~

a

Witerary Wiscellany.

Krumen ag they row to and fro from the
ship to the shores Candgscome sdiling

Oe

Then, too, the subtle process by which
thé. man convinces himself that he can

afford to buy.

No subtle manager or bro-

. ker ever saw through a mazeof financial
embarrassments half so quick as a poor
book-buyer sees his way clear to pay for
what he must have. He promises with
himself marvels of retrénchment; he will
eat less, or less costly viands, that

he

may

buy more food for the mind. He will take
An extra patch, and go on with his raiment another year, and buy

of coats.

books

are visited by some. naw
having obtained

Yes, he will write books, that he

buy books. He will lecture, teach,
1 ~¥ may
trade;he will do any
honest thing for

forest ; they cut

As

denial,

the same

promises

of

spurs

on both heels of his industry ; and then, be- |
sides all this, he will somehow get along
when the time for payment comes. Ah!

whole world, and is stuffed ‘with all the
vagaries and fantasies that Fancy ever bred
upon Hope.
And pet. is there not some
comfort in buying
books, to. be paid for?
We have heard of a sot who wished his
neck as long as the worm of a still, that he
might so mach the longer enjoy the flavor
of the draught ! Thus, it is a prolonged exciterment of purchase, if you feel for six

monthgin a slight doubt whether the book

is honestly your own or not. - Had you paid
down, that would have been the end of it.
There would have been no affectionate and
beseeching look of your books at you, every
time you saw them, saying, as plain as a
*‘ Do

not

let me

be

taken from you.”
Moreover, bllying books before you can
pay for them
motes caution. You do
not feel quite at liberty to take them home.
You are ‘married. Your wife keeps an
account-hook. She knows to a penny what
you can and what you can not afford. She
has no *“ speculation” in her eyes. Plain
figures make desperate work with airy
‘ somehows.”
Tt is a matter, of ne small
skill und experience to get your books
home, and into their proper places, undis:
covered. Perhaps the blundering express
brings them to the door just at evening.

tL

at is it, my

dear P” she

says

“¢ Ob ! nothing—a few book

do without.”

he has earned than

called *“ a stingy

acquisition. She

endearment

husband can smile a
him ‘in one look! Of
the kindest way, on
you im your literary

some

near

across

the frontier

and

and

Death

fellow.”

the risk

versifies, but neither

That

epithet

esteem.

However,

pipes of an organ,

as

on

him a pure and lofty feeling,

and

cool air of the
lectual Life.

States,

nor approved

rare

circumstance. Be very careful not to be
too kind. . That often brings on detection.

of the

Solemn

League

and

day we had bought a few books which ** we
could not do without.” After a while, you
can bring out one volume, accidentally, and
leave it on the table. *‘* Why, my dear,

point

bor-

out

the

binding, and that peculiar trick of gilding,
and everything else you can think of;. but
it all will not do ; you can not rub out that
roguish, arithmetical smile. People may

talk about the equality of the sexes! They
are not equal. ‘The silent smile of a sensible, loving woman will vanquish ten
time

in

Of course you repent, and

men.

form

a

habit of repenting.
Another method which will be fouud peculiarly effective is, to make a present of
some

fine work to

your
and

sure of buying

imag-

books,

if one is rich and ‘stupid. There ust be
some pleasure, or so many would not do it.
flavor, t eo whole

relish of des

minds you of subtle devices by which you

insured and made it y ours} in spite of ‘poverty.—Ntar Papers.

and

move

may

re-

answers

that

the

he

her eensures;

thought of his excommunication causes
pain, and that he would gladly have it
moved by confessing his sins asa man,
that he has nothing to repent ofin his
duct to his king and his country. He
riston finds him, the day before

out his beautiful locksof hair, and
combing
murmurs some suggestion that the hour is
too solemn for

work.

such

will

‘1

al

1 shall now attempt to convey, Sots ideg
My frien
of trading life in the Gaboon.
ound floor, built.
factory is.a house.
Ww
st
the
in
and fragrant with nativ %
(he oy”
and duk,
that
cool again
spices placed therein to keep away the noth.
dimly
In this deep, cave-like recess ma

of beads hanging

be descried stiings

"from the rafters fn fostoons,

cents,

ar-

a

not

cents;

papers 9 cents.

dawn

huge piles, of

mingham trade-guns, lon

10: cents;

Brindisi

;

and the natives throng ih to make small pur-

speaking, forty-five pounds of carbon

matehlocks;~with shining

barrels,and stocks

i gix o'clock the
store-keeper opens the wide folding doors,
chases, and. ithbibe

thelr .morning

dram.

eing’solid matter:

other

elements,

nitrogen,

+= {0 his employers,
nigor
tive ‘traders,

less

rates one and a quarter pints

physical sufferings

via "San

via Sontharnpton

28

cents,

to

be

and

a

also

20tf

THE

on a single one.

SOMETHING NEW!

Pipe,

‘THE BEST ARTICLE YET INTRODUCED.

thick

tk

pug

rs

at“Factory on Cocheco

H,

war.

a

Soyment

Our second-hand, eight-horse power, portable Steam
Engine, which was made by the Swamscott Machine
Co., in the most substantial and workmanlike manner, will be sold upon reasonable terms to a cash-

of such games as he can understand. As a
baby crows with glee at ‘‘ho-peep,” 80 a
dog barks with deli oht at = ‘‘go-fetch.”
Make-believe runs and false starts romps and

Address,

TREATISE.

bly curve the following eomplaints :—
Ll
Dysp
ia, Heart Burn,
Liver Complaint,

and

ticklings, throwing a ball for him to catch
on the grass, ora stick to fish out of the

World.

Fall Term Opens September 15.
lax to. BE. TOURJ EHR, Director,

CHURCHES

TO

by following

the

directions

on

uable medieine.

Bronchitis, Catarrh, Convulsions, and

cured or much

relieved.

Chest

invariably cured

almost

the

Bilious,

Remittant

and

ticle they stand in need of in their declining years.
It quicken
the blood and cheers the mind, and paves
the passage down the plane inclined.
No One ean remain long unwell (unless afflicted
o-

Sold

for collatera

LES:

Send for circu6t30

by

all Druggists and
Medicines.

For sale by LOTHROPS

Orders by mail promptly and

Dr.

Dealers

in

& PINKHAM, wholesale

and retail druggists, Franklin

Day

Series.

a5

Birthday Present;
New Year,
Fireside Angel,

a5
5
05

a5

Child's

Series.

"
Day

ig

PREPARED BY
H. 8 FLINT

re, Dover, N. H,

fait ifully executed,

5

75
5
75
5

¢

Series.
125

125
125

°

Pompeii and Hereulaneum,

Archibald Hamilton,
Starlight Sevies,
Starlight Stories,
Brother and Sister,
Miscellaneous,

1.25

Anecdotes of Animals,
Bloomfield,

150
1.50

Strawberry Hill,

150

5
TS

100
17%

Glencoe Parsonage.
Early Chowe

|

+

Overcoming,
Perfeet Man,

125
100

{

Willie Maitland,

[Who is my Neighbor?

L558

255

t

290

Friumph over Midian,

When we were Young,
Sybil’s Way,

ih

Rescued from Egypt,
Claudia,

b

150
150

A Rainy Day at School,

Sunny Skies,

go

prevalent in many parts of our country, completely
eradicated by the use of the Quaker Bitters.
:
The Aged find in the Quaker Bitters just the ar-

150
150

Bright Days,

Hysterics

Fevers,

150.
} 3

Good Little Mitty,
Making Something,
Jamie and Jeannie,
Boy’s Heaven,
Bright

by taking a few hot-

Intérmittant

Series.

$150

Mrs.
The Christ-Child,

ui

Bitters,

Prize

Lntfrell,

Rainy Day at Home,

tles of the Quaker Bitters.
Female Difficulties, so prevalent among American ladies, yield readily to this invaluable medicine,
the Quaker

New

S. 8S.

Books just pubs

by the Freewill Baptiet Printing Establish
These Books are now ready for sale and de-

Rainy

blood, bursting through the gkin or otherwise,

readily

Sunday School

.
:
Light from the Cross,
Contradictions; or, High Life in Edgerton,

Rheumatism, Swelled Joints, and all Scrofular
Afflictions removed or greatly relieved by this inval.

procured for competent pupils.

OF

Shining Hours,
Master and Pupil,
May Be
na
Hackett,
Aung Mattie

Loss oF Appetite cured by. taking a few bottles.
Lassitude, Low Spirits, and Sinking Sensatiom

.

N. HL,

The New Treatise, just revised by order
of the General Conférence, can now be had
on application, for 25 cents for each copy.
Postage (extra) 4 cents for single one, of
4 cents each for two or mere copies.
Orders are selicited
.

Extraét of Roots and Herbs which almost invaria-

SONS in addition,without extra charge, at the NEW
OF MUSIC,
ENGLAND CONSERVATORY
Boston, .Mass. Largest Music School in the
Situations

BURLINGAME,

faced

Andy

FIFTEEN DOLLARS.
pays for a quartes’s instruction in any department
eminent

R.

Dover,

livery.

the sole

advantages, equivalent fo SEVENTY-FIVE

E

Catalogue of

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC.
under the most

A
finish and is but
by rust and will
The whole thing
wishing such an

Engine can afford to have it repaired.

lished
nent.

by Druggists gens
1y15
g

and

:

The Engine itself’ has an extra
little worn. The boiler is damaged
need repairing or making over.
will be sold so cheap that any one

Superintendents of

E. INGALLS, Concord, N. H.

masters,

per doz., $2.88,

L. B® BURLINGAME,
DOVER. XN. H.

paying customer.

DR.FLINT?

of the Quaker Bitters,

without

printed on

‘Engine for Sale!

Difficult Breathing, Pain in the Lungs, Side and

ENGLAND

30 cents;

AND

The Heart Regulator, has been ‘recommended by
many fensh Fomine is. allowed by all who know
ita value ‘to be Just what we claim it—a Cure for

NEW

improved,

on a single copy, 4 cts. ; on a dez,

TO PASTORS

GIVE IT A TRIAL,
AND YOU WILL BE CONVINCED.

sale

much

covers,

(extra)

Address,

Street or by

promptly
attended to. Box 597, Dover,N.
at No. 68 Daniel St., Portsmouth, N. H.

* Cement Lined Water Pipe made to order and
ranted.
a

and

pasteboard

Postage
"48 cts.

DENNIS SHEA & CO.

Mail
Also

revised

per single book, when beund in cloth, 40 cents; per
doz., $3.84. Price per single book, when bound in

Drains, Sewers, Culverts, &c.

WILL DO IT,

For

WORK

stereotype plates, made fron new type throughou
It has a large number of selected and choice Tunes
as well as many of our best Hymns. It is compact
in form, can be easily carried in the pocket, and
is well adapted to use in Social meetings. Price

Manufactured of Hydraulic Cement, for

HEART REGULATOR

>rice, $1 per Bottle.
erally.

The

uary.

Nervous Diculties, Neuralgia, Headache, &o.;

Agent, FRANK

’

No percentage is allowed on money
sent us for either of these papers.
Sample copies: will be sent free on
application.

DOVER

Cement STONE

gured

Heart Disease.
For circulars of testimonials, &c., address

.

ostage is payable at the office of deivery.
The volumes begin with Jan-

eased immediately.

by

:

on nsa single Si copy
of £ the
the
or Myrtle, under the

Star

address, than

their

with an incurable disease,) after taking a few bottles

readily from
the

Little

illustrated

when all other remedies failed.

each; Ja-

Humor, so far as it can. proceed

language, the'dog" catches

their

has been

Gb

A Dog's Humor.
humorous master, and

Single copy, per year, - - - 3Octs,
Ten copies, sens to one address, 2@ cts,
each,—payable in all cases in advance.

The Sacred Melodies

of the

Via

their

ENTITLED

news-

news-

of

new law, is 24 cents a year;
and
no more on 10-copies or any number
between one and 10, when sent to one

died

.

paper

Terms :—

THE

be

news-

22 cents,

other

All orders and remittances for either

tle.

Francisco,

prepaid,

any

of the Raper should be addressed to
L. R.
Burlingame, Dover, N. H.

and fill orders for American and Foreign
books promptly at the lowest prices. . 29tf

of the loved

.

published

School, for Presentation. School Prizes, &e.,

never

Hutchins,

are

All communications
intended
for
publication
should be addressed to
*¢ The Little Star,” or ** The Myrtle,”
Dover, N. H.

For Kidney, Bladder and Urinary derangements
it SO aia ; one bottle will convince the
most
cal.
{
| ske
orm s expelled from the system without the
‘| least difficulty; a few bottles are sufficient for the
most gbstinate case.
?
Piles; one bottle has cured the most difficult case

papers 2 cents each by the former route, and
8 cents per 4 ounces by the latter.

diffused

of water

’

of

class.

in the country; also of choice Books for
Public and Private Libraries, for the Sunday

|

pan, letters, via San Francisco 10 gents, via
newsBrindisi 84 cents, to be prepaid,

The

or bargains, withthe
superintends the sturdy

British India,

be prepaid, newspapers 2 cents

water.
through five and 4 half’ pailfis of ng
|plants wo find water thus ‘foingli
‘mo
In
|
letter
s
writes
or
books,
hig
faotor examines
evaposunflower
A
wonderfully.
nar

“The clerk sits down to his* accounts.

the

Papers,

Little. Star,”

semi-monthlies

fiat

Bibles, American and imported, to be found

was a

will

School

their mechanical excellence is equal to

Eruptions, Pimples, Blotches, and all impurities

4 ounces or fraction ;, China, letters, vin San
Francisco 10 cents, via Brindisi 23 cents, to

A man is," chemically

with

and

244°

II
e postage

the

aon

papers, via San Francisco, 2 cents each,

In -eyery
ave water.
four hundred
abo which nf Liatian
op

painted a bright red,

regarded,

22

44

by the FREEWILL BAPTIST
PRINTING ESTABLISHMENT, are printed on
paper of a very superior quality, and

cured at once.

the other routes 6 and 8 cents respectively per

his

squeezed ‘in a hydraulic press, seventy
unds of water wonld run out, the balance

for

These

Bible Warehouse and Bookstore, 38 and 40
Cornhill, Boston, the largest assortment of

8

newspapers 4 and 8 cents by the respective

§ od streets for sale, there is
satin carues
chiefly romals’ an
cloth,
cotton
water to four pounds of chalk.
of
of
bo
one
pw
,
n-ware
earthe
of
stripe, crates
turnips which, are boiled
aud
potatoes
The
5)
Tebfy
American tobadeo i, the!
in their raw state, the
have,
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ouf
of
boxes
for
age,
bought it in the Elizabethan
‘cent. and the other
per
five
s
Seventybarrel
one,
Tui,
pipes, casks'of Cost-0'Guinea
of water. If a man weighof coarse powder, bagsof -flidts, and Bir- ninety per cent.
were
as the ancient ing one hundred and forty pounds
¢

and, by
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2.00

the best authors, and send

Messrs. D. LotHROP & CO. keep at

in which

Hallock

-

cents, via Brindisi 22 cents, t0 be prepaid,

ngle
w
water mingles
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MRS. H. ELTA, wife of John F. Howlett, died
in Hopkington, June 23, aged 27 years.
An
amiable disposition, beautified by a Christian
life, endeared her to many.
Through a long
sickness she exemplified her religion by patience
and resignation to God’s will.
A week before
her death she called the family into her*room
that she might enjoy ‘‘ one more prayer-meeting,” and although unable to converse with any
but a few minutes, united vocally with the others
in prayer, manifesting so much of the power of
God’s Spint, as to remove
doubts {rom the
minds ot her friends who could not before fully
say, ** Thy will be done,”’
In her is removed a
faithful wife and mother, a loving daughter, a
dear sister, a true friend and an interested member of our church in Coutoogaok.
Although
‘ her sun has gone down while It was yet day,”
its last'rays leave in the memory of«her dear
ones a bright evidence that her home is: etomak

o Australia, letters via Southampton, 16

routes;

landlord

ounces

papers still holding good :

Water.

tons of earth which»
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it for letters, and the
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or Asiatic countries, the half-ounce lim-

in mean terror

Elegant
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1s the Time to Subscribe:

“The

|.

{3 vols. $16.75), published by D. LOTHROP
Co., Boston, have given universal satisfaction as furnishing an elevated literature
for the Family and Sunday School.
29tf

in Kingfield, August 11, aged 30 years und 10
months.
She experienced religion some nine
years since, and up to the time of her death
adorned her profession by & well ordered life.
Her sickness was protracted and severe. For
several months she suffered greatly, all of which
she bore with Christian patience and resignation. She had many ties that bound her to
earth, and it cost her a severe struggle to give up
her family and friends ; but God enabled
her to.|.
do so. She leaves a companion and three children, with a large circle of relatives and friends
to mourn their loss.
E. WINSLOW.
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cents,
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Rev. Dr. Lincoln writes: ‘They meet
the want of the day for books which in
struct and improve while they fascinate the
reader.”
The original $500.00 Prize Stories (8 vols.
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one. His spiritual consolations were calm and
peaceful, being cheered by the bright and blessed-hope of ahumble disciple of the Lord Jesus.
His
death was such as all who knew him
anticipated that it would be, that of a Christian.
“ Go thou and do likewise.”
CoM.
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residence in North Scriba, Oswego Co., N. Y.,
on the 13th of July, 1873, was born in the town
of Greenville, Green Co., N. Y., on the 14th of
Feb., 1800; was married in the town of Wooster,
Otsego Co., N.Y., in 1823, and came with his
family, consisting of himself, his wife. and his
oldest son, to North Scriba, where he settled in

bills, circulars, proof-sheets, photographs,
book manuscripts, etc., and also seeds, cut-

Pm hopeful Thouw’lt recover once my dust,
And confident Thou’lt raise me with the just.”

range my head as I please to-day while it
ig'still my own,” answers Montrose; to-

a“

each,

GouLp,

And thus passed away to the better

1, 1873.

as pamphlets, transient” newspapers,

“Let them bestow on every airt a limb,
Then open all my veins that I may swim
To Thee, my Maker, in that crimson lake;
Then- place ny parboiled head upon a stake;
Scatter my ashes, strew them in the air;
Lord! since thow knowest where all those atoms

light, only comes to hose who are so “poor
that they must engineer for every book.
They set down. before fhéth, and besiege

am

Normal

to

She said she was not afraid to die, and

RACHEL

Al other printed or miscellaneous matter,

:

been

Indeed, oné can not

friends,

Clogston, died in Strafford, Vt.,July 21, 1873,

3 cents per half ounce.
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But it

pass throughithe favor of the other.
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gift-book, they will
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possession,

that is told of him when in prison tends

stops remark in the presentation. A wife
could not reprove you for so kindly thinking of her. No matter what she suspects,
she will say nothing. And then if there

old bachelors.

and

a

‘Concert Choruses,

aged 70 years and some months.
The deceased
bore her sickness of some ten days’ duration with
patience and Christian
resignation.
She felt
confident that the Lord was with her, Said she
was *¢ not afraid to die.”
Toward the close of
life she sang the hymn having these lines:
¢ And while ye hear my heart strings break,
How sweet the moments roll,” &c.

“Books, 2 cents for each 2 ounces or * frac-

in their pathetic dignity, attest, if nothing
else, a composure, of feeling, a serenity of
intellectual consciousness, a perfect sell-

course,

whether she or you have the name of baying
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yout's toall intents
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of his prison those well-known lines which,

row it P You glance over the newspaper,
with the quietest tone you can command :
“That! oh! that is mme. Have you not
seen it before? It has been in the house
these two.months ;™ and you rush on with
anecdote and incident; and

AND

Semi-weeklies

murder of his officers and friends—nay,. he
had spared the ‘lives “of ‘thousands in

* Why, how good you have been
Tam really afraid that you have

what a beautiful book ! Where did you

He indignantly denied that he

vely shock of battle.”
is sentence was:that he should be hanged on a gallows thirty feet high, his head
fixed upon the Tolbooth of Edinburgh, his
limbs placed over the gates of four Scottish
towns. On the night before his execution
he wrote with a diamond upon the window

Only the other day we heard it said, some-

very

morning.— Hamerlon's
.

Dailies © Six times a week Tri-weeklies
-

had countenanced acts of “ulitary violence.

the topmost shelf, Clear away the twine
and wrapping-paper, and every suspicioug

That
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+ He had never spilt the
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It was a fact.
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embraced religion in early life. ‘Was baptized
dash and united with the C. Baptist church in Goflspure town,N. H., and though worshiping with the
Baptists for many years, she never removed
Intel- F.
her name.
She was the kind and loving mother
of 6 children, 4 of whom still live to mourn the
loss of her society. May they,
with the aged
* | companion, be prepared to meet the departedin
M. ATWOOD.
heaven.
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HATTIE,
ddughter of Barnet
and Deborah,
Goodrich, died of consumption, Aug. 8, aged 16

nectar
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wife were devoted
faith in Christ over
baptized by Elder
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leave ten. children,

mourn their absence here.

system,
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passion on earth,” he wrote to Charles 1I., the following rates per quarter for three
‘¢ go ‘great as that to do the king
Jour fathera service.” He asserted the ffaithful-, months, payable in advance gat the office
ness of his adherence to the National Cove- where received :

threshold,

been carryingon mischief secretly.”

with other numerous

says

of the gods themselves were worth the
of a wave upon the beach, and the

Postal cards, one cent

the

stupid

duller afterward?”

that there are stimulants.

Covenant,

where,
lately.

Brother
Whitney and
Christians. They professed
thirty years ‘ago and were
Swett. We trust they have
blood washed throng, They

the genius. *‘I can afford to be dull when
Thave done,” Butthe truth’ still’ remains

of Montrose:

was as calmly dauntless

cares-how

J

By GEO. F. ROOT, Contain
the most simple,
thorough and progressive exercises, of every grade
a difiouley, vor published Also Gru Lessons,

field, Vt., March 11, 1873, aged 67 vears.

‘What will it matter if

am even a little

the

hastily undo them, stop only for one loving
glance as’you put them away in the closet,
or

de-

but found a

stimulant serves to bring out the talent
when -it is wanted, like the wind in the

field inthe moment of victory. He exulred
in his loyalty, It had indeed been: with

Then,

shelf,

who do

DANIEL WHITNRY died at his residence in
Brookfield, Vt., July 26, in the 64th year of his
age.
.
JULIA HALL; wife of the above, died in Brook-

may bécome when the oration is delivered,
and the lyric set down on paper. The

of being

His bearing in presence of the Parliament

when your wife has a headache, or is out
making a call, or has lain down, run the
books

give up all’ that

run

FROM

comes

place.

interior,

china, and occasionally gives a- champagne
breakfast to the traders.—Reade’s African
Sketch-Book.
Y

cuts the strings of the

to

the

house with a ** deck,” or planked foor, in
imitation of the factories; makes a collection of crockery-ware, as we do of old

the whole story. You have bought a complete set of costly English books, full.bound
in calf, extra gilt!
You are caught, and
feel very much as if bound in calf yourself,
and admirably lettered.
Now, this must not ndp n frequently.
The books must be smuggled homie. Let
them be sent

from

unfortunate rich man is allowed to keep
something for himself, that he may be encouraged to go and trade again; this money
he expends on wives and slaves, builds a

to you.

and out

they

JOY:

Organ Py
y
Organ Accompaniments,
Organ Vol
Brevity is specially important. Not more than a
The merits and popularity
of Mr. Root’s former
single square ean well be afforded to any single ¥ works for Reed Organs ys sufficient guaran
that She |Model gr¢un Method in be the best
obituary. Verses areinadmissible.
Organ
r
ublished.
504

ago, who,

motives,

Star,

equal to ten cents a line. to insure an insertion,

fountain 'of consolation in the teapot. Hisusualallowance was sixteen cups, all of heroic
strength, and the effect on his’ brain seems
to have been altogether favorable, for his
sermdns were bot Jog and eloquent, and
to this day he is preaching still, without any
diminution of his powers. French people
find in’ coffee the most efficacious remed
for the temporary torper of the mind which
results from the processes of digestion.
Balzac drank great quantities of coffee

among
a people such as the Mpongwe is
the most opprobrious of all; coward, lar,
and thief
being comparatively terms of

that I can not

bundle (and of your heart),

descend

gro that he would rathér

That smile! A true house-

wife that loves her
whole arithmetic at
course she insists in
sympathizing with

which

most ‘conscientious

nied himself" ale and wine,

which dries into cakes of an inferior indiarubber, or caoutchoue; the inhabitants of
other villages are sometimes allowed to
bring their contributions; while elephauts’
tusks,

years

Single and by the dozen; also Postage on the same

Organ

wishing obit-

bought and rebought from tribe to tribe, at
expressed a hope that the Saviour was with
i
Com.
length arrive’ into the hands of the ‘whilst he.wrote; and this, it is believed, her,
Mpongwe.
As soon as his goods are bar- brought on the terrible nervous disease
DEA. ANSEL T. NYE died in Clinton, Me.,
teréd away, he fills up his canoes, sails back that accelerated his end. The best proof Dec. 29, 1871, in the 56th year of his age. Bro.
to the factory, and receives a large commis- that tea and coffee are favorable to intellect- Nye was a member of the F'. B. church for thirty
ears. He was a truly devoted Christian, affasion in cloth, rum aod tobacco—the money ual expression is that all nations use one or
le and kind to all.
He served the church as
of the Gaboon.
Followed by slaves carry- the other as aids to conversation. In Mr. deacon for 12 years, and often served the 8.
Palgrave's
travels
in
Arabia,
there
is
never
ing his barrels and his bales, he returns to
school as superintendent.
He leaves a wife and
any talk without the inevitable coffee, that son to mourn bis removal from earth.
bis own house, and is at once surrounded
G.W. C.
by relatives and hostile friends. He is fragrant Arabian berry prepared with such
treated to his face as if he were a rich man delicate cunning that it yields the perfect | JOSEPH CLEAVELAND died in Eustis, Me.,
suddenly become defunct. Women dance aroma. The wisdom of occasionally using August 14, aged 62 years, He united with the
in his honor, and sing verses complimenta- these various stimulants for intellectual Eustis F., B, church at its organization, and reurposes is proved by a single consideration. mained a worthy member of the same until
ry as epitaphs; a council of the next of kin
released by death, which was very sudden.
His
iach of us hasa little cleverness and a great disease
is held for the division of his
goods, over
was hemorrhage of the stomach, which
which they quarrel bitterly; and full display deal of sluggish stupidity. A There are cer- resulted in death in a few hours. He leaves a
is made of those emotions which with us tain occasions when we absolutely need the’ companion and five children to mourn théir loss,
The orator but they feel that their loss’is gain to him, His
ave felt, but concealed, at the reading
of a little cleverness that we possess.
E. WINSLOW.
will. Yet such is the character of the ne- néeds it when he speaks, the poet when he end was peace.

this Somehow ! That word is as big as the

book's eyes can say,

from'the

into

squeeze out the oil ; collect beeswax;

a certain exhilara-

many

Persons

uaries published in the Morning

be
no valid reason why brain-workers should
refuse themselves the solace. I knew a
clergyman

Prices of Freewill Baptist Books.
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not patronize it, must accompany them with cash

a’ ly an agreeable one, and there s¢ems to

bleed a creeping plant, the creamy sap of

self-

He promises himselfto put

canwood

_ PARTICULAR NOTICE!

tion which appears to be perfectly innocuous. If tea is a safe stimulant, it is certain-

worthy

NEW MUSIC BOOKS.

of 75 cents.

it in

disappear in the seasoned

tea-drinker, leaving only

who,

credit from

and

by habit

\

4

tea they drink is

excess,
e unpleasant symptoms which
tea-poisoning produces in a patient not in-

ured

.

Obituaries.

all English people are habitual

very strong, they may be said to use

billets
; they pluck the golden nuts of the
palm-tree, boil them, crush them and

- a hungry man eats first, and pays: afterward, so the 'book-buyer
purchases, and
then works at the debt afterward.
This
paying is rather medicinal. It cures for a
time. Bat a relapse takes place. The
longing,

ebony

croquet.
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oner’s base, lordly cricket, and lady-like

—
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-

o>

tea-drinkers, and asthe

00ds; not tily they have seen them will
they begin teWwork. They then go into the

money
to buy books!
The appetite is ingatiable. Feeding does not satisfy it. It

same

‘goods on

A

Almost

3, 1873.

lake, all supply him with pleasures! perfectly
analogous in their nature to that which boys
and men find in blind-man’s-buff and pris-

Stimulants.

factory, sails up the river fo a bush-village,
where he is boarded and lodged at the public expense. He shows the villagers his

instead

rages by the fuel which is put upon it.

re

SEPTEMBER

day, and a cabbage about the same quantity. A wheat plant exhales, in one hundred
and seventy-five days, about one hundred
thousand grains of water.
.

down the river with the land-breeze of the:
early morn, bringing their petty cargoes of
produce from the bush, while others are
eing filled with European goods ready to
start for the interior, Commerce here is
carried on by means of middlemen. The
Europeans purchase, the bush tribes produce, and the Mpongwe, or coast-people,
mongpolize the trade between the two. If
‘the natives of the interior come down to
the sea-side, they are not allowed to: go on
board ship, to visit the factory, or in any
way to traffic directly with the ‘white man.
As a rule, they remain quietly at home, and

Buying Books.
or

STAR,
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Child Life,
(1)
Any of which will be sent by mail, free of postage
on reecipt of the price.
a
Parties designingto get new, Sabbath School Libraries, or;to replenish old ones, can send us their

orglers which will be immediately filled with our'own
&

Co.

At their Great Medical Depot, 195 & 197 Broad Street,
Providence, R. I,
6mi2

publications,or wiil be filed with the books of other
publiskers, and will-be furnished to Sabbath schools
in Libraries,at wholesale

prices.
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MORNING

THE

Ls
The

Summary.

News

Cortes

has by

a very

Aural and Domestic,

decided

amnesty to the intransigentes
presented by the government

| calling into the army all males between the ages

MISCELLANEOUS.
Kentucky is in trouble with the ku-klux.

The Poor Children’s Excursions, under

the

auspices of the New York, Times, have been, in
11 trips, enjoyed by 16,064 boys and girls in the

aggregate,
;
The bodies of ninety victims of the Wawassett
disaster have been recovered.

Spanish

majority refused
A bill has been

Thus far there has

been no evidence offered on the main point of
the investigation, the origin of the fire.
The Wisconsin farmers have harvested their
grain crops in good condition, and the yield is

Packing, Marketing Produce.

at. Khiva and Khokan, and that the Russian commander has destroyed Khiva.
ey

let it be kiln-dried.

An embezzelment amounting to $
has
| been discovered in the Halifax, N, S., mouey.
2
The
wheat
yield throughout Minnesota is order office.
The British ship Telemon is reported lost
much better than was expected, the average bewith a portion of her crew.
:
ing over twenty-five bushels per acre.

A poor widow in Cullen, Ky., was hoeing

po-

tatoes the other day, when she struck .upon an
old stone jar, and naturally looking to see. what

was in it, she found $5000 in gold.

Paragraphs.

She is plung-

ed into a state of great distress by the discovery.
At one time she laments that the sum
is not
£10,000, and at another she cries for fear some
claimant will appear,
The recent storm on the eastern coast was the
most destructive known ‘for half a ‘century in
that region.
The details published show an appalling damage to property and the loss of many
lives. | 5
Ben Butler delivered a speech at Worcester,
Tuesday, advocdting his claims for nomination
as governor of Massachusetfs, and defending the
Salary grab.
He personal)y attacked the leading
men opposed to him.
Butler is to make a dozen
such speeches in various parts of the State between now and the 10th of Sept., when the State
Convention is to be held.

TEEN

In a late sermon, Brigham
Young
that he bad as many wives as any man,
he kept his bair.
Andersonville, Texas,was visited by a
er the other day for the first time, and

boasted
and yet
preachthe in-

habitants would have got up a horse race for his
entertainment if he had not stopped them.
Wile

blasting with

the great

raft in the Red

Sr.

An attempt was made, on the night of the 20th
inst., to capture the paymaster’s car on the Hannibal & St. Joseph Railroad, between Cameron
and Kansas City, by a gang of men who are
thought to be the same who robbed the Rock
Island train some time since.

River, La., the work-

re Presidents are being selected
in a
wholesale manner by a Washington phrenologist... .
Indian squaws now compel the chiefs to bear
the daily burdens of life,while they sit calmly by
and smoke.

A sailor at San Francisco has confessed his
complicity in the Nathan murder and his statement is published this morning.
Senator Sumaer is still at Nahant, the guest of
Professor Longfellow.
Since his return from

Washington he has remained very quiet, refrainRev. Henry Ward Beecher drove a party from
the Twin Mountain House to-Crawford’s, a few
in

a most

Gen. Jubal Early appeared recently at a ball
at White Sulphur Springs in his uniform of Confederate gray.

. The quarterly payment of pensions, in which
about eight millions of dollars will be disbursed,
will begin on Thursday next at
agencies throughout the country.

the

various

The report of a defalcation in the Brooklyn
city treasury proves true, the defanlter being the
ER

deputy-treasurer, M. T. Redman,
amount of the defalcation $203,000.

and

the

-,8an Franeisco correspondence states that the

Horatio O. Ladd,

A. M.,

Olivet (Mich.) college
duties as/Principal of

for over $250,000.
* The civilization
:

late

Professor

in

enters at omce upon his
the N. H. State Normal

school.

:

:

A sudden and unfavorable change .n the: condition of Hon, John P. Hale took place last week.
He suffered a series of severe convulsions, arising from eongestion of the brain, which seo taxed
his enfeebled strength that atl one time his physicians feared he would not survive the night.
He is, however, more comfortable, and hopes
- are entertdined that he will recover from the
immediate consequences of the attack.

The Secretary of the

Treasury

has issued

a

inst,
The value of experts from Boston to foreign
countries during the week ended August 29, was
$643,154 ; and the total for the year to the same

date

was

$22,084,368;

$6,653,676 over last
three per cent.

year,

being
or

an

increase

more

than

of

forty-

It is said that Senator Ferry of Michigan

will

be elected temporary president of the United
States Senate, instead of Senator Carpenter.
Rodman, the Brooklyn defaulter, is in jail, not
being able to obtain bail in $50,000.
FOREIGN.
Of the 30,000 medals awarded to exhibitors at
the Vienna exposition, 400 go to America.

Diamonds have declined 30 to 40 per cent. in
the London market, owing to the great supply.
Cholera is raging

in Hungary,

and about

50

per cent. of the cases prove fatal,

England has resolved

to send an expedition

against the Ashantees from Cape Coast Castle.

Prince Napoleon has been selected President
of the council general of Corsica, by thirty ma-

Jority.

Advices received from thé Palestine Exploring
Expedition say the party, in July lat, went into

simmer quarters in the mountains
fof Lebanon.
The heat was intense the last few weeks of their
work, The season has been prosperous and

successful. ‘All were in good health. Lieut.
Steever advises a resumption of work in Moab
in October.

It is proposed to

send

on

ome’ or

more engineers and more instruments in time for
"the fall campaign.

sound.

found

to be perfectly

\It is nearly five hundred years old.

fully

prepared statement

of the entire

Pennsylvania oil regions at $1.10 per barrel—
the lowest figures reached by the article for seven years past. - It is said the -empty barrel

costs

more than the oil required to fill it. On the same
day five new

wells were

struck, producing

spectively 600, 400, 300, 125,aund 100 barrels

re

of

:

The syndic of Rome has posted up a notice
prohibiting all persons, under the pretense of
making pilgrimages,w bether singly or in groups,
from passifig through the city. It is regarded as

a fanaticism not to be encouraged, and,

at the

present time, is a meuns used for keeping up political excitement, as well as detrimental to the
public health,
-Poor Henri Rochefort seems destined to get
into trouble wherever he goes.
It is reported
from the vessel on whieh he was shipped for
New Caledonia, that his fellow convicts, considering his course as treasonable to the cause of the
Commune, made an attempt. to lynch him, so
that the officers of the ship were obliged to assign him quarters
apart
from and protected
against the Communist exiles.

About:sixty miles frm Lima, Peru, a bady of
earth, estimated at 10,000,000 cubic yards, iell
from a mountain side into awvalley, s¢verely in-

juring a number of persons

and

damming up a

lower portion of the city.

Russian, and the elopers are now residing in Italy. The mixing of nations is now crazing the
solieitor,

]

and

typhus

feverin Marylebone, England, has been

traced

of ‘the typhoid

The

to the use of poor milk.

in fine-

eggs are to be

should be used by all means, as eggs

packed 1n straw can not,
kept on hand any length
The
oats should be of
growth, clean, bright, and
convenient).
:
Use .for packing nothing

as a general thing,be
of time with profit.
the previous
years
dry (kiln-dried when
:
but good, strong bar-

(mew if possible), well

hooped

and nailed,

of the size of a flour-barrel; head line the bottom, put a hittle wisp of long straw or hay evenly
in the bottom of the barrel, then a little fine-cut
straw or chaff about two inches thick,then a lay
er of eggs packed on the sides,little end out or towards the stave but not so as to touch the stave

within an inch and

a half, ner should the

eggs

touch each other in the layer; then put on a layer of cut straw or chaff, and let that be rubbed in
well between the eggs with the hand,and between

the eggs and the

stave with the fingers, then put

in a layer of eggs packed on the sides as before,
with at least one inch of packing between the
layers. After each three or four layers are put in,

they shouldbe well shaken down, by putting the
barrel-head, (or a round board prepared for the
purpose) on the packing; press on it hard with

one hand, and with the other shake the barrel
so us to settle well, repeating this three or four
during

the

process

of filling

the barrel;

doz. in the second, 5 1-2 doz. in each of the next
three layers,
6 doz. in each of the mext three
layers, 5 1-2 doz. in each of the next three layers, 5
last or
which
barrel.
count

doz. in the next, and 41-2 doz. in the
top layer,—making in all thirteen layers,
are enough for an ordinary sized flourA good
reputation
for accuracy in
is very valuable.
Shippers
who must

use second-hand

barrels. should

tight enough, so thit no eggs can be taken out on
the way, and a eross-piece, at least one inch
thick and three inches wide, cut exactly the
lengthto fit inside

the

barrel;

been in Mexico, they

have done well in getting a start in material matters.
Dean Stanley was suggested as the successor
of the Bishop of Winchester, but the suggestion
has not been acted on by the authorities. The
Bishop of Ely is the fortunate man.
Perhaps
Dean Stanley may succeed the Bishop of Ely.
Dufing the year 1872 there was an

increase of

800 iu the number of English post-@ffices, the total number in the United Kingdom being now
a little over 12,200.

tea to produce wakefulness,
Joseph

i

P. Thompson, an "American gen-

tleman living in Berlin, has published a pamphlet on ¢ Church and State in the United States.
of North America.”
In the preface he states
that the pamphlet was originally written * for
the use of an official of the Imperial government
whose name i8 not less honored in America than
it is in Germany.”
Prince Bismarck is probably

”

A London correspondent tells a new story of

admired one which had three donkeys in it, hut
declined to pay the price, £160, because he had

been told that a live

down

barrel plainly on the top.
In shipping from (Ohio and the West, from the
first of June to the middle of September, the
eggs should be - carefully
*‘ handled »’ before
packing,
and be sent by--express; at other
seasons ‘of the year they can be safely sent by
fast freight lines.
We think that shippers will find it to their
advantage to follow the above instructions, so
that their eggs, if fresh when packed, will be
likely to reach this market in such order that
they can be sold with much less loss than is
usual
where proper care is not exercised in
packing.
No one except those taking out and

selling

eggs

in

this

market

can

donkey could be bought for

£1, and if that were true £160 pounds
much’to pay for three painted ones.

was too
Jia

3, 1873.
Asiatic Cholera

acres of this crop, and his

PAIN-KILLER.

re-

ducts of the farm.

J. R. B,, in the Practical Farmer, gives an
account of what he produced from two and a
half acres of land put in first-rate order, and
used for soiling and root-growing. The land

for

in

months,and

In

addition to this, hie raised 840 bushels

round

turnips,

the same quantity of beets, and

250 bushels of rutabagas,

It is not
farming

as

average

.

necessary

for us to say

this

ivevitably

the more we

of

must

that

such

pay, and

that

have of it the better will

be the

Gardening.
£

experience that a feeling

petals; in a day or two it has faded, and ina
day or two more its flower-leaves are scattered

obtained.

Mr.

Joseph

Harris,

flowers.

They

blossom, fade,

popular.

Windows

so

yard manure in one of

the

and most certain to bloom,

acquired

experience,

number.

The

and

as

they

can

large number

increase

‘ear

of failures

experience

most excellent medicine.

what they

so

they

are cultivating and

may

Rough Skin,

Dr. Pierce’s

Alt.

mand
cians,
allow
with

his recent

essays,

Some-

body asked him about waste in top-dressing.
It we spread vay fifteen tons of

yard

manure-on-an-aere

spring

it makes

two or three
and it is

quite

ordinary

covery, for they shall be

the cure is complete.

But

times;at intervals

surprising Jow,

¢ becomes
What
of it *

divary manuve

wold

This

ten te whom

(over

which

we

SEWING

MACHINE

22,000

mineral matter,
850 1bs.; nitrogen,

“1bs:; carbonaceous

150 Ibs.; total, 80,000 lbs,

Mass; Sold by all Booksellers,

A graphic History of Océan Navigation, Adventure
and
Discovery since the Ar
plete with startling
incidents, fearful disasterS, piracies, perils, &c.,

ABOVE, 2150, the’ WONDERS BENEATH the SEA, Div.

ing; Dredging, Tel
phing, &c., 225 spir‘ted Illusrations. Agents
just started report 101 orders in
four days,
127 in five days, 76 in two Jugs, &o.;
sells wonderfully fast. 8000 Agents Wanted. Send
for full description and circulars,
HUBBARD
BROS, Puls,
sansom St., Phila.
'
1y47

matter,

8,000

spread

or not

lbs. ‘of dry

matter

quite three

ounces

should

then have

over

an

MEN, Girls and Boys wanted, to
WOMEN,
sell our French and American Jewelry,
Books, Gaines, &c., in their own localities, No
capital n eeded . Oatalogue, Terms, &c., sent FREE,
13t36
P.O. VICKERY & CO., Augusta, Me.

acre,

on a sqaare foot,

If

bardly be seen on thé s

of the

land, and

The Best Music Books

we might think that
manure had gone to
waste, while in point of fact nothing had been
lost but water.
In this 8,000 lbs. of dry manure
there is 7,000 1 8. » of carbon, hydrogen, and oxy-

gen.

little fertilizing value. Adil that we
to, then, is the 850 lbs, of mineral

the 150

THE

It is befieyed to possess comparatively
1hs. of nitrogen.

the mineral

matter

the atmosphere.

No

one

will waste

‘The only

risk

have to look
matter, and

supposes
by

that

exposure

to

of loss is from

the evaporation of the 160 lbs. of nitrogen.
It
“was formerly supposed that the nitrogen in fermented manure existed in the form of carbonate of ammonia, and that when the manure was
exposed to the atmosphere, the ammobia evaporated.
The carbonate of ammonia would evaporate, but it has been ascertained that barnyard
manure rarely contains any carbonate of ammo nia.
7

”

The Soiling Question.
ED

thousand

dollars.

This

4

fe

HOUR

BY L. O. EMERBON

OF

SINGING!

Price $1.00.

- This HIGH SCHOOL SINGING BOOK i8 admirably
fitted for its work, containing a good elementary
course and a Jarge quantity of the Bost vocal music
well-arranged in two, three and four
parts. Has
been received with the greatest favor By practical
eachers.
Just Ready. WHE TRIO, a collection of threepart songs, arranged especially for High Schools
and Seminaries.
n excellent companion or successor to the HOUR OF BINGING.

CHEERFUL

VOICES.

Price 50 Ceiits.
BY L. O. EMERSON.
The new, sprightly,-and very musical COMMON
8CHOOL BONG BCOK is by a gentleman who ‘hits

land

fails

in

satis

ing

the musical tusts
the people. Of his
previous
School Song il
ot 500500 have Deen sold,
All school-teachers are invited to give this new
and popuiar book a trial.
’
Any book published by Ditson & Co., will be sent
by mail, post-paid, on receipt of
Retail Price.

Oliver Ditson & Co., Boston.
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HIDES AND SKINS,

is recommended by those who have used the Pain- | Calcutta Cow—

Killer
#57 the cholera, that in extreme eases the pa. | Staughter......

STARCH

|
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Best,
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"SUGAR.

tient take two (or more) teaspoonfuls instead of one. rest Salt 1:0 [8-« IR Ma
We invite the attention of the public
to this well | Rio Grande... 28 @.. 30 | Nos. 8 to 12.. ne &
tested and unrivaled family medicine.
Western, dry.. 22
@.. 24 | Nos. 13to 17..
8. 4
The PAIN-KILLER is sold by all the Druggists |® D0: Wet: Ii @.. 134] Nos.isto0.. 10 ..10

and
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in Family Medicines. a Price,
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MASON

including

those first

exhibited

Automatic Swell......
Double Reed, in Up-

right Resonant

Case,

at

Octave Coupler

and

Seven Stops,

Sub-Bass,

$130

with

very pow-

erful and with much variety..............

$190

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES, with SUPPLE
MENT, containing descriptions of new style.. Also
TESTIMONIAL CIRCULAR FREE.

MASON & HAMLIN ORGAN CO.
New

JEPUCATION

York

and

Chicago.

AND

and circulars containing

full information, with

be sent joak-paid,

Comer

list

of his celebrated

pens.

mail on receipt of 25 cents. .

received

[Samples

gi

HOMER
AGENTS

WANTED

DANIEL
teaches

a

in-

full

sent by

i

FOR

MARCH,

how men

how to live in all times.

People

thank us for

has

ents sold

rolth, p Siiey "i 1

Scenes,” and 'Our Father's House,” nearly 100,0 0 coplet
each. They should now canvass the same territnry fos
Home Life,” his latest and best work.
Employment for
Young. Men, Ladies, Teachers and Clergymen in everr
county. Bend for circular and secure first choice of tery
rilozy.
ZIEGLER
&
M CURD
Y,

274 Main St., Springfield, Mass.
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Merit
Appreciated. — ‘ Brown's
BRONCHIAL TROCHES,” have been before the public
many years. Each year finds the Troches in some
new, distant localities, in various parts of theworld.
Being an apicle of true merit, when once used, the
value of the Troches ig appreciated, and they are

at hand, to

be used as occasion requires.

3t20e4thw

D.D.

of the author's former works, **Nigh-

17t85

|

488.. 50 Prime......,

For Coughs, Colds, and Throat Diseases, the Troches.
have proved
their eflicacy. For sale everywhere,

is precious as gems.” “It glows with
living
ght on every
page.”
The style 1s full and flowing, clear and spark-
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of Mr. Comer’s published works on Penmanship
Book-keeping,
Navigation, etc., may be had free at
the College, 33 Washington Street, corner of West
that Mr.

BEEF.
ExMess#bb 1000
Country do..1400

Western.,

5
EMPLOYMENT,

from 7to 9, between October and April.

This work

14

»
2 a.
50 |California...... 17 8.. 3
75 CHAR. sls ix RB 8.. 4
50 | do. combing
.
00

YORK

APPLES,
Dried. ...coeuee 64
GreenWinter 150
BEANS.
MArrow...... 265
Ex Medium..2 55

State... oes

The Editor of the Boston Courier says, and the
statement is endorsed by nearly every Editor in
New England, most of whom have had friends attending the {institution : To those desiring practical business
preparation
we
can
commend
COMER'S COMMERCIAL COLLEGE as the best insti.
tation of the kind" in the country. Founded b
Mr. George N. Comer, a gentleman of rare tac
ability and experience, it has been successfull con.
ducted by him for thirty.two years past and
has
had hosts of imitators, but no rival. A young
man
here, in a few months, makes amends '¢ a lifetime’s
absence of educational opportunities. «ad the rates
of tuition are so reasonable as to be within the
reach of almost every one.
There are no classes;
each student receives individual instruction, progresses according to capacity, and can commence
at any time. Ladies have an entirely
separate department. At the present time Mr, Comer has more
applications for his students as clerks, etc., than he
can fll. The College is open every business day
throughout the year, from 9 to 2 o’clock; evenings,

By

00
25
00
00

8

S$

Wholesale Prices for the week ending,
AUG. 27, 1878.

StateFirk

Other new styles at proportionate prices.

supply
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NEW

Organs

Vox Humana and
STYLE 8. Five-Octave,

forming them

ermont—

& HAMLIN

STYLES,

Moston,

8.. 4

00

| ak
¥ton..1035 0000 @..
gis 60®
Clapboards

.

Vienna, now ready at REDUCED PRICES,
STYLE P. Double Reéd, Five-Octave Organ,
with Knee Stop and Automatic Swell, fine
quality and POWer....vssssssnnnerrssnanes #110
STYLE T. Double Reed, Five-Octave, in Upright Resonant Case, Five Stops, with

t35]

8.. %0

ShippingB’d 17 00 a 00
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ne ei
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who have much writingto do will
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the mark every time,” and never
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We note the following evidence of the
value
of the summer stall-feeding of stock: Mr. Harry
Sedgwick, of Cornwall, Ct., tells-us of a young
man in kis neighborhood who bought eighty acres

of Jund for eleven

J

domewhbbl 3 60 @ 8 (0

Our native | 1.emons. ¥hosis 00gid 00

few hours.

Street, or on request will

For High and for Grammar Schools !
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and cramp contmue, repeat the dose every filteen | Eastern and Northern
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minutes. In this way the dreadful seourge may be ih. oe 18 00 330 00 I
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checked, and the patient relieved in the course of a |
100
or 1.40 e170
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OCEAN'S STORY.
By the gifted son of the famous *‘ Peter Parley.”
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then bathe freely across the stomach and bowels
with the Pain-Killer, clear. Should the diarrhea

1t36

A new work of intense INTEREST, and intrinsic VALUR.

9
9
8
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Hams

At the commencement of the disease, take a tea- | Shorts ¥ ton 21 0 $31 50
spoonful of Pain-Killer, in sugar and water, and | Fine Feed...21 50 423 0

had no
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strictly observe | R

the following directions :

that

Prescott,
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PP amon

Missionary in China, | Wee ers
Those using Pain-Killer should

BEST,”

recommended

50

families and localities by whom otherwise they

694

Motley, Geo. P. Marsh, Halleck, Whittter, Willis,
Saxe, Elihu Burritt, Daniel Webster, Rufus Choate,
and the best A mapioan and European scholars.
Published by G. & C. MERRIAM,
Springfield

and in hot summer. weather, the 22,000 Iba. of
‘We

Sed.

would be very indifferently received. Believe me,
dear sirs, gratefully yours, etc.
J. M. JOHNSON,

NEW

Warmly
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sions without a supply of the * Pain-Killer.” It gives Rulsiis, bunch—
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ROCHESTER

Price $12.
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FRUIT.

the uniform result at previous exhibitions.
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@ 160 Glue............ 14.@.. 50

Medium ..4 75 @ 5 00

mm competition with the best makers from all countries.
This is not only the highest award to any instrumen®, but is the. ONLY MEDAL
awarded to
American manufacturers.
It is in accordance with

In our dry climate,

water would evaporate.

it was prescribed recovered.

poor people throughout all this region.

Salt Rheum,

Cleveland, O., August 18, 1878.
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100, been very useful in various other diseases,
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advertisements of our vanquished competitors.
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of,~water

In the summer of 1862 and | Print Cldths...

using
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the public against the BOGUS CLAIMS and paid
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found it a | Drills, Brown.13
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are so much ' in advance even of their physiMagkerel bbl. 630 an « Beef—Mess
:
that we have almost daily applications. We Salmon, tee. .25 00 &28 00
Western. ...12 50 @13 50
them to come; because it brings us in contact
FLOUR AND MEAL.
Family
15 00 @16 00
them, and opens a door of usefulness.
In | St. Lows, ext.6 00 @ 6 50 dnd Clear..
20 00 @21 00

we received it.

control), and consequently is unquestionable evidence, we deem it due to ourselves to caution

it disappears.

pum pure

Dear Sirs :—I ought to have acknowledged long | Illinois and Indiana,
ago the box of Pain-Killer you had the goodness to | choice exten 8 bog
send us last year. Its coming was most providenMich aed Ohio, 508
tial. I believe hundreds of- lives were saved, under
Rye Flour....5 00 @
God,
by it. The cholera appeared here soon after | Corn Meal....3 20 g

exactly

Sold by Druggists.
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harrow it

Am.dry, pure Lis. 1

DOMESTICS.

choice

chines at the Vienna Exposition, which fact has
been announced in the newspapers by Associated

barn-

of a few

fapldiy

‘

Tungehow, China. | medium do..7 00 @ 8 00 "ors “bh 3°°°"gf

Bogus Vienna Premiums.—As we haved taken ALL of the GRAND MEDALS awarded to hi ar
sewing machines and work doné on sewing ma-

of-grass-land-in--the-

a show.

PAINTS,

| diarrhea, colic, vomiting, cholera, ‘coughs, ete. | Medium.... 8 00 @ 9 00 | qo." ©" % 50 ¢19 30
your PAIN-KILLER has been my chief medicine, | choice extrald u n oh] Mess, best 18 00 gi8 50
Yours, very truly,
T, P. CRAWFORD,
com. extras 6 00 @ 6 35 Prime. vss 10 00 Bio.0

to

Ext. or Golden Medical
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70 Q.. (rd

Lead,RedAm.... §48.. 9

edge ourselves,
the few simple remedies we can com-

The Rural Home.

Erysipelas and Scrofulous diseases

60

The Chinese come to us in great numbers for mediFISH,
©
|Refined........ 16 €..16}
cine and advice. Though without medical knowl. | Cod—largeqtd 75 @ 6 00 Rurodene. ap ne. 18

Blessed are they who seek relief from * Liver
Complaint,” ** Biliousvess,” Bad Blood, Pimples,

Blotches, Eruptions,

Do. Whale.

Neatsfoot¥’gal 1 20 @ 1 40

ber failingin a single case, For three years I have

have a satisfactory variety, they can multiply
it by cuttings, or layers. The propagation of
house plants isa very agreeable employment
for many ladies, affording
nearly as much en-

joyment as the flowers.—

@.. 74

using it in a great many instances, I do not remem- | Ginghams......00 @.. 00 jprench Yellow..2

in the

then when

..

1863, while residing in Shanghai, I found it an almost | Soft Flannel.@5 oo yy iting—

get those

know

125 @ 130

Linseed—Eng.

certain cure for Cholera,if used in time. Indeed; | Ticking ........00 @.. 06 | Boston......150 @ 2 00

cessfil management.
Plaats for window gardening may be propagated in the same way as for out-door gardening, by seeds or bulbs, by layering, by cuttings,
and
by dividing roots. Beginners
had better
are in bloom,

on.

Refined do...

Of those who had the Chole-

the Chinese, and
ly and;among

for their suc-

get their first plafits of florists, and

ean

$8

Sirs :—During « long residence in China, 1 | §heetings and Shirtings ING GOWN 1 GIy

culture of house-plants
is undoubtedly
due
in a great measure to attempting too much, and
in consequence neglecting all, or in commencing
with some of the more difficult species that re-

quire knowledge and

»

Ray ayad i

fori

hisge used your valuable Pain-Killer,
both in my own | Meditum 4-4.,...118..12

their

A&A National Standard, The authority
Government Printing Office at Washington.

of barn-

28

.

ra, and took the medicine faithfully
in the way stated

after they have

3000 Engravings ; 1840 Pages Quarto,

Agriculturist,

this estimate

COFFEE.

28 @.. 30

SWobt. sxe

Po

until relief was

above, eight out of ten recovered.

wither,

located

40

Apply hot applications to the extremities.

rub the limbs briskly.

receive as much of the sunlight as possible are the
the first requiste of successful window-gardening.
A bay window, on the south side of the house,
will receive the sun’s rays the greatest number
of hours of any kind. This
window
should
be in the family sitting-room, as there
thé
flowers would be most enjoyed, and there a
continuous fire is generally
kept up
during
the cold season.
Novices should commence with a small number of varieties, and those most easily managed

Ay

38

Bathe the stomach with the Pain-Killer, clear, and

Webster's Unabridged Dictionary,

in

make

every minute

MOLASSES,

850 |Olive,¥ gal

fifteen minutes, begin to give about a tablespoonful
of the same mixture

die, and the happy smile with which we greet
their birth hardly passes from our face before
we mourn their untimely death.
Soothe frosts
of autumn
destroy
the last beauties. of the
flower garden, and we lament
the short-lived
flowers.
No wonder, then, that we should desire to
perpetuate something of the loveliness of the
summer flower-garden in our dwellings through
the winter, and that window gardening is be-

i

«

Qiwnel...... 2 00 423 2

of hot water sweetened with sugar; then, after about

to the winds.
We watch
with eager interest
the gradual growth and final blooming of our

10,000 Words and Meanings not in other Dictionaries.

j

82

COAL.

féctual to give a teaspoonful of Pain-Killer in a gill

of sadness

into the soul, diminishing the joy with
contemplate a *‘ thing of beauty,” and
our enjoyment of sensual pleasures,
with rapture a rose open its brilliant

GET

es

Sperm...

+ In administering the medicine, I found it most ef- | Anthracite... 8 00g

WHAT TEACHER
the necessity of having the packing perfectly
Or pupil is properly furnished for his work, as a new
dry (kiln~driéd if possible), and also of haviha- “térm begins, unless he is SappLed with a GOOD
ENGLISH DICTIONARY ? Or what prothe eggs firmly and securely packed in strong
fessional man, family, or private individual, can
and good-looking barrels.
always read understandingly, or make the best intellectual progress, unless he has at hand, for often
Marking-plates and shipping-cards are freely
consultation, a like work? * And whilst you are
furnished by dealers to all who desire them,
about it,
;
Send imvoice by mail of each shipment; giving
number of barrels shipped and number of dozens in each separately, also whether sent by

nai

your

PRICES

27, 1878,

@. 15} Cuba, Clayed..

Window

will steal
which we
marring
We see

|

China,as a missionary,
I found.

that fearful scourge, the Cholera.

appreciate

Waste in Top Dressing.

and

.'

12

been residing in this place, more than fifty miles

every-day

that

CANDLES.

Dear Sirs :—During a residence of some ten years | Molds..... «ss
Siam

WHOLESALE

ending Avg,

from a physician, and have been obliged often to | Extra Superfive.. @ 1 85
fall upon my own resources in cases of sfokness. | Superfine......... @ 120

—

coming

BOSTON

standard of our agriculture.

.The evanescence of all material beauty “and
all earthly pleasures is so plainly taught in

summer

Markets.

For the week

Vegetable Pain-Killer
a most valuable remedy for

use), and white mustard, furnished

twenty-five cows for two

The

3

(From Rev. R. Telford, Missionary in China.)

was used from August 1st, 1871,
to the end of
the season of 1872. The corn fodder, green rye

(forautumn

in China.

Almost every case Cured with

oun the

ceipts the first. year were $3,000 cash. The
next year, by the use of the same system
he kept twenty-seven cows,, which made an
of one hundred dollars each, though
using
only a comparatively small part of the pro-

this tnatter was'redu¢ed tg powder, it could

The origin of tea is thus told by the Hindoo
mythologists.
Darma, a prince of that country,
went on a pilgrimage to China,vowing he would
~neverrest onthe way.
But he once, wearied
out, fell asleep, and was, on awaking, so angry
with, himself that he cut off his eyelids and flung
them on the ground.
They sprung up as tea
shrubs, and to this origin is owing the power of

Mr.

press it

tight, and nail with two or three strong mails
each side. Mark the number of dozens in each

finds occasion to

time the Methodists have

be very partic-

ular in selecting none but good, strong ones, and
be sure that the bottom is well secured, and
instead of having the top head to fitin the chine,
have a ‘head made ont of light material, though

When repairs are completed, the church will be
opened for Christian worship. Some thirty thousand dollars are- called for with which to purchare additional buildings for schools, press,
mission families, ete.
Considering
the short

the Shah. The King of Kings was very much
charmed with the paintings ut the international
exhibition, and finally bought £1500 worth. He

rior numbers were published.

packed

chaff will sell on an

express or freight.—Am. Ag.

and 40 horses eaptured.

ed by the Spanish official in Havana into a vietory, and glowing accounts
of the bravery of the
Spanish forces in resisting the attack by supe<

Eggs

wheat

In securing the cloister of the convent of San
Francisco in the city of Mexico, the Methodist
mission there comes into: possession of a fine
piece of préperty. In fact,Dr. Butler calls it magpificent, with its beautiful arches and pillars.

meant by this.

This defeat was twist-

springy.

debt of eleven southern states makes it amount
to $180,036,313, against $130,000,000 in 1865, the
with cut straw or chaff, with the addition of a
increase in five years being only about $50,000,- sheet of stiff paper between the hay or straw
000,which has been chiefly used for railroads aiid -and the oats; both top and bottom, to prevent
other improvements.
This disposes of thE AE any dust of the hay or straw getting into the
sertion that the present administration has in- os or the eggs from working threugh the oats
creased the debt of the southern states $200,000,
the surface and being broken on top.
000 in five years.
A
:
=~The number of eggs in each barrel should not
exceed 70 doz.—4 1-2 doz. in the first layer,d
On Tuesday, July 29, crude oil sold in the

Late advices from Cuba give the details of the
defeat of the Spanish troops near Puerto Prin-

cipe. The Spaniards lost 80 killed and 2 officers

‘and

or clean

average of one-half to one cent per dozen more
than those packed in oats.
Oats are extensively used in this State for
packing eggs, but are not so good as cut straw,
except when_they are not to be sold or used

rels

product of twelve

Oat chaff should never be used, as it

is too light

cut straw

during the soiling season

for thirty-five cows and two oxen for one month.

entirely free from long

pieces. When rye straw, can not be obtained,
clean, bright, and dry wheat straw may be used,
Wheat chaff when perfectly dry and clean is also

very good.

He kept them

food

to three-quarters

be pressed in. Great care should be taken to
have the head press firmly on the straw so the
eggs can not work loose by handling; but not
so tight as to break the eggs.
In using oats the
same directions are to be followed as in packing

and

A Liverpool lawyer is in a mental. snarl, produced by the facts of a divorce case which he is
conducting. His client, a Swede, married an English woman in Germany and went to live in
England. The woman has now run off with a

Five sailors at Petersburg, Va., report that
they are survivors of thet steamship Lucy, and
that the vessel was burned at sea on the 15th

straw should be cut

one-half

recently examined,

There is an alarming mortality among horses
in New York city, and it is feared that an epidemic of cerebro-spinal meningitis has begun.

!

The

from

A London paper says that the roof of Westminster Abbey, in which chesthut was used, was

river,the water of which had risen 109 fegt above
its usual hight. Engineers were of the opinion
that the water would rush toward Lima, sweeping everything before it and submerging the

average.

‘even,

of an inch in length, and

times

circular letter extending to all collection districts
and customs officials the rules recently prescribed for the port of New York relative to the entry
of merchandise - by the agent or attorney of
consignees.

Unfavorable reports are received of the corn
crop in Illinois and Indiana, the yield in most
sections being only one-half to two-thirds of the

“nag

any more

oil per day.

Hip Yee Tong Society take every woman that
they can induce to come to San Francisco and
make her pay $40, or sell her. They have im-

ported 6,500 and sold ‘them
This item would look bad in
of the Nineteenth Centary.”

interviewed

more or lessof them.
fine aud

finish with three or four inches of packing over
the last layer, and fill so high that the head must

A

ing from all reading and writing.

days since, handling his four-in-hand
graceful manner,

The Rev. W. J. Ancient, of Atlautic fame, has
just been made the recipient of a present from
some gentlemen of Chicago, who quietly raised a
subscription to present a testimonial to the men
who distinguished themselves in- the hour of
peril, and by their heroic conduct saved a large
number of lives.
¢
be

The bbst material to pack eggs with is clean,
bright, and perfectly dry rye straw.
The least
"dampness is very injurious, and is sure to spoil

held, oats

men were astonished to find that at least 150
fish, weighing-from 1 to 100 pounds, were killed

Eugenie refuses*to
by photographers.

:

immediately, “Bit in case the

nitro-glycerine to remove

The late storm has caused great destruction to
the fruit and grain crops on Long Island.
A
A poor lone widow, with seven children and a
whole field of grain was destroyed, and fences
sore throat, paid the necessary taxes and took
and telegraph poles were swept down gemneralsix dogs from the Milwaukee pound.
ly.
cs 1
During the month of July, 3307 passengers
Miss Seavey, of Belmont, N. H., a maiden
lady, aged about 60 years, died of voluntary" arrived in .California by overland railroad, and
2387 pilgrims traveled East in the same tine.
starvation on Thursday,
having refused food
- for twenty-eight days. A sister of the deceased
died in the same way, a few years since.

had- previously kept eleven cows, four or five
yearlings, and one or .iwo
horses. The first
year he sowed fourteen acres of corn fodder,
and
increased his stock to ‘twenty-five cows.

of twenty and thirty-five.
and
—————
America
in
Japanese students
The
The difference in value ot eggs properly put
throughout Europe have been recalled by'.the
government of Japan to undergo an examination, | up and those packed in a careless and slovenly
manner is very great, aud it is not only impor-their progress not heing satisfactory.
tant that eggs should be placed in market fresh
of
Bishop Rimkens, the new Catholic prelate
and sound, but should be clean and bright as
Germany, renounces the special privileges claimpossible; therefore, whatever material is used
ed for the Episcopal office.
for ‘packing shouldbe bright, clean, free from
It is reported that insurrections have occurred
dust, not musty, and perfectly dry.
If possible

of

the largest for twelve years, The wheat is
.
better quality than ever before seen.
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BARNUM'S HOTEL.
Oor. Broadway and Twentieth Streets,
NEW YORK.
ON BOTH AMERICAN and EUROPEAN PLANS.
Complete with

all

modern

improveme

nts;

rooms

en sufte and single; private parlors, baths, elevators,
&o. Location unsurpassed, being in the very center
of fashion and brilliant New York life, In pro Ximity
to Churches and Ploes of Amnsement, and
Lo rd
Taylor's, Arnold
& Constables’ and J. & C.J ohnston’s Dry Goods palaces. The hotel is under che
management of A. 8, Barnurh, formerly of Barnum ‘s
Hotel, Baltimore; I. N. Green, of Dayton, Ohio, and
recently of New York, and Freeman Barnum, of
Barnum’s Hotel, St. Louis,
4130
T
b t

[ 20 per dny! Arents wanted! All classes of working peo0
1s, of either sox, young or old, make more money at
work for us In fim spare moments or all the time than at anything.
_®lue, Particulars free, Address G, Stinson & Co, Portland, Maine.

1y41
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